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PREFACE

In the name of Allah, the Benevolent, the Merciful
Towards the erid of December, 1957, and in the beginning
of'January, 1958, an International Islamic Colloquium wa~ held
in Lahore under tJ:ic auspices of the Punjab University in which a
large number _of distinguished and noted scholars of the 1viuslim
world and -'Western countries took part. Quite a few·outstanding <ufama representing :tviiddle Eastern countries were there.
D~spite having received an invitation to participate the wrfrer
was unabfe to reach L<thore until. after the colloquium had
ended. The points that had beer! raised during the colloquium
continued to be debated by many people.
The scholars who had come from Egypt, Syria and Iraq to
participate in the conference showed considerable keenness to
collect correct information about the fundamental beliefs and
·doctrines of Qadianism, the well-known religious movement of
India and Pakistan. This curiosity on their part was justified
and natural. For, it was in this part of the world that Qadianism
was born and developed. Hence, from here alone authentic
material and information could be procured. The Pakistani
and Indian friends of these guests felt the existence bf a serious
.lacuna : the absence of any book on the subject in present-day
· Arabic which could be presented to them. It was owing to this
feeling that when the writer reached Lahore he was ordered by
his-spiritual tteacher and guide, Hazi:at Mau!ana <Abdul Qadir
R aipur'i, to write a book on this subject in Arabic.
I
· During his trips to the Middle East and his stay in Egypt
and Syria the writer had himself 'felt the need of such a work,
but the subject had failed to capture his imagination. The
subject was on the whole, out of tune with his temperament. Despite his repeated efforts· the writer did not
succeed in forcing himself to study any of Mirza Ghulam
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Ahmad's writings: Hence, when.he undertook the task, he had
little familiarity with the subject. But the demand had been.
made from a personage the. compliance of whose.wish was a
matter of deepest spiritual satisfaction, to the writer and this enabled him to devote himself to a- thorough study of Qiidianism.
Within a few days the room where the writer was staying at.
Lahore changed into a full fledged library on Qadiiinism. The
work then started in earnest and for one month the w"riter
remained so deeply immersed in the subject that he lost almost
all touch with the outside world and had his mind free for no
other subject.
The writer's mental framework being that of a student" of
history, he launched upon his intellectual journey from the very.
beginning of the movement surveying every stage in its progress
and development. TJ1e writer's observations, therefore, moved
along the lines through which Qadianism had, passed during its
course of development. This approach helped the writer to
grasp the real nature of the Qadiiini movement, its gradual
evolution, and its motivating factors. This approacli uncovered
a number of aspects which might have remained hidden otherwise. • The writer delved deep into the writings of the founder
of this movement, :tviirza Ghuliim Ahmad QidiiinI and it is
through this first hand source that he has tried to arrive at
unprejudiced conclusions, trying to maintain the detachment of
a historian in respect of the message, the movement, and the
practical achievements of Qadianism. The result of this study .
has been published in the form of al-Qad(yani wa a£-Q]idiyaniyah
in Arabic.
.-f
After the book had been prepared Hazrat Maulii;,a 'Abdul
Qadir ordered its translation into Urdu. Since actual excerpts
in Urdu wel'e required for the Urdu edition, an entire library
of books available only in Lahore was required once again.
Another trip was made, after which this book was rendered into
Urdu. This Urdu edition could better be regarded as an
independent work because a number of valuable additions and
modifications have been made during the process of its
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preparation.,
For some time literature on controversial religious subjects
has had a peculiar language and style, so much so thaf this
language and style have come to be regarded as part and parcel
of religious writings. This -writer has not considered himself
bound by this polemical tradition. This book has been written
with historical objectivity rather than the bigoted zeal of a debater. This will perhaps disappoint those who have been used to
polemical writings. For this the writer offers no apology. The
class of people for whom it has been written and the purpose
which actuated its writing did not warrant any other style of
expression.
The ~riter- thanks all those friends and well-wishers who
have been a so{1rce of guidance in the study of the su!;:iject, who
provided him with the material needed for writing this book
and for facilitating the ·completion of the work. If this book
serves Islam in any way, all such people share its reward.
The writer wishes to impress on his readers one thing:
wisdom requi~es that a person.should refrain from risking even
as trivial a thing.as one's monetary savings, .and one should be
careful in choosing the people to whom thes-e should be entrusted. If wisdom demands such precaution in worldly affairs, it
should not be difficult to guess what a tremendous amount of
p'recaution should be exercised in the matter of faitn.on which
depends a person's salvation and his felicity in the eternal life
of the Hereafter. It is evident that in such a matter one should
exercise extreme precaution; one should try to use one's discretion to the utmost, and to divest oneself
all emotional predilections, worldly attachments and material interests. This book,
through its authentic and systematically arranged information
obtained from the· statements and writings of the founder of
Qadianism himself and through authentic historical information
about the movement, can prove of help to many a person to
arrive at an intelligent appreciation of Qadianism.
0
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PART I

•

The Historical Background of the
Rise of Qadianism

Muslim India in the Nineteenth Century
The nineteenth century is a period of unique importance
m modern history. It is the century in which intellectual
unrest and various kinds of conflicts and tensions found in the
Musiim world reached their climax. India was one of the main
centres of this unrest and tension. Here the conflicts and
tensions between the Western and the Eastern cultures, between
th7 old and the new systems of education, in fact, between the
old and the new world-views, ~nd between Islam and Christianity
were mounting. The forces concerned were locked in a fierce
struggle for survival.
The movement began at a time when the well-known
struggle of 1857 for the country's independence had been
suppressed. '!'his had shocked the Muslims to the core; their
hearts were bleeding, and their minds paralysed. They were
confronted with the danger of double enslavement; political as
well as cultural. On the one hand, the victorious power,. the
B~itish, had launched 'upon a vigorous campaign" to spread a
new culture and civilization in fodia. On the other hand,the
Chri~tian missionaries were scattered all over India bent upon
active proselytisation. To be able to shake the confidence of
Muslims in their own beliefs and to make them skeptical as to
the bases of the Islamic Shari<ah, even though they might not
be converted to Christianity, was deemed by them an important
enough achievement. The new generations of Muslims, which
had not been thoroughly grounded in Islam, were their main
target. The scho·ols and colleges which were introduced along
the foreign pattern were the main fields of their activity directed
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at spreading intellectual confusion. The efforts were hot altog~ther
unsuccessful and even incidents of · conversion to
Christianity began to take place in India. But the main danger
of that period was not apostasy (in .the sense of ostensible conversion from Islam to Christianity), but skepdcism and atheism.
Religious debates· bet,~e.en Muslim <ufama and Christian
missionaries took plqce frequently, leading in general to the
victory of the <ulama ·of Islam. This established the intellectual
superiority and greater vitality of Islam as against Christianity.
Nevertheless, intellectual unrest, skepticism, and weakness of
faith grew apa~e.
This was one aspect of the situation : the situation vis-ii-vis
the external menace. Looked at internally, the situation was
even worse. l\!Iutual disagreements between Muslim sects had
assumed frightful proportions. Each sect was busy denouncing
the other. Sectarian polemics ;vere ·the order of the day, leading often to violent clashes, even to bloodshed, to litigation over
controversial sectarian issues. ' The whole of India was in the
grip of what might be termed a sectarian civil war. This too
had given birth to mental confusion and created breaches in
the Muslim society and disgust in the people and had considerably damaged the prestige of the Muslim <ufama and of Islam.
On the other hand, immature siifis and ignorant pretenders
of spiritual excellence had reduced the Sufi orders to a plaything. They gave wide publicity to their trance-utterances and
inspired pronouncements. One found people everywhere
making oyerly extravagant claims and going about proclaiming
their ability ·to perform astounding miracles and to receive
messages from on High. The result of all this was that the
Muslim masses had developed an uncommon relish for things
esoteric, for miracles, for supernatural performancEj_s,. for
inspired dreams and prophesies. The more a person had to
offer people by way of these things, the greater was his popu~
larity. Such people use9. to .become the centre of popular
yeneration. Hypocritical daruishes and cunning traders of
religion took full advantage of the situation. People had
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developed such a liking for . esoterics that they were readily
prepared to accept every new fantasy, to support" every new
movement and to believe in every , esoteric claim however
baseles~ and imaginary. :tviuslims were generally in the grip·of
frustration and had fallen prey to defeatism. The failure of
the struggle of 185 7 and of a number of other recent religious
and.militant movements was fresh in their memory. :tvfany of
them had despaired, therefore, of bringing abput any change
and reform through normal processes and a large number of
people had begun to await the advent of some charismatic
personality, some divinely appointed leader. At places one
. heard that at the turn of the century the Promised Messiah
would make his appearance. In religious gatherings people
commonly referred to the numerous forms of misguidance and
evil which were to appear on the eve of the_ Doomsday. Prophesies .and esoteric statements such as those of Shah Ni'amat
Ullah Kashmiri helped people to forget the bitterness of the
current :;ituation and strengthened their morale_. Dreams,
prophesies and other esoteric pronouncements had magnetic
appeal and kept their spirits high.
,The· province of Punjab, in particular, was the centre of
mental confusion and. unrest, superstitions an"d religious ignorance. This province had suffered for eighty years under the
yoke of the Sikh Raj, an overbearing military tyranny. During
this period the religious belief and devotion of Muslims had
_weakened consjderably. True Islamic education had been
almost non-existent for long. The fo.undations of lslamic life
and Islamic society· had been shaken. Their minds were
seri"ously in the grip of confusion and perplexity. In brief, to
borrow the words of Iqbal:
The Khalsa (Sikhs) took away both the Qur,an and the
swa,rd,
In their realm, Islam was just dead.
This situation·ha:d paved the grou'nd in the Punjab for the
rise of a new religious rr.ovrment b<1sed on novel interpretations
and esoteric. doctrines.· The temperament of a good number of
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people of the region where this movement arose has been
portrayed oy Iqbal in these words:
In religion, he is fond of the latest,
He stays not for long at a place ; he keeps on moving;
In learning and research he does not participate,
But to the game of Mentors and Disciples, he readily
succumbs;
If the trap of explanation anyone lays,
He walks into it quickly from the branah of his nest.
It was towards the end of the nineteenth century that Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad appeared on the scene with his unique message
and movement. For the spread of his message a:nd for the
fulfilment of his ambitions .Mirza ,Ghulam Ahmad found a
fertile ground and a congenial period of time. He had numerous factors to his advantage-the. general ,unrest in the minds
of people, the exotic-loving temperament of the people, the
general despair with regard to the efficacy of moderate and
normal means of reform and revolution, the .decline in the prestige of and confidence in the <u/ama, the popularity of religious
debates which had vulgarised the religious curiosities and
propensities of the people and 'made them, to a large extent, freethinkers. Furthermore, the British rulers (who had had a bitter
experience with Mujahidrn movement and felt; therefore, considerable consternation for the spirit of jihad and the religious
enthusiasm of Muslims), warmly welcomed this new religious
movement which pledged loyalty .to the British government and
even made this loyalty an article of faith, and Whose founder
had had a long and close association with the government.
All these factors provided the cbngenial atmospher·e in which
Qadianism came into existence, won converts and developed
into al} independent sect and religion.

2

Mirza Ghulam Ahmad Qadiani'

Family Background

Genealogically Mirza Ghuliim Ahmad belonged to the
Barias branch of the Moghuls.2 But after some time he came
to know by means of 'inspiration' that lie was, in fact, of Persian
origin. To quote his own words:
"The revelation (ilham) about me is rhat: Were it that
faith was hanging from the· Pleiades it would still have
been seized by the /Uan from Persia. 3 And then, there is
also a third revelation about me: Verily, those who
disbelieved the man from Pers ia disproved their religions.
God is thankful for his endeavour .. All these 'revelations'
show that our forefathers were Persian. And .the truth is
what Allah has made manifest."'
0

I.

This chapter purporting to lay down the biographical outlines of the

founder's life is based chiefly on the statements and writings of the
Mirza himself, supplerriented by- the work of his son Mirza Bashir
Ahmed, Sirat al-lvJahdi and other standard works of the Q3:dia:nis.
2. Mirza Ghu!am Ahmad, Kitiib al-Bariyah, p. 134 n.
3. This traditidn.occurs in t_he SihOh with a little variation of words. In
some reports there occurs the phrase 'Rijal Min Faros' (men from Persia)
instead of R~]ul (a man). The 'i:lama and the muhaddithin interpret
this hadfth to refer to Salman al.-Farisl and other CUlama and holy men
of Persia famous for their devotion an4 service to the cause of faith
including the Imam Abu Hanifa, v;ho \Vas also of Persian origin.
4. Kitab al-Bariyah, p. 135 n.
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In one of h.is works he writes:
"It should be remembered that apparently the family
of this humble one is that of the Moghu!s .. No record has
been seen in the history of our family, showing that the
family w'as Persian. ·What has been seen in certain records
is that some, of our grandmothers were of noble and noted
Sayyid families. Now it has come to be known through
the word of God that ours is a Persian family. We believe
in this with all our conviction since the reality in respect
of genealogies is known to none the way it is known to Allah,
the Exalted. It is His knowledge alone which is true and
sure and t.hat·of all others, doubtful and conjectura!.." 5
Mirza Gu! Mohammad, the great grandfather of Mirza
Ghuia'm A·h~ad owned considerable properly. In Punjab
he had a good-sized estate. .tvlrrza Ghulam Ahmad had
mentioned in detail the ·aristocratic pomp and splendour of
this ancestor of his, his ha bit to. feed a large number of people
at his table, and his religious influence.''·
After his death,, his estate declined and the Sikhs confiscated
the villages of that estate.. This decline continued to such .an
extent that no other land remained in the ownership cifhis grandfather, Mirza <Ata Mohammad, except Qadian. Later on, the
Sikhs occupied even that and dr~ve the Mirza family out of
Qadian. During· the last years of Ranjit Singh's rule Mirza
Ghulam Murtaza, the father of the 1'.1irza, returned to Qadian
and the Mirza later received five villages out of the landed pro'
perty of his father. 7
·
•
The Mirza's family maintained very loyal and cordial
relations with the recently established British power in the
Punjab. Several members .of the family had shown great
enthusiasm in consolidating the new governmei;t and had come
to its rescue on several critical occasions. To cite .the words of
5.
6.
7.

Araba'ln, Vol. II, p. 17 n.
Kitab al-Bariyah, pp. 136-42 n.
Ibid, pp. 142-44 n.
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the Mirza himself:
"I come from a family which is but and out loyal to
this government. My father, Murtaza, who was considered
its well-wisher, used to be granted a chair in the Governor's
Durbar and has been mentioned by Mr. Griffin in his
History df .the Princes of Punjab. In 1857 he helped the
British Government beyond his power, that is, he. procured
cavaliers and horses right during the time of Mutiny. He
was considered by the Government to be its loy;ll supporter.
and well-wisher. A number of testimonials of appreciation
received by him from the officers have unfortunately been
·lost. Copies of three of them, however, which bad been
published a long time ago, are reproduced Oii the ma;gin.
Then, after the death of my grnndfather, my elder brother
Mirza Ghulam Qadir continually occupied himself with
service to the Government and when th<! evil-doers encountered the forces of the British Government on the highway
ofTammun, be participated in the battle on the side.of the
British Government." 8
Birth, Education, Upbringing

The Mirza was born during the last phase of the Sikh rule
in the year 1839 or 1840 at Qadian in Gurdaspur DistriCt.'
His own writings show that at the time of the ~truggle of Independence in 1857, he was sixteen or seventeen years old.10
The Mirza received his education up to the Middle Class
8.

Ishtihar Wajib al-Jzhar, September 20, 1897 pp. 3-6 appencjed with Kitiib
al-Bariyah.
·9. & 10. Kitab al-Bariyah, p. 146, n. Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood in his
Address to ·the British Crown Prince in 1922, has mentioned the
year of his birth to be 1837 (p_. 35). According to this, in 1857,
his age would be 21. This _alteration seems to have been made
in order to vindicate the Mirza's prophecy which has been
mentioned by him ·as a Divine inspiration in the follo'tvingworcls:
~'We s.hall cause you to live a goodJife for eighty years or close
to that" (vide Araba'ln, Vol. III, p. 39).
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at home. He studied books oi:i Grammar, Logic and Phifosophy··
l\Ilder the guidance of Mal,llavi Fazl-i-IlahI, Maulavl Fazl-i•.
Ahmad and Maulavi Gul <Alr'Shah. He studied Medicine
from his fath.er who was an experienced physician. During his
student life, 'the Mirza w3'-s very studious. To quo~ his own
words:
"During those days I was so thoroughly engros$ed in
books as if I was not present in the world. My father uscil
to instruct me repeatedly to curtail my reading, for,. ;ou(of
sympathy for me he feared that_this might affect my health." /
This, · however, did not continue for long. Under the ·
insistent pressure of' his father, the Mirza had to engage himself
in the. endeavour to get back his ancestral landed property which
subsequently led to litigation in. law· courts. He writes :
"I feel sorry that a lot of my valuable time was spent
in these squabbles and at the same timemY.respected father
. made me supervise the affair of k.ndlordship. ·I was not
a man of this nature and temperame,nt."11
The Mirza later took employment ·with the Deputy
Commissioner of Sialkot for a small salary. He remained for·
four years in this service, that is, from 1864 to 1868.12 During
this period he also read one or two. books of.English. 13 Moreover, he also too)>: the examination of Mukhtar but flopped.1' .
In 1868 he resigned this job and came to Qadian and began
to look after his landed property. But most· of his time was
spent on reflecting on the Holy Qur>an and studying works of
T.afsir and Traditions.15
Moral Disposition

From his very-childhood, the Mirza .was very simple.

11. Kitib al-Bariyah p. 151.
12. Sirat al-Mahdi, Vol. I., p. 44.
13. Ibid. p. 155.
14. Ibid p. 156
15. Kit'iib al-Bar!Jlah, p. 155 n.

He
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was unaware of wordly matters and appeared to be a little
absent-mmded. He did not evehI know how to •wi~d a watch. 16 ·
When he had to know time, hl took out the w:rtch from his
pocket and began to count, startjng from one. And even then,
while he counted with his· finget he also kept on counting the
figures aloud lest he should forg. 7 He' could not just look at
the watch and find out what time\it was. Due to absent-mindedness, it was difficult for him to differentiate between the shoe's
.
.I
of the left and· the right feet. Mirza
Bashir Ahmad writes:
·
• I
"Once some one ·brought for him gurgabi (a kind of
shoes used in Punjab). H~ put them on, but could not
distinguish. between the rig* and the left. Often he used
to wear them. on the wrong feet, and then feel uncomfortable. Sometimes when he 'fould be hurt by the use of the
wrong shoe, he would get irritated and say that nothing of
those people .was good. Mother said that she had inscribed
signs indicating right and left on the shoes for the sake of
his convenience and yet'hejused to put the shoes on the
wrong feet.· Hence she latei!, removed the signs. "18
Due to very frequent mictuHtion the Mirza used to keep
earthen-marbles19 in his pockets. \ He also carried lumps of gur 20
for ·he was excessively fond of sweets. 21

if

Mirzii's Physical Health

I
'

In his-youth, the Mirza wasl so afflicted with hysteria that
sometimes he used to fall down unconscious as a result of
hysteric fits.22 The Mirza ~sed ~o interpret these fits variously
16.
17.
18.
t9.

20.
21.
22.

,I

Qazi Mohammad Zuhnrudd'in Qa~iyani's.article, Yad-i-Ayyam-]ournal·
al-Hakam, 21 May, 1934.
j
,
Sirat al-Mahdi, Vol. I, p. 180.
.
Sirat al-.Mahdi, Vol. I. p. 67.
1
l)sed after urination by lv!uslims f9r cleaning .purposes, usually, when
water is not available.
An unrefined kind of sugar used in India.
13urah'in-i-Ahmadiyah, VoJ. I, P·. 67.
Sirat al-Mahdi, Vol, I, p. 17.
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as hysteric and melancholia. He also suffered from diabetes
.and copious urination. Mentioning at one place that 'I am a
permanently sick person,' he adds:
"Headache and giddiness and insomnia and palpitation
of the heart come by fits ahd the lingering ailment in the
lower part of my' body is that of diabetes. Often I urinate
up to a.hi.mdred times during the day or night. And all
the other disorders of debility and exhaustion whic];i- are
the natural results of such excessive urination have also
fallen to my lot. " 23
In his youth, the Mirza engaged himself in vigorous spiritual exercises and courses of rigid self-discipline. He also fasted
continuously for long periods of time. In one of his long spells
of spiritual exertion, he faste_d cxntinuously for six months.''
In 1886, he passed another period of exclusive worship and
prayer at Hoshiarpur ..25 Later on, due to ill health and debility, he had to give these up. On March 31, 1891 he wrote to
Niiruddin: "Now my health can no longer bear the rigours of
supererogatory devotion and even a little bit of severe devotion
and meditation or contemplation causes illness. " 26
Economic Condition ·

The Mi1,za began his life i::i ordinary circumstances : a life
of hardship and poverty. But as his mission spread and he became
the spiritual head of !1 prosperous sect, he grew prosperous and
began to lead a comfortable life. He, too, was conscious of
this change in his state : the ostensible difference between his
earlier and later periods of life. In 1907 he wrote:
"Our living and our well-being had depended .solely
on the meagre income of our father. Among outsiders,
none )mew me. I was an unknown person, living in the

23. Appendix to Arba<in, pp. 3/4 and p. 4 (ab~reviated).
24. Sirat al-Mahdi, Vol. I, p. 76.
25. Ibid., p. 71.
26. Makiibiit-i-AhmaJfyah, Vol. V, No. 2, p. 103.
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desolate village of Qadian, ]lying in a corner of anonymity.
-Then, God, according ~o His prophe~y, turned a
whole world towards me arid helped us by such continuous
!
victorjes that I have no wotds to express my thanks. Considering_ my O~'n -position, I I did not hope to receive even
ten rupees a month. .But the Exalted Allah, who raises the
poor from dust and brings ~he arrogant down to the earth,
help~d me to su~h ari ext.ent that uptiHnowlhave received
about three hundred thouJand- rupees or, may be, even
more.'H~i

In the footnote, he adds : ·
"Although tbousands of rupees have come by mE;am
. of money orders, yet more, have been passed on to me
l:lirectly by sjncere friends as gifts, or in the shape of
currency notes enclosed with letters. Some sincere people
have sent currency notes or gold anonymously and I do not
even know what their names are." 28
Marriage and Children

The Mirza'S'first marri~ge to?k place in 1852 or 1853 with
one of his own r~latives. 20 This wife gaye birth to two .sons:
M.irza Sultan Ahmad and -Mirza Fazal Ahmad. In 1891, he
divorced the lady. In 1884 he took another wife,· the daughter
of Nawab Nasir -of pe!hi. 30 The rest of the offsprings of the
Mirza were all from this wife. Three sons were born from ber :
Mirza Bashrrudd!n :tviahmood, Mirza Bashir Ahmad (author of
Srrat al-Mahdi) and Mirza- Sharif Ahmad.
Death

When in 1891 the Mirza declared.thathe was the Promised

27. Haqiqat al-Wahy, p. 211.
28. _Ibid., p. 211, n.
29. Sirat al-Mehdi, Vol. II; p. 150.
30. Sirat al-Mahdi, Vol. II, p. 151.
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Messiah, 31 and later on in 1910, that he was a prophet of God, 32 the Muslim <u/ama began to refute and OJ>P.Ose him. . Amon~
those prominent in opposing him was Maulii.na SanaJullah
,Amritsari, the editor of Ahl-i-Radith. On April 5, 1907, Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad issued an announcement in which, while
addressing the said Maulana, he wrote :
"If I am such a big li~r and impostor as you portray
me in ·each issue of your magazine, then 1 will die in your
life-time, for I know that the life-period 'of a mischiefmaker and liar is not very long and ultimately he
dies an unsuccessful man, during the life of his greatest
enemies and in a state of humiliation and grief. And if
I am not a liar and impo_stor and have been honoured by
God's communication and add.ress to me, and if I am the.
Promised Messiah, then I hope that with the grace·of God
and in accordance with God's practice you will not escape
the punishment of the rejectors (of Truth). Thus, if that
punishment which is not in man's but in God's hand, that
is, fatal diseases like plague and cholera, do not afflict you
during my life-time, 33 then I am not from God.'' 34
One year after the publication of this announcement, on
May 25, 1908 the Mirza fell ill, being afflicted with diarrhoea at·
Lahore. Along with loose motions, he als~ had vomiting. He
·was put under treatment at once, but weakness increased and
his condition became critica1. The next day, on May 26, he
breathed his last in the forenoon. About his death his fatherin-law Mir Nasir Nawab has stated:
"The night on which Hazrat Mirza Sahib fell .ill, I
was asleep at my place. When he felt very uncorpfortable,

31.
32.
33.

R•fer Part II, Chapter 2.
Refir P~rt II, Chapter 3.
It would be interesting to. note that Maul.ana. Amriisari ·died at the
age of eighty on March 18, 1948 some forty years after the death of
the Mirza.
34. Tabligh-i-Risalat, Val. X, p. 120 .
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I was awakened. . When I went to Hazrat Sahib he addressed me and said, 'Mir Sahib I am ill with cholera'. After
this, in my opinion, he did not speak a clear word till he
died the next day after ten o'clock."" 5
The dead. body was carried to Qadian. On May 27, 1908
. the burial took place and Ha.K1m-Nurudd!n became his successor,
the first Khalifah of the Qadiani move~ent .

.35.

Hayit-i-Nasir, .ed. Shaykh Yaqiib •Ali 'lrfani.

a
The Qadiani Saint Pat,11
Hakrm1 Nuruddin BhairawI occupies a position of unique
importance in the history of Qadianism, second· only to
that of its founder.. In fact, some observers are of the view
that the said Hakim was the real brain behind the movement,
that the intellectual currents of this movement sprang from
his mind.
Birth and Early Educatfon

. Hakim Nurudd!n was born in: 1258 A. H. (1841 A. n.) in
Bhaira, District Sargodha (Punjab). 2 Thus in 1857 he was
16 years of age, and was younger than the Mirza by just one or
'
two years. His father, Hafiz Ghuliim Rasill, _.yas an imi'im in a
mosque in Bhaira, and was a FaruqI by lineage.
The Hakrm's early education took place in his home-village.
He read the books on Fiqah in Puniabi language under the.
guidance of his mother. Then he went to Lahore. He was
taught Persian by Munshi: Qasim KashmJrI and learnt calligraphy from Mirza In::iam Dayrawi. But neither of the two
attracted him. Both his teachers were Shias. In. 1272 A.H.·
(1855 A. n.) he returned home and remained for some time
studying under Mian HajI Sharfudd!n. It is around this time
that he began to learIL -the Arabic language systematically.
1.

2.

Hakim means a physician practising the traditional system of- Greek~
Arabian medicine (Translator).
These are based on Akbar Shah Khan Najlbabadl's Mirqat al-Taqin, ft
Hay at Nuruddfn. Najibabadi was· a pupil of the Hakim. These biogra- ,
phical details were related to him by the Hakim himself at the time
when Najibabadi was his student ~swell as a devout follower.
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Under the influence of a bookseller who belonged to the movement
~f Sayyid Ahmad Shahid, thhe arose in him the urge to
translate .the Holy Qur)an', and he anxiously read Taqwiyatul
-Iman and Jviashariq-al-Anwar. A little later, he returned to
Lahore and acquired some knowledge of Medicine. While his
education was at, a very a·dvanced stage, he took employment
with the Normal School, Rawalpindi. There he taught Persian
and at the same time learned Arithmetic and Geography from
another teacher: 'After passing a. tahsil examination, he became
·headmaster in Pin di Dandan Khan and once more resumed
the study of A:i.:.abic. .After four years, he ceased to remain in
service and began to devote all his time to his own studies. For
some time, he studied under Maulavi Ahmaduddin (who was
known as Buggrwale QazI Sahib). Then, his love for knowledge
made him travel to .several parts of India. In Rampur he
resumed his studi~s : studied Mishkat-al-Masabi.h ~nder Maulana
Hasan Sh'ah, Sharah"i-Wiqayah under Maulav;:< AzizullahAfghanI.,
.
Usiil of al-Shashi. and Maihazi. under Maulana Irshad Husain ;
the Diwan of al-Mutanabbr under Maulavi Sa<dullah; Sadr~,
etc., u·nder MaulavI cAbd al-'Ali, and the higher bo_oks on Logic
like M"ir ,Zahid Risa/ah and Mir :(,ahid Mulla Jalal, half-heartedly.
At this time, he enthusiastically supported Isma<r) Shahid and
sometimes used to speak to his teachers with great boldness.
From Rampur he went to Lucknow and began to study medicine
under a famous physician, Haiim <Ali Husain. ·when <Ali
Husain went to Rampur on invitation from Nawab Kalb-i-cAI!
Khan of Rampur Ni1rudd1n accompanied him. During his stay
ill Rampur he' further studied literature under Mufti Sa cdullah.
On the whole he remained with Hakim <Ah Husain fora period
of two years and then went to Bhopal in order to complete his
education in Arabic and to study Hadith. Bhopal, in those days,
had become a great centre of learning. The Governmental
patronage of knowiedge and learning had attracted a good
number .of scholars. In Bhopal he stayed with and was patronnised by Munshi Jamaludd!n Khan, the Chief MinisteL During
his stay; Nuruddrn took lessons in Bukhari. and Hidayah from
(
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Maulan,ii <Abdul QayyUm (the son cif Maulana <Abdul Ha'i:
Burhanwai, who was a Khalifah of Hazrilt Sayyid Ahmad
Shahid). From Bhopal he went on a visit to the Holy citiesMecca and Medina-in order· to complete his education and
·also in order to attain other-worldly .felicity.3
In Mecca, he studied Abu Da'ud under _Shaykh Muhammad
~hazrajI, Sahih klus/im under Sayyid Husain and began. to
study Musallam al-Thubiit under Maulana Rahmatullah Kayranawi, 'the author of Izhar al"Haqq. Sometimes, he had h_eated
discussion with his teachers and showed trends towards nonconformity and exaggerated c'anfidence in the soundness of his
own views and intelligence!
At Mecca he finished his study of Abu Da'iid and Ibn Majah
under Shaykh :Muhamrµad Khazraji. In the meantime Shah
<Abdul Ghani Mujaddid! had arrived in Mecca. Later on ·
when Shah Mujaddidi returned to 1VIedina, the Ifakltn joined
.him and after taking an oath of alle_giance to him remained as
·his student for six months.
Occupation

After pilgrimage and vmt to the Holy places, Nuruddln
returned to bis native place, Bhaira and stayed there for some
time. During his stay he debated with people. as to whether
the current customs and usages conformed to the teachings
embodied in the collections of Hadith ·which turned some people
against him. ThiS' led him to realise the ignorance aJ].d stagnaAn interesting anf·cdote. is related in this connection, which was nar~
rated by Nuruddin hi.mse1t. While l~aving for the Holy cities, he asked
Maula:na CAbdul.Q~yyum to ten1Jer him someadvfce. H;esaid, "Never
. be~ome God or Prophet." 'Abdul Qayyi1m .explained that by 'not
becoming God' 'vhat he had meanf:-wa~ that if any· of his' desir~s \Ver~
frustrated, he should not feel greatly d<;jected, for to be able to do what
one likes is the attribute of God alon-if; by ~not ·:becoming the Prophet'
'he meant that if people rejecte.d hfs_fatwOs, he should.not deem.them to
. be condemned to hell, fo~ it is the disobedience of the Prophet alone
which condemns one to hell (Mirqiit al-'.(aqin, p. 79).
4. Mirqiil al"raqin p.- 95-97..

3.
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tion of the common people and his own superiority and intellectual excellence. He also went to Delhi during the DuPbar of
Lord Lytton and there met Munshi Jamaluddin Khan, the
Chief Minister of Bhopal, who brought h'iin to Bhopal. After
a short stay at Bhopal, · Nilrudd!n once mor~ went back to
· B,haira and 'started prac'tisihg medicine there. Soon his reputation as a successful physicfan spread and he wa$ invited by the
Maharaj-a of Jammu to senie him as his personal physician.
For a considerable period of time he served the ruler of Jamrii.u,
Poonch and Kashmir and gained cons.iderable influence thei;e
by dint of his ability as a physician, and his eloquence, knowledge and·wit. He had become a very close- confidant of the
Maharaja and thus quite powerful.
An Ardent Follower bf Mirza

There were many similarities of character and temperament between Hakim Ni1rudd1n and Mirza Ghulam Ahmad.
It is difficult to say how they came into contact with each other.
Their first meeting, however, took piace at Qad~an in i885.
When the Mirza wrote Bara/iin-i-Ahmadiya, Nilrudd;:n wrote a
book supporting it. His admiration for the Mirzi ,increased so
much so that he took an oath of all~giance at his ha~d~ and
accepted him as his spiritual guide, his leader, and pledged to
follow him. The foJlowing letter o(Nilrudd!n shows the d~pth.
of his atta<;hment to the Mirza:
'.'My master, my' guide, my leader : Assalam-o-Alaykum
wa Rahmat ullah, ·
'.'It is my prayer to be ever present before you and to
learn from you all that for which the Imam of the age h;i.s
been made the MuJaddid. If it is permitted, I would
resign my job and spend day and ·night in you.r exalted
service; or if it is ordered, I would give up my present
engagements and go around the whole world, summoning
people towards the true religion and would lay down my
life in this cause. I am a martyr in your .cause : whatever
I have is not mine; it is yours. Respected guide and
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mentor, with utmost sincerity I say that ·if all my wealth
and belongings are sacrificed in the cause of religious
preaching, I will have achieved my purpose. If the buyers
of Barahtn in advance are uneasy at the delay in the publication 0£ the book, please permit me to render the humble
service of paying them all their dues from my pocket.
"Respected pir and guide: this worthless one, ashamed
of himself, says that if this offer is accepted it would be a
pleasure for him. What I mean is that I may be permitted
to bear the entire cost of printing Barahtn and that whatever proceeds there might be from its sale, should be spent
on, ,your needs. My relationship with you is the same as
that of FarUq (with the Prophet) and . I am prepared to
sacrifice ·an in this path. Please pray that the end of my
life be like that of Siddiqs (the truthful ones)." 5
,Niiruddin's faith in the Mirza was very deep indeed. It
so happened that when the Mirza wrote Fath-i-Islam and Tawdilz
al-Maram someone asked NUruddin, before he had seen these
books, if any other Prophet could come after the Holy Prophet.
"No", he replied. "And if someone claims to be a Prophet?" he
was asked. NUruddin replied that. if someone did claim so, it
would be seen whether he was truthful or not; and that his
claim would be accepted if he was trut11fuJ. After narrating
this incident, Nuruddln himself adds :
"This was just the cas.e of prophethood. My faith is
that even if the Promised Messiah war.e to proclaim'·himself
to be. the bearer of a Shar1<ah and abrogate the Quranic
S!zan<ah, I will not reject that claim. For, when we have
accepted him (i.e. the N!irza) to be truthful and to have
been commissioned by God, then whatever he will say will
of necessity be trt1e and we will have to think that the
(Quranic) verse in respect of Khatim ol-Nabiyin (the last of
the Prophets) has a different meaning." 0 ·
During his association with the Court of Jammu, NUruddin
5. 11-firqiil nl-Yaq<.nji Ha;•al-i-Niiruddln, pp. 17-18.
6. S!rat al-A-!ahd<, pp. 98-99.
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wrote Fasl-ul-Khitab in four volumes under the guidance of the
Mirza jn which he refuted Christianity. He kept on contributing very ·magnanimously to_ the publication of the_ works of the
Mirza and quite often the Mirza took large sums of money as
loans from him7 and praised him for his religious enthusiasm,
his readiness to help the religious cause and his large-hearted
generosity. The famous couplet of the Mirza about Nuruddin is :
"How good would it be, were every on'e in the Ummat
a Nuruddin;
That would be so, if the light of faith burnt in the
heart of everyone. " 8
For several reasons, particularly t;he intrigues of the
courtiers, the Maharaja's attitude towards Nuruddin subsequently changed. In 1893 or 1894, his service with the Maharaja was terminated and.Nuruddin returne,d to Bhaira. After
a brief stay and practice of medicine there he moved to Qadian
permanently and dedicated his)ife to supporting the Mirza and
spreading his movement.
Accession to Khilafat

On the Mirza's death on May 26, 1908, he became his first
Khalifah. The followers of the Mirza paid their allegiance to
him and he was proclaimed to be the ''Khalifah of the Promised
Messiah", and "Nuruddin the Great." For quite some time
Nuruddin remained hesitant whether he· should consider those
who did not believe in the 11irza's prophethood to be unbelievers.
Later, he was converted to the view that they were unbelievers!
There was some controversy aba'ut his nomination as the
Khalifah. Some people strongly opposed it. On one such
occasion he said :
"I s·ay by God that it is God Himself who had made
me the Khalifah. ·So, who now has the power to snatch
from me the robe (literally the covering sheet) of thi•
7. Makfiibat-i-Ahmadiyah, Vol ..V, Sa Letters .to Nliiuddin.
8. Mirqat al-Taqln.
9. Sa Mirza Bashir Ahmad : Kalimat al-Fast, Chapter VI.
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Caliphate? It was the Will of God Himself, and,~as.in the
light of His Own wise consideration, to make me your Imam
a:nd Khalifah. You cari attribute to me a thousand shortcomings. They, in fact, will be attributable not to me, but
to God Himself who -appointed me the Khalifah." 10
On another occasion he said:
"God has made me the Khalifah. Now, neither can I
be dismissed (from Caliphate) by your 'biddance nor has
anyone· the power to remove me. If you force me any
further, bear in mind that I have at my disposal many
Khalid ib~ .Vfalids who will ·punish you as (Khalid bin
Walid had' punished) the apostates." 11
NUruddin remained the Khalifah of the Qadiani movement
for six years. In.1914 he fell from a horse and died on March
13, 1914. A few days before his death, his tongue had ceased
to function.12 He nominated Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood, the
eldest son of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, to be his successor and
Khalifah.
Temperament

A study of Nuruddin's life . shows that he possessed a
mercurial nature and remained a prey to mental conflicts during
the greater period of his life. From the very beginning he had
a bent towards "free-thinking". First of all, he freed himself from the bonds of the four Muslim schools of jurisprudence and
carried his non-conformism to an extreme. Then he came under
the· influence of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan's literature and assimilated his way of thinking. This was the time when. some
elementary knowledge of physical sciences was finding its way
to India ,and the rationalists among Indian Muslims were
becoming deeply impressed by it. Those ~ho had a religious
10.
lL
12.

Review of Religions, Qiidian, Veil. 14 No 6, p. 234:(cited from Ilyas
Barni's Qadiyani. Mazhab).
Tashkhiz al-Azh'iin, Vo]. 9 No. 11 cited by Barni.
The Daily Al-Fadhl, Qadian, 23 Febi;uary, 1932, (cited from Q_iidiiini
Mazhab).
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inclination attempted to harmonise Quranic teachings with
scientific knowledge. If this harmonisation presented any difficulty, they tried to overcome it by offering far-fetched interpretations ofQuranic verses and the Quranic terminology. Nilruddin's
teaching of Tofsir was representative of this intellectual trend.13
In Sirat al-Mahdi, Mirza Bashir Ahmad writes:
"In the beginning Hazrat Nilruddin, the first Khalifah,
was deeply under the influence of the way of thinking a~d
the work of Sir Sayyid. But, subsequently, due to contact
with Hazrat Sahib, this influence gradually wore off.'"4
But a study of his ideas .<is well as those of his disciples
makes it evident that either because of the influence of
Sir Sayyid's ideas, or because of his own predilection he i·emained
the same all his life. His mind had been moulded into a rigid
frame and his mental attitudes had become too - hardened to
change.
A more careful study of his life reveals that along with his
enlightenment and rationalism, there was a strong superstitious
element in his personality. Despite all his non-conformism and
rationalism he attached great importance to 'dreams' and 'inspirations'. It has been observed that not infrequently people who
stand for intellectual freedom, in fact, for intellectual revolt,
also have an inherent trait of superstitiousness. Their frame of
mind is basically apologetic. Such people keep on raising the
banner of revolt _all their lives against certain institutions or
personalities, but, at the same time, when they submit before
someone, their power of free-thinking and independent judgement is totally paralysed. :Man's life is a -strange combination
of action and.reaction; and his personality a complex -of divergent, even mutually conflicting el_ements. Nothing is more difficult
to understand and analyse than the driving urges of a man's
personality.
l3.

14.

A good example of his way of thinking is found in the TafJlr of his
pupif Maulavi Muhammad 'Ali Lahori (His Tafsir is found in English
as well as Urdu).
.
Slrat al-Mahdi, Vol. I, p. 159;

PART "II

On the Road to Prophethood

•

l

Mirza as Chami:>ion of Islam
.

'

'We have covered so far a part of the life of Mirza Ghulii.m
Ahmad, his life in his township in district Gurdii.spUr where we
saw him immersed in the. study of religious ·books; His works
published after 1880 indicate that the main subjects of his study
were different religions, particularly Christianity and· Indian
religions such as Sanii.tan Dharma and Arya Sami.i.j.
J
/
This period is known for the religious polemics. The
educated people of the time. had a relish for religiqus debates
and controversies. We have already ·seen that' Christian
missionaries were busy propagating Christianity and .refuting
Islam. The B~itish Government, which was officially. the
defender of the Christian Faith, patronised t.hese activities, con.sidering India a gift of Jesus Christ. On the· other hand were
the preachers of the Arya Samaj movement who were enthusiasc
t.ically trying to undermine Islam. The British who were aware
of the dangerous possibility of i~er-communal concord in India,
a manifestation of which was the struggl~ for indian Ir:idependence of 1857, found it expedient to encourage religious controversies. The British political interest was s_erved by .these
controversies in so far as /they led to mutual hatred, jntellectuiil
bewilder-ment and moral ·chaos in the country so that the religious communities of Indi.a might be disp'osed at least to tolerate
a .government which sought to protect all of them and .under
whose shadow all could carry on their holy debates. In such
an atmosphere, anyone why rose to defend Islal)J- .and fa1sify
other religions naturally attracted the attention '?fall Muslim~.
The ambitious and far~sighted Mirza chose this fielc\ for .his
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adventures. He undertook to produce a voluminous work to
demonstrate, on the one· hand, the truth of Islam, the Divine
origin of the Qlir,aQ, qnd the Prophethood of the Messenger of
Allah by rational a1'guments, and to refute Christianity, Sanatan
Dharma, Arya Samaj and Brahino Samaj etc., on the other hand.
He named this book Barahin•i-Ahmadiyah.
The Bariihin and the Mirza's Challenge
The writin_g of Baralzin started in 1879.1 The author undertook to put forward one hundred arguments frl support of Islam.
In this undertaking the lvlirza also ha'd correspondence with
other learned people whom he requested to communicate to him
their views in order to help him in this venture. Those who
comJJlied-_ with his request included MaulavI Chiragh c Ali who
was a JJOted.colleague of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan. The Mirza
included some of his articles and researches in his work. At .
long last this work, which was anxiously awaitetl by hundreds
of people, did break into print· in four voiumes. Along with
this book, its author also published an announcement in l]rdu
and English and sent· it to rulers and ministers of States, to
Christian clergymen and to Hindu pandits. In this book the
1v1irzii announced for· the first time that he had be.en· appointed
~y God to dembnstrate the truth of Islam and that he was prepared to satisfy the followers of other religions about/his religion.
'l:he announcement categorically stated:
"This humble slave (the author of Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah)
has been appointed by the Glorious Almighty to strive for
the reform of God's creatures arid to show to the ignorant
the straight path (which leads to true salvation and by
following which the Ught of heavenly existence and of
Divine pleasure and graciousness can be experienced even
in this world)' in the manner' of the Israelite Prophet of
Nazareth (Messiah) with utmost humility and self-denial,
se1f-abaseme;,t and gentleness. It i's for this purpose that
\.

Sirat al-Mahdi, Vol. II, p. 157.
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Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah bas been written, of which thirty-seven
parts 'have been published. Its summary is to be found in
the announcement enclosed with this letter. But since the
publ!cation of the whole book would require a long fim,e, it
has been decided th.at this letter along with the English
announcement .sh6uld be published and one copy of each
sent to the hoi:;ourable priests of Punjab, India and England
and other· countries wherever ,possible.'"
The Mirza challenged the world t9 come forward with any
book parallel to this one, and invited the representatives of other
reli!$'ions to prove the truth of their religions by the same or even
lesser number of arguments than he had put forward. He wrote :
"I, the author of this book, Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah, make
this announcement with the promise to make a reward of
10,000 rupees to the followers of all faiths and religions who
deny the truth of the Glorious Qur'an anq the Prophethood
of Hazrat Muhammad Mustafa (God's benediction and
salutation be on him) and in support ofit I commit myself to a
formal legal undertaking and a Shar.Ci pledge that if any of
these deniers can show that their scriptures have as many and
as sound arguments as found in tlieHoly Qur'an and which
We have mentioned herein to demonstrate the truth of the
Glorious Message and the veracity of the Apostleship of the
Khatim-al-AmbiJ'a (God's benedictior: and salutation be upon
him) . which have been de~ived from the Sacred Book
( Qur'iin) itself; or if they cannot come forward with an
equal number of arguments, then half, or a third, or a fourth,
or fifth of the number of our arguments; or if they find that
impossible, then at least to refute om arguments one by onethen, in either of these cases, ·provided three authors accepted by both the parties, unanimously exp,ress the view that
the condition has been fulfilled in the manner it should have
been fulfilled-the announcer (of this announcement) shall
hand over
or hesti-,
. to su·ch a respondent without an excuse
.
.
2.

Supplement to Barihin-i-Ahmaaiyah, Vol. I by M'erajuddin •Umar, p. 82
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· tation the occupancy arid ownership of his property ·valued
at Rs. 10,000. " 3
The Mirza called upon the Muslims to mal<:e moni:tary contributions to this· great. service which he wanted to render to the
cause of Islam and to participate in it generously} lt seems
. that the response of Muslims to this call was not as enthusiastic
as the Mirza had e.xpected. In the later volumes of Barahln
. he has mourned their lack-0f enthusiasm. 5
The announcements which formed the preface of the book
are sigmficant. In them we find some indications of the driving
forces of the Mirza's personality. In them we notice his habit ·
of boastfulness and self-adulation and his confidence in 'heavenly
- signs' as means of establisliing his.claims and persuading people.
Along with all that, the statements unmistakably smack of his
commercial mentality.
Preaching and Politics

In the. third and fourth volumes of Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah, the
Mirza openly praised the British government and enumerated at
length its acts of_ benevolenc!" towards Muslii;ns in the sectfons
entitled, 'An Important Appeal to Islamic · Associations : The
Precarious Condition 9f Muslims and the English Government.'
In this appeal he urged· .all Islamic· As$.ociations to pn~pare a
joint memorandum ai;i.d send it to the government with si~natures
from all prominent Muslims. He also reiterated the serv~ces
rendered. by his family to the British and stressed the imper!llissibility of jihad.
Thus we find that even the first work of the Mirza ·was not
.free from panegyrics to the British gover~ment, or from political
admonitions to the Muslims to remain loyal to the British.
The Magnun;i Opus

The Mirza worked on this book from 1880 to 1884.
3. Barahln-1-Ahma.diyah, Vol. I,'i:>P· 17-22.
,4_ s,. Iitimas-i-ZarUrl in Brahfn, Vol. I.
5. 'Arz-i-Z~ruri ha H~lat-i-Majbrirl.· Brahfn, Vol. I.

After
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the publication of the_ fourth volume there came a long period
of gap and the fifth and the last volume appeared in 1905, that
is, full twenty~five years after the commencement of the ·work.
In the fifth volume the author mentioned that the publication of
the last volume had remained in suspension for twenty-three
years. During this period a large number of people who had
paid in advance for all the five volumes but had received only
'four volumes had passed away. Several other people who had
paid in advance had expressed their disapproval and resentment
at not receiving the promised volume for which .the lvfirza
apologized in the fifth volume. In this volume he has · also
mentioned that previously he had in mind to bring forymrd 300
arguments to prove the truth of Islam, but later he gave up· the
idea. In the same way, instead of fifty, he would bring out
only five volumes. The reason for this change of mind was that
the difference between the two figures was .merely that o.f a zero.
In Iris-own words:
"Earlier I had thought of writing 50, volumes, but now
l have confined myself to writing five ~ince the difference
between the figures· fifty and five is just that of one dot
{that is zero)'. Thus. the promise has been fulfilled by the
publ~cation of five volumes." 6
In Sirat al-Mahdi, Jvfirza Bashir Ahmad writes:
"Now that four volumes of Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah have
come out in print, its preface and notes all relate to the
time of publication and it cont'.'ins very little of the original
work, that is, not more than a few pages. This can be
gauged from the fact that out of the.300 argument.s which
he had written the Barahtn-i-Ahmadiyah contains only one
argument and that too not in a complete form.''· 1
Anyone who studies Barah1n-i-Ahmadiyah is bound to be
impressed by the author's prolificity, perseverance and diligence.
These virtues, .at best, could stand ·him in good stead as a
6 .. Preface of Bariih1n-i-Ahmadiyah, Vol. V,
'7. Slrat·al-Mahdi, Vol. I, p.7.

p. 7.
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successful debater and and an able writer on religious polemics
with Christians and Arya Samaji:s. In this huge work, however,
one does not fi~d any worthwhile _research. Nor does one find
that familiarity with the sources of Christianity, its ancient
literature, its doctrines and history, and that grasp of its·funda-~ental concepts as one finds, for example, in the works of
Maulai;ia Rahmatullah KayranwI (d. 1309 A.H./ 1891 A.o.),
the author of lzhar al-Haqq and lzalat·a/-Awha·m. Nor does one
find that sweetness and elegance of expression, and that originality and brilliance of argument that one. finds in works such as
those of· Maulana Muhammad Qasim Nanawatwi:'s (d. 1297
A.H./1879 A.D.) Taqrzr Dilpizlr and Hujjat al-Islam:
Inspirations and Bragging

The reader also frequently encounters in the :tviirza's book
references. to his Divinely inspired revelations, to miracles and
to Di vine communications and prophecies, and la.st but not the
least, his boastfulitess .. ·All this. leaves an unpleasant taste in the
mouth and transforms the book which claims to embody a sober
academic discussio~· and a djgnified religious debate, into a
work of personal bragging-a work in which, again arid again,
the author stoops to self-advertisement and self-glorification.
The central theme of the book is that Divine i~spiration
had not ceased and should not cease. _This inspirativn itself is
the most powerful proof of the validity of any claim and the
truth of r~ligion and faith. Whoever will follow the Holy
Prophet perfectly will be endowed with the external and internal
knovvledge which had been granted originally to the Prophets,
and the person will, therefore, become possessed of sure, catego1
rical knowledge. The intuitive knowledge of such people would
resemble the knowledge of the Prophets. It is the.se people who
have been called Amthal in Had!lh and Siddiq in the Qur'an.
The time of their advent would resemble the time of the advent
of the"_Prophets. It is such people who will establish the truth
of Islam and .their impiration will be of a categorical nature. 8
8.

Baiahln-i-Ahmadiyah, Vol. III, p. 231 and 244.
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In trying to prove the continuity of this inspibtion, he cites his
own inspirations and writes :
"We have several examples of this inspiration before
us. But in the one which took place just now at the time
of writing these notes in March 1882 it has been revealed
as a prophecy ,that through this l:iook and on becoming
informed of its contents, the opponents will ultimately ,be
defeated ; that seekers after Truth will find tnw guidance;
perversion of beli,ef will -be uprooted ; and people will help
and turn their attention and, come around .(me) etc., since
God will put this into. their hearts and direct them to it ...
"9

This has been followed by a more recent Jengt1!-Y. inspiration
which is almost. an entirely incoherent collection of different
Quranic verses. This inspiration_ embraces about forty lines.. of
the Barah!n and contains about fifty-thr~e or .fifty-four Quranic
verses, interspersed with a few Traditions of the Prophet.
Besides, there are a few sentences by the Mirz;'i himself which
are an example of what might be termed as poor Indianized
Arabic. The last lines of t_he inspiration which contain a
comparatively smaller proportion of Quranic verses, read as
follows:
"Live in the world like a stranger or traveller. Become
one of the,· righteous and th~ truthful. Bid whatever is
good and forbid whatever is bad and send your salu!ations
to Muhammad and his prog·e~y. Prayer alone brings ,man
up. Verily I will raise thee towards Myselfand·Ihaveput
lov.e from Me (in the h~arts of people). There is no- god
.but Allah. So, \vrite and let it be published an\! sent to the'
world. Grasp Uriity (of God), Unity (of God); 0 people
or" Iran and give glad tidings-to those who· believed that
they have a standing with their Lord'. And read ou~ to
them wh4t has been revealed to thee from thy Lord. And

9,

Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah, Vol. III, p. 23,8.
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do not sw.dl thy face for the creatures of ·God and do not
get tired of people. 'The people of al-Suffah. And who are
the people of al'-Suffah ?· Thou shalt see their eyes wet with
tears and they will send their salutations to thee. 0 Lord
of ours \ We heard a· herald calling towards belief, a
summon tc;iwards Allah, and a bright lamp. Be of hope !" 10
"In the same way, a~ inspiration has been reproduced in the fourth volume of the same book. This inspiration too is an
incoherent conglomeration of Quranic verses and Quranic
expressions. It also contains some very obvious errors of Arabic
language and gr,ammar (which haye been indicated by us by
question marks):
"And when it is said to them believe as men believed,
they .say : Should we believe as they believe who are
stupid? Beware l it is they who are stupid, but they know
not, and wish that you shoµld compromise with them.(?)
Say : Un-beiievers ! I worship not that which you worship.
It was said to you : . turn to God, but you turn not ; and it
was said to yoti, subdue your souls, but you subdue thei;n
not. Doest tliou seek of them any reward that feel
burdened (in accepting your message). No, we brought
Truth. to them (gratuitously) and it is Truth to which they
are averse. God is pure and free from whatever they
attribute to Him. Do people think that they would be left
by merely saying: We believed, and they would not be
put to any trial ? These people love to be praised for deeds
which they have not pe'rformed, while nothing is hidden
from God and nothing is good which God does not make
good and 'no one can restore him to His favours who has
fallen ·from His g·race." 11 •
Apart from these r_evelations in the Arabic language there
are two revelations in English as well."
JO.· 13arah'in-i-Ahmadiyah, Vol. III, p. 242.
11. Barah'in-i-Ahmadiyah, Vol. IV, p. 509.
12. Ibid, pp. 55.4 and 556.
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Mirzii's beliefs in the Barabin
In the four volumes of Bar'iJ.hin (published 1880-1884), the
Mirza e..xpressed inerely the view that i/h'iJ.m (Divine inspir~tion)
had not ceased and would not cease, and that the legacy of the ,
Prophets continues' in respect of inspired · comprehension of
things, in respect of the illumination of-faith and categorical
· knowledge. In this book he has .also frequently mentioned thathe
had been commissioned by God to reform the worid and spread
the message of Islam; that he was mujaddid (renovator) for the
present age, and that he bo"re resembl~nce to Jesus (peace be on
on him).'" In this book he also. adheres to the· notion of' the
ascension of Jesus to the heaven and that he would ·return to
the earth. In the appendi>: to his book, Nuziil al-Musih, published in 1902, and i~ volume V 'of Bar'iJ.hin, which ca~e out
.in 190~, the Mirza has admitted that he used to subscribe to the
above view and has e.ven expressed his surprise at his having
believed in the ascension and return of Jesus." In Bar'iJ.hin he
had also strongly rej'ected the idea of any fresh revelation and
of the advent of any new Prophet. The reas_on· for this belief
was that the QurJan and its teachings were in no danger ()f
l;>eing distorted nor was tli~re any danger of Muslims .revertir;g
to pre-Islamic ignorance and paganjsm. On the contrary, he
admitted that '.the attitude of the polytheists, owing to contact
with the monotheists is gradually tending t<:>wards monotheism.'
This being the case~that the main dan~ers which revelation
and prophethood seek to avert were no longer real-there ·was
no need for any new Shari<ah, or any fresh ilh'iJ.m· (inspiration).
This· also established the termination of prophethood with· the
advent of the Holy Prophet:
"Now, since it is rationally impossib~ .and inconcei'W
able .that the true teachings of the Gloriou$ Furq'iln will be .
distorded 'or changed, or the darkness. of 'p9lytheism and

13. Sirat al-Mahdi, Vol: I, p. 39 ..
)4. ·Appendix to Nizul ai~Masih, p. 6 .. and Bariih'ln Vol. V. P• 85.
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worship of God's· creatures would predominate again it is
also rationally inconceivable that there should be a new
Shar"i'ah, or the sending· do,vn of a new inspiration (ilham).
For, that which leads to impossibility i_s itself also impossible.
Thus, it is proved, that the Holy Prophet was in reality the
last of the prophets. ( Khatim-i-l?usul)." ' 5
Reception of the book

It seems that the book was enthusiastically welcomed in the
religious and academic circles of the country. Indeed the publication of this work was· very well-timed· and the :Mirza as
well as his friends publicised it with great zest: The secret of
the success of the book seems. to lie in the fact that it challenged
other religions and instead o'f apologising on behalf of Islam it
took the offensive against them. Noted among those who appreciated and enthusiastically supported this book was :tvfaulana
:tviuhammad Husaih Batalawi. In his ~agazine !sha<at a!Sunrwh, he wrote a iong review· eulogising the book in six issues
of the magazirte.' 6 In this review the•book was lavishly praised
and commended as a great academic achievement of the time,
a masterpiece of research and,authorship. Not much later, the
Maulana felt alarmed at the b-ig claims and 'inspiration' of the
.i\!Iirza and, subseqt~ently, became one of his staunch opponents.
On the other _hand; there were many who ~ere «!armed even
his first book and who· began· to feel that its author had set
himself on a path which .would lead hiin, in the near future,
to c;laim prophethood for himself. Among these far-sighted
people were -the two sons of the lafe Maulanli: Abdul Qadir
Ludhianawi, Maulana Muhammad and Maulana Abdul <Aziz.
The Alzl-i-H1dith 'ulama of Amritsar and some <utama of the
Ghaznawi· family opposed him from the very beginning and
denounced his inspirations as fantas_ies. 11

?Y

15. Barihln, Vol. IV, p. 111 n.
16. Vol. VII, 1884 nos . ..6-11.
17 .. Set !shQ) al'-Sunnah, June, 1884. Vol. VII, No. 6:
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This book brought the Mirza out of obscurity and put him
on the stage of public renown so that countless eyes were turned
towards him. In Sirat al-lvfahdi, Mirza Bashir Ahmadnas aptly
observed how this book brought the Mirza to the limelight:
"Before writing Barahin, the Promised Messi.ah spent a
··life of anonymity and in _this isolation his was the life of a
darwish. Before Baralzin he had become known to some
extent as a resu 1t o( his having written a series of articles in
some newspapers but all this was very meagre. In fact, it
is the announcement of Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah which, for the
first time and for good, placed him before the country and
introduced him to those interested in academic and religious
matters. The eyes of the people began to turn in amaze-·
ment, towards this anonymous villager who had promised
to write a great bo_ok about the truth of Islam in such a
challenging manner and with the promise of a huge sum of
mqney as reward (to any one who could r~fuse his arguments). Thus the sun of guidance which had already
appeared on the horizon, no\v began to rise higher. Later
the publication of Barahin-i-Alzmadi)'ah created an extraordinary stir in the religious circles of the country. In general,
the Muslims welcomed him as a great '!vfujaddid'. As for
the opponents of_lslam, this·bo9k came to them as a bomb-·
shell and created great turbulence in their camp. ~" 8
>
The Mirza himself says the following. about his life before
the publication of Barahin :
"This was the .time when nobody knew me; wJ;ien
nobody was either in. favour of or opposed to me, for, at
thaf time, I· was a non-entity; I was just one among the
people, hidden in the corner of anonymity."".
He adds:
"All the people of this town (i.e. Qadian) and thousands

18. Slrvt al-Mahdi, Vol I, pp. 103-104.
19.

Tatimmah Haqlqal al-Wairy,' PP.• 27-28. ·
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of other people are a ware that at this period of time I wa!;
.in fact, like a dead body which had been buried in the grave.
for centuries and no one even knew whose grave it was!'"°·
Debates with Arya Samajis

In 1886, the Mirza had a debate with Murli Dhii'r of Arya
Samaj in Hoshiarpur. He has written a full-fledged- book about
this debate, Surmah-i-Cha.rhm-i-Arya (Kohl for the. eye of the
Arya). This is the second of his polemics on religions and religious sects.
The topic of the first day's debate was the rational ·and his•'
torical proof of the miracle o.f cleaving the-moon. The-Mirza
not only strongly affirmed this miracle but the miracles. of other
prophets as well. He showed that the occurrence of miracles
and super-natural incidents was rationally possible. He took
the position that because of the inherent limitations of man's
intellect, knowledge and experience, be had no right to deny
miracles and thus make the claim to comprehend this vast
universe ,in its entirety. He repeatedly stressed that the knowledge of man was very limited and the range of possibilities very
wide" (so that the notion that man's knowledge could .be comprehensive was untenable). He also stressed that in- religious
matters faith in tI;e unseen was essential and that this was not
in conflict with reason, for the latter could not be all comprehensive in its range. In fact, whatever rational_ objectfons the
Mirza pointed out to the belief regarding the ascension of Jesus
to the heavens and his descent in future and his stay in th~
heaven for several centuries and the so-called "'rationalist' trend
in his later writings can best be refuted by the arg~ents that he
himself advanced in this book. The personality of the authm: in
this book is quite different from th.e one in his later writings.
These two books made -the Mirza excessively sel!;-appreciative; he became aware of his ~bility as a wri.ter .and d~bater
20. Ibid, p. 28.
21. Surma-i-Chashm-~-A.iya pp.557.
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and became confident that he was capable of initiating a new
movement and influencing his environment. It seems that this
discovery proved ·to be the. turning-point in his life. Henceforth, instead of debating with Christians. and Arya Samajis
he turned towards Muslims and began to challenge them to
debate with him.

2

The· Mirza Becomes Messiah
Influence of Niiruddin

We have seen earlier that when NUrudd;:n was inJammu in
connection with his employment the Mirza was staying in Sialkot,
whete he was employed in the District Commissioner's office.
The two had a nun;iber of things in common : both relished religio11s controversies and debates, and both were ambitious. It
seems plau~ibie that each· of them was influenced by the other's
personality. Hence, correspondence between them began in
1885. In the collection of the Mirza's letters,_ the earliest letter
to Nuruddln that we find is dated Mar"ch 8, 1885. This correspondence continued without break and became so intimate as to
include family and matrimonial problems. In J~uary, 1888,
the Niirz a undertook a t1:ip to Kashmir in order to meet
Niirudd;:n and stayed with him fo:i: a month. The Mirza kept
Niir!;!ddin in touch .. with his inspirations, inspired predictions,
and novel pieces of information and research. He even complained to Nuruddin about the opposition of the <u/ama and the·
alleged view of some of them that he was not a Muslim. In a
letter of July 15, 1890 he w1:ote to Nurudd;:n : "And I have
heard that th~se peopfo have begun to call me in hushed tones
a kafir. It.was known from this that the Exalted Allah wants
to show something great." 1
Up till then (i.e. 1890), the Mirza had only claimed,th'1.t
he wa.s a mujaddid and that he had been commissioned by God,
and according to Mirza Bash;:r Ahmad, he continued to say
that he had been raised to reform the people in the manner of
I.

MaktUbat-i-Ahmadiyah, Vol. V, p. 79.
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the Messiah of Nazareth and that he had a certain resemblance
to him.2 In the Barahin he expressed the opinion that the absolute
predominance ofislam which has been promised in the Quranic
verse : 'It is He who has sent His Apostle with Guidance and
the Religion of Truth to proclaim it over all religions' would be
fulfilled through the Promised l\!Iessiah, whose return to the
world had been· mentioned in the Traditions of the Prophet .. As
for himself, .he merely resembled the Messiah in respect of the
first phase of his life, that is, his life on earth. In his own words :
"This verse ('It is He who has sent His Apostle') is a
propl}ecy which, in the physical and political senses refers
to the Messiah ; and the promise of complete predominance
of the religion of Islam which has been made will be fulfilled
through the triumph of the 1v!essiah. And 'when Hazrat
Masih (upon him be peace) will come into this world, Islam
will spread all over the world, to all lands. But it has been
revealed. to this humble one that in view of his poverty and
humility, his trust in God and his sacrifice, and in respect
of signs and illuminations, he is an examplar of the first
phase of the life of rviessiah and tltat the natures of this
humble one and of the Messiah are extremely alike as if they
were two pieces of the same substance, two fruits of the
same tree ;, and the similarity goes' to such an extent that
the distinction is very minor. " 3
Nuruddin's Advice

· In the life of the Mir~a as well as in the history of
Qadianism, the year 1891 is very crucial. It is ill the beginning
of this year that Nnruddm, in one of his letters, advised the
Mirza to proclaim himself to be the Promised Messiah.' We
2.
3.
4.

S~rat al-Mahdi,

Vol. I, p. 39.
Barah<n-i-Ahmadiyah, Vol. IV, p. 495-98.
Although in his letter NUruddin used the expression Replica of the
Messiah, the study of Fath-i-Tslam and Izalat al-Awham shows that Replica
of the 1v1essiah and Promised Messiah \Vere treated as~ synonymous
terms and \Vere used by the Mirza interchangeably. To cite an instance:
[Continued on next page
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have not been able to see this letter of Nurudd1n, but the reply
sent by the Mirza refers to this advice ofNurudd1n. This letter
of the Mirza is included in the collection of his letters and is
dated January 24, 1891. This letter reveals the intellectual
sources, the behind-the-scene director of the play, the actual
author of Qadianism. The following is an excerpt from this
historic letter:
"It has been said by you, Sir, that there is no harm in
proclaiming myself to be the Promised Messiah even independent of tlie_ orie referred to in the Damascene Hadith.
This humble one has no need of becoming a replica of the
Messiah. I merely want Allah to include me among His
humble· and obedient servants. But we cannot escape from
being put to test. The Exalted Allah has made trial the
only way to advancement, as He says: "Do men think they
_will be left alone on saying '\Ve believe, that they will not
be tested ?"'· (xx1x, 2)
\<\1hat were the real motives of this advice? Was it merely
Nuruddin's far-sightedness and ambitious nature, or had it been
made on some kind of encouragement fro:r:i the. powers-thatwere ·? It is difficult now to say what actually lay behind the
advice. As for the latter possibility, it appears nor far-fetched
at all if we bear' in mind the historical background of the rise
of this new movemen(. The situation was that the British had
witnessed the religious movement of Sayyid Ahmad Shahid and
had been put to considerable difficulty owing to that. In more
or less the same period of time, there had risen another movement in the Sudan, Jed by the Sudanese Mahdi, and this too
· had given the British a very hard time. It is not unlikely that
the British should have hit upon the desirability of the rise of a

5.

"'I'his clesct>nt does nut mean th<.! real descent of the Messiah, the son
of 1vlary; it is only a figurative expression \vhich, infor~s the coming
of the one like the tdessiah \Vhich, according to Divine pronounce111cnts and i~spirations, is this hun1ble one."
,\JaktUbat-i-Ahmadi;iaft~ _\'ol. \ 7 , No. 2, p. 85.
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reliable religious leader of their choice. If such a leader was
able to win the confidence of the Muslims through his services
to the cause of Islam, and capture the religious imagination µf
people by his religious zeal, he could serve as a good means
to secure the British against the threat of anti-British religious
movements. And since the Muslims already believed in the
adve~t of the 'Messiah, their acc\"ptance of such a person as the
Messiah could .not have been ruled out as impossible. Such a
Messiah, if he· preached loyalty to the powers-that-were in the
name of God and Islam, could be of great service to the cause
of the British. Nothing, however, can be said with complete
certainty. Nevertheless the above cited letter of.the Mirza
remains a significant document, and might have the clue to the
origin of Qii.diii.nism.
v\That is worth remembering at this po~nt is that so far as
the prophets· of God ai·e concerned, their mission doe$ not
depend on outside suggestions. They receive r.evelation from
the heaven and are categorically informed o!' their position and
m1ss10n. Their hearts are full of conviction and from the very
first day they announce and keep on stressing what they believe
to be the truth. Neither their own faith, nor their summons,
depends upon someone else's drawing their attention towards. it.
From the very first day they keep on saying :
This am I comman.ded and I am the first of those who
bow· to ·His Will.
(vr: 163)

Belief about Jesus
The return of Jesus is an established article of creed in
Islam.• Muslims have known this and have believed in it.
6.

The ascension ofJesus· to the heavens and his return ·to the tvorld in
the future is one of those beliefs of 1v1uslims \Vhich have their basis in
Qur:>an and is also pr_oved by Prophetic Ti'ac~itions, and in \Vhich
Muslims have believed consistently. Ibn Kath:ir says that the Prophetic TTaditions regarding the,r~t'urn of Jesus are nun1erous enough
to be regarded as one supportC'd by an unbroken chain of transroisContinued on next page
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Traditions fro'm the Prophet mention it and, moreover, owing
to the .adversity of circumstances the Mmlims had developed
a mood to expect that some great, divinely inspired personality
w~uld appear· suddenly and set things r~ght for them. As the
thirteenth century of hijrah drew close to its termi~ation, this
state of expectancy became even more intense. Nrrruddrn,
therefore, had reasons to presume that in view of the popularity
won by the Mirza by his religious services his claim to be the
Messiah was likely to· be accepted by Muslims.
The Mirza accepts the suggestion

The manner in which the Mirza declined to accept the
made by Ni1ruddin, and the spirit of humility'and
piety which· he evinced in his letter on that subject are very
valuable and add to his prestige. But for anyone who studies
his works in a chronol"gical order it is hard to retain this
sug~estion

sion. Ibn Hajar also quotes i\ bu! Husain Abad in Fatah-al-Biiri
regarding the tawfitur of Tr<iditions on this question. Sha\vkani has
written a treatise just on this subject entitled Tasdiq Ji maja Ji almuntazir wa al-Dajjiil wa al-Masih. None of the important religious
personalities has been recorded as denying this belief, not even the
M<utazilah. Ibn· Hazm, in J,iis renowned work Al-Fisalfi al-Milul wa
al-.Nihal wdt• s that this belief is established by the unbroken continuit)I' of transmission. 'I his question ha~ been discussed in detail in
Anwar Shah Karhmiri's Aqidat al-Islam. As for the rational aspect of
the question, if one accepts the omnipotence of-God and affirms the
perfectiOn of His Attributes one can have no reason to doubt the
possibility of statements found in those traditions whose authenticity
and continuity a1 e cstablishec;l. In an age of such tremendous
scientific progress as ours \Vhen a numbe.r of things ,...,.hich 'vere considered hitherto impossible are taking-place before our own eyes, when
man-made satellites rcVolve round the \Vorld after every rew hours,
\Vhen man has begun to pace the outer space, the idea that a man
should ascend -to the heavens and stay there alive for a certain perfod
of time can hardly be regarded as inconceivable. 1·0 put forward
abjections \vhich are based on Greek concepts of astronomy or on
other \Yorn-out notions appears palpably childish in· this age of
-scientific advancement.
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feeling of respect for long. For we find him quite soon accept~ the suggestion of Nuruddin-which he had turned down
earli.er-of proclaiming himself to be 'the Replica of the
Messiah.'
If we survey the works of the Iviirza, they can be very
. easily divided into two phases. The first phase consists of those
works in which he seeks merely to prove the validity of Islam
and repudiate other religions. In these works there is no claim
of being the Messiah. This is followed- by the phase when he
did make that claim, and went on making several other claims
about himself, each more boastful and grandiose than the
previous one. The first book that he wrote during this phase is
Fath-i-Islom, published in 1891, the year which marks a major·
turning-point in the .career of the Mirza. In this work we find
him claiming to be the Replica of the Messiah and the Promised
Messiah. 8
"If you are honest, then be thankful and make prostrations of gratitude for this is the time for which yo\[r noble
fore-fathers kept waiting until they passed away, the time
which was awaited by innumerable souls who have journeyed (to the next world) ; for, verily, you 'have found that
time. Now it is for you to value it or not, to benefit from
it or not. I shall say this again ar:d shall not cease announcing that I am he. who has been sent at the prpper time in
order to reform people so as to revive religion afresh in
their hearts. I have been sent in the same way as the one
who was sent after Kalim Allah ........ . and whose sdul, after
great many pains during the rule of Herodius, was raised
7. See Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah, Surmah-i-Chashm-1-Ar;•a and Shahna-i-Haq.
, 8. 1'1irza Bashir Ahmad \Vrites in_Sirat al-A.fahdi: "The Promised ?vfessiah
had written Fath-i-JJ/Om to\vards the end of,1890. !his is the first
. treatise in \\ hich he mentioned himself to be the Replica of lviessiah
and that the :tvfessiah of Nazareth had died. In other \Vords, this \Vas
the first proclamation of the claim of being the Promised N!essiah."
(Vol. I, pp. 267-268). This shows that the author too regards
'Replica of lvlcssiah' and 'Pron1ised :tvJessiah' to be synonymous terms.
1
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to the heavens. So, when the second Kalim Al/JJ.h, who,
indeed, was the ·first; anq the leader of the Prophets, came
for the suppression of other Pharaohs, the one concerning
. whom it has been said: 'T1'e .have sent to you ( 0 men) an

Apostle, to be a witness concerning yo.u ,even as we sent an , apostle
to Pharaoh; (LXXIII: 15) then he too, who' is similar to
the fii_st Kalim in respect of his work, and yet nobler in _rank
than he was promised a Replica of ,the Messiah. And this
Replica of the Messiah, having been given the power,
nature .and characteris.tics of the Messiah, the son of Mary,
des<iended from the heaven in an age, similar to his age,
and arour'd almost the same time that eiapsed between the
first Kalim and Messiah, son of M.ary,i. e, in the fourteenth
century. And
was spiritual in the same· .way as
. . this descent
'
after having risen; perfect people come down in order to
r,eform people. And he too came. down in a period similar
in every respect to the ,period of the descent of the Messiah,
the son of Mary, in order that ,it might Temain a sign for
those who understand.'
Even though·this piece of the Mirza's writing is terribly
puzzling and complicated (and perhaps deliberately so), it
clearly shows . his new claim that he is the 'Replica of the
Messiah'; Three of his works, namely .Fath-i-Jslam, Tuwdih-iMa(am, and J:::ala-i-Awham, all deal with the ;ame subject and
frequently repeat this claim. In Fath-i-Islam at another place
the Mirza writes :
So aside from the resemblance with. other venerable
ancestors bestowed on this humble being, there is also a
special resemblance \vi th the nature of Hazrat Masih (upon
hir,n be peace) and it is because of this resemblance that
this humble one was sent after the name of the ·Niessiah in
order to ~atter to pieces the crucifixional belief. Hence,
I have been sent to shatter the cross and exterminate the
pigs. I have come down from the heavens-accompanied
'

9.

Fath-i-lsliim, pp. 6 and 7.
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by angels on my right and left.1°
In his Tawdilz-i-Maram, which is his next book after Fathi-Islam he makes this explicit statement:
vVith a certain degree of disagreement Muslims and
Christians believe that Messiah, the son of Mary was raised
from this elemental ,existence to the heavens and that in
. some other age be will comE< down 'from the heavens. ·I
have wriiten about the error of this notion in my treatise
and have also stated that this descent does not-mean the
actual descent of Messiah, the son of Mary ; it is rather a
metaphorical expression informing of the advent of a
Replica of the Messiah and which on the basis of informa~
tion and inspiration from God, applies to this bumble one.u·
·Fanciful interpretations

Since Nurudd!n had a wide knowledge of the Traditions,
from the Prophet he used to ,draw the attention .of the Mirza
towards the difficl1lties in justifying his. claims and als.o used t\l
help him in solving those difficulties. The problem as to how
to relate the attributes ,\•hich had been mentioned with regard
to the Messiah required extraordinary intelligence. Here are a
few examples of this intelligence-and of its having run riot.
The Traditions on which the Mirza based his claim -0f
Messiahship also. mention a .number of details relating to the
descent ~fthe Messiah. One of these is thatthe Messiah would
descend in Damascus. Now, if the Mirza was the. promised
Messiah, how could this be justified in the light of the above- ,
mentioned Tradition? It is obvious that· Damascus and Qadian
are far away from one another. Nevertheless, the paradox· did
not occur to the Mirza, It is NUruddin who drew his attention
to it. Let us refer once more to the Mirza himself on .thi~
question:_
"This humble one had so far not occupied hiµiself with
10.
I I.

lbid., p. 9 n.
Tawdih-i-~fariim,

p. 2.
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trying to find out the signification .of this (i.e. Damascus),
when a friend and trusted lover, Maulavi Hakim Nuruddin
came here to g_a:dian and he made a requ.,gt to turn towards
God to reveal the significance of Damascus and the two
other ambiguous terms which occur in the Tradition concerned in Muslim. Since in those days -1 was sick and my
mind was incapable of strenuous exertio11 I was unable to
attend to these matters. Only a little bit of effort led to
tlie explanation of a word, that is, the reality of Damascus
was revealed to me."' 2
Later, he explains his inspired discovery of the rµeaning of
Damascus in these terms :
Thus, it should be clear tha! in the interpretation of
the word 'Damascus' it was revealed to me by God that
that town has been called Damascus which is inhabited by
a people who have the nature of Yazid, who follow' the
practices and ideas of the filthyYaz!d, in whose hearts·there
is no love for God and the Prophet, no veneration for the
commandments of God, who have become wont to follow'
their desires, who.se ensla¥ement to. the commands of the
baser self is such that even the blood of the pure and the
sacred appears to them as easy and trifling, who do not
believe in the Hereafter and for whom the existence of God
is a c_omplicated problem which eludes their understanding.
Arid since the physician should corrie to the sick, it was
essential that the. Messiah should . appear among such
people. 13
"Thus, 'the descent of the Massiah in Damascus'
clearly indicates that there is someone who is a Replica of
the Iviessiah, who also resembles Husain cn~ing to the
resemblance between these two venerable personalities (the
Messiah and Husain), and who will descend in order to

12.
13.

Jzala-i-Awham, pp. 32-33.
Ibid. pp. 33-34n ..
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warn the Yazidis for they are akin to theJews." 14
Later, he writes "Damascus has been used merely m a
metaphorical way." 1 " He also adds:
"Then He toid me that these people•had the nature of
Yaz1d and this town (Qarian) is similar to Damascus. So,
_the Exalted Allah sent this humble one down to this
Damascus for a great purpose (at the eastern side,. next to
. the white minaret of the mosque wherein whosoever entered
became safe. Blessed is the One who sent me down at this
place) .1 6
Two yellow sheets

In interpreting the Traditions which mention certain details
of the descent of the j'vfessiah and in applying them to himself,
the Mirza indulges in great extravagance of imagination, puts
forward the most far-fetched meanings, and comes forward
with the. most ridiculous notions-as if he were sure of the
absolute gullibility of his readers. For instance, his opponents
pointed out that the Traditions on the basis of which he had
argued his case and upon which he had based his claim also
stated that at the time of his descent the :Messiah would be clad
in two yellow sheets. Replying to that, he says :
"I am a permanently sick man. And the two yellow
'
sheets which have been merttioned in the Traditions as
those which would be worn by the Messiah when he would
come down, these two sheets are with i'ne-and these are,
according to rhe science of interpretation of dreams, two
ailments. Hence, one of these sheets is on my upper part so
that hi:adache and giddiness and insomnia and palpitation
of the heart come to me in the ·form of fits. The other
sheet which is on the lower part of' my body is diabetes
which has afflicted me for quite a long time so that often I
14. Ibid p. 34.
15. Ibid., p. 34.
16. Ibid., p. 68.
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have urinated a hundred times during the night and day,
and due to this frequency of ui·ination I am afflicted with
'all those ailments of debility which generally result from
such a disea;;e. 11
Eastern minaret of Damascus

Traditions from the Prophet also mention the eastern
minaret of Damascus as the place where the :tviessiah would
descend. Instead of interpreting it in some other fanciful
/
manner, as was his wont, what he did in this case was to have a
minaret constructed i~ the eastern part of Qadian.- He made
this decision in 1900, according to Sirat al-Mahdi, and invited
people to donate generously. 18 In 1903, he even laid its foundation." Its completion, however, could not take place during
his life-time, and was accomplished by his son Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood.
Satire and ridicule

The three above-mentioned works also crudely reveal the
Mirza's bad temper. They are full of satire and ridicule
directed against opponents and contain such bitter vituperation
that these books can hardly be reckoned among the books
befitting the dignity of any serious cause. The style and mode
of expression adopted by the lvlirza in these is not even becoming
of sober and dignified writers, not to speak of prophets and
religious reformers. The manner in which he scoffs at belief
in the survival and the return of the :tvlessiah to the earth and
at those who subscribe to it remii1ds one of the type of wit
associated with court-jesters rather than with serious intellectuals. .1vlorcover, the kind of debating skill and quibbling
which he employs had nothing to do with the prophetic mode

17.
18.

19.

Appendices of Arba'in, Nos. 3 and 4, p. 4.
Set the! announcement regarding the 'Minaret of Messiah!, in Khutbii-illhiimi;•ah, p. I..
Siral al-Mahdi, Vol. II., p. 154.
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of expression. While trying to point out the rational impossibility of the i\!Iessiah's survival in the heavens, he writes:
"Among others, one object.ion is that ev<:n ~f we were .
,to . assume that the Messiah did reach the heavens, along
with his terrestrial body, .then it would. force us H> admit
that that body .is bound to be affected in the heavens by
the effects of time, like all other human and animal bodies
.and that this passage of time will inescapably and inevitably
lead some day to his death. Thus in such a case, it will
have to be accepted in respect of the Messiah that after
having completed his course of life, he must have expired
· in the heavens20 and must have been buried in the graveyard or the inhabitants of some planet (the possibility of
habitation on which. is being accepted in the present times) .
And even if we were to assume his being alive, there can
be no doubt that he would by now have become a decrepit
old man ·and will hardly be. capable of rendering any
religious service. Under such circumstances, his coming
clown to the earth seems hardly of any consequence ·e xcept
an unavaiiing botheration." 21
At other place, he makes the following comment on that
20

In the Mirza's tla'y s neither. the physical sciences had developed tci the
present extent nor was man in possession of that extent of empirical
knowledge about the outer space and other planets so as to visualisr
that terrestrial concepts of time and space a re not. abs9lute, anci that·
measurements of time a nd space be)•ond the gravitational sph~re of
the earth might be quite different. He, therefore, could ndthcr
appreciate the possibility that a thousand years of this world could .be
equal to just a moment in some other wnrld, or, that there might be a
world which is quite different from. our own· in respect of change?
death, feelings, requisites for survival, etc. Man seems to have the
inalienable weakness of having blind faith in the knowledge and
information of his own tim e and tencjs to deny all tha.t has not been
known or experienced till that tirr e . In the words of tl;e Qurliin
'Nay, they charge with falsc·hood that whose knowledge they cannot
compass, even before the elucidation therl'of hath reached them.'
(X: 39)
21. !J;iila-i-Awhiim. pp. 25-26.
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part of the Tradition which mentions that the Messiah will
"kill the swine."
"Will the excellent task that will be undertaken by the
Messiah after he comes down to the earth merely be to go
around, accompanied with a pack of hounds, hunting pigs?
If this is true, then Sikhs, Chamars and Sansis and Gandils
who love pig-hunting have reason to be glad, for they will
prosper." 22
J\t another place he makes the following observation about
the future· descent of the Messiah:
"\'\latch out lest you are deceived by someone who first
boards some balloon and· then alights from it in front of
you. So, beware ! Don't mistake such a person for the.son
of Ma.1-y because of your e;tablished belief." 2 ~
J\t still another place he refers to the same question in the
following manner :
Brethren, this question stood on two legs :
"( 1) One,· the descent of the son of Mary from the
heavens with his terrestrial body, towards· the end of time.
This leg has been broken by the Glorious QurJan and also
some Traditions by informing of the death of the Messiah,
son of Mary.
"(2) The second leg was the appearance of the
promised Dajj al towards th~ end of time. Now this leg has
been broken into two pieces by the unanimously agreed
Traditions of Sahih Muslim and Sahih Bukhari which have
been reported by important Companions and also by calling
Ibn Saba to be the promised Dajjal and, at last, by killing
·him after making )1im join the body of Muslims. Now
that both the legs of the question have been broken, hpw
and with whose support can this corpse which lacks bOTh-~
the legs stand up after these thirteen co\mtries" ? 2'
"-

22.
23.
24.

lzii/a-i-Aw~iim; p. 21.
!bid., p 143.
!bid., pp. 133-34.
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Here is another example of his writing :
"Can it be proved that there has been a consensus
regarding the Traditions that the Messiah will go "around
hunting pigs in woods and that Dajjal will circumambulate
around Kabah and that the son of i\1ary will perform the
obligatory circumambulation of the Kabah like a sick man,
supported on the shoulders of two men? Is it not known
that the exegetists of these Traditions have been letting
their conjectures loose limitlessly ?" 25
At another place, he had the following to address to the
Ahl-i-Sunnah 26 scholars :
"0 respected maulavis ! While the death of the.Messiah
is generally ·proved by the Noble Qur,an, certain Companions and Exegetists have, from the very beginning, been
continuously killing him (that is, holding that Jesus is
dead-Translator). 'fhen, why do yoti adopt your attitude
of unavailing stubbornness? Let the God of Christians die.
How long will you go on calling h1m the living one, the
undying? Is there any limit to this?'"'
Impact of Modern Knowledge
v

The works of the Mirza written during this p,eriod abo
show that he was deeply impressed .with the advancement of
natural sciences and· with the scientific knowledge which was
evoking great interest and curiosity in India in his days. The
level of scientific knowledge attained by the West by that time
would appear to be rudimentary when judged by the present
level of scientific advancement. Hch1•ever, the j\1[irza's acquaintance of the then scientific knowledge was second-hand and very
superficial. It seems t,hat one of the main pr~ps of his rejection
/

Jziila-i-Awhiim, p. 214.
Lit. 'One of the path'. A term generally applied to the largest sect of
Muslims who belong to one of the four juristic schools of orthodox
·Islam.
27. Jziila-i-Awhiim, p. 235.

25.
26.

I
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of the idea of the return of the Messiah was that the idea ran
counter to the accepted facts of modern science. , He thought
that such a belief would expose religion to the ridicule of the
educated people. He wrote in hala-i-Awham :
"In this philosophically-minded age, which has speedily
brought with it mental refinement and intellectual advancement, it is a big error to think that one would be able to
achieve reli!S'ious success while holding on to this belief. 28
If such baseless things were to spread in the deserts of
Africa or among the desert-dwellers of Arabia or in some
isla,nds of the sea or among groups of wild people, they
might spread easily. But we cannot propagate such teachings which are totally opposed to reason and experience
and natural sciences and philosophy and which also cannot
be proved (to have origina_ted) from our Proph~t (upon
him be the salutation and peace of God) ; rather traditions
which are quite opposed to these are being proved among
the educated people. Nor can we present them to the
scholastically inclined peopl~ of Europe and' America, who
are getting rid of the absurdities of .their own religion.
How can they (whose minds and hearts have been illuminated by the light of new sciences) believe in such things
which are out and out an insult to God and constitute an
. abrogation ofthe principles of His Book ?" 2"
While reading passages such as these, one finds it hard to

28.

29.

It is hard to say ho\v an'<l \Vhy the lv!irza bC'lievl'<l in such metaphysical propo.sitions as revelation, angles, paraclisc,_hell, etc. and how·
he accepted the demand of religion . . Indeed, the very heart of
religion is guided by faith in the realities beyond the ken, of human
perception. The above excerpt only illustrates the extent to \vhich
he was mentally over-a\ved by "modernism", and ho\v he, like
other supe'rficial \Vriters and ill-educated people of the ninetcen'th
century, hatfi deified modern science \Yi th out appreciating its actual
domain and its inherent limitations.
Jzala-i-Awhiim, p. 135.
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believe that they could have been written by the author of Surmai-Chashm-i-Arya; by the same writer who had strongly argued in
favour of the possibility and actual occurrence of miracles and
had refuted the view that metaphysical nofions could not ·be
de_nied on the basis of rea_son of limited human experience.
In this book the Mirza has argued on-the basis of the Jummal 30
numerals and here his mode of argument becomes very close
to tha.t of the missionaries of the Batlniyah sect who used to
employ these numerals as evidential arguments even in respect
of fundamental religious beliefs.
"My attel}tion has been drawn through Kashf 31 towards the powers of th~ letters of the following name wherein I have been informed of the Messiah who was to ap2ear
at the end of the thirteenth century. (God has told me)
that He had already kept in view the era (of Messiah's
appearance) in giving- this name (to ri:J.e); and that naine is,
'Mir.zii 'Ghuliim Ahmad Qiidiani'. ·The powers of the letters
of this name add up exll'ctly to 1300, and in this township
of Qadian there is none except this humble one whose name
is Ghulam Ahmad. In fact, it has been put in my heart
that at this time there is none except this humble one who
has the name 'Ghulam Ahmad Qiidianr.' And this has been
a favour bestowed by God to this humble one that He, the
_ Pure One, reveals the mysteries to me thi;ough the powers
of alphabetical letters."32
At another place he writes :
·"Now it is proved by this research that. the Qur'iin
_contain~ the prediction of the coming of the Messiah, the so.n of
Mary, towards.the end o ftime. The time of the appearance of
the Messiah, which has been fixed by the Qur'iin as 1400
(A.H.) has. als? been accepted ·by many sain.ts on the'basis
30.
31.

32.

The reckoning of the alphabets by a system in which the letters
have diff~rent powers.
Revelation of any secret to a mystic or saint b'>: the grace and
power of God.
lzii/a-i-Awhiim, p. 90.
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of their kas!if. The Qur'anic verse 'And We certainly are
able to drain it off'" has letters which, acc;ording to the
Jummal, make· up the figure of 1274; and this points to the
moonless nights of the ·Islamic lunar months containing a
hidden pointer to the rise of a new moon. And this mystery
is latent, according to Jummal system, in the letters of
Ghulam Ahmad Qadilini." 35
In these books., while trying to explain the Traditions from
the Holy Prophet and arguing that they referred to· him, the
l'vlirzii has been extremely heedless of all rules of exposition of
such texts, giving full rein to. his fancy. In fact, it is hardly
conceivable that anyone should take such liberty in explaining
even the writings or "compositions of ordinary writers and poets
not to say of Traditions from prophets. To 'uit his purpose the
Ivlirza has taken the position that the words of the Traditions are
of a figurative or metaphorical nature, Again, .in this respect,
he seems to be following in the footsteps of the Batinis who .used
to explain religious terms-about whose text as w~ll as meaning
Lhere is an unbroken continuity of agreement-in a far-fetched
and ridiculous manner without any lexicological or rational basis
to support them. And it is thus that they had opened the floodgates of atheism and nihilism.
In Iz!ila-i-Awham the Mirza repeatedly asserts that knowledge
about the son of Mary and Dajjal had not been completely clear
to the Holy Prophet arid that in this regard God had endowed
him only with some brief hints.3"
The Messiah in Kashmir

The Mirza kept on "reflecting" about t,he death of the

34·,

It should be noted that this verse refers to rain, and the whole verse
reads thus: "And We scntj. down water frorr1 the sky accordi~g to
(due) measure and We cause it tb soak in the soil; and We-certainly
are able to drain it off (with ease).
(XL: 18)
35. lziila-i-Awhiim, Vol. II, p. 338.
36. [bid., Vol. II, p. 346.
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Messiah till, in the end,_ he concluded that his death had taken
place in Kashmir and that it was there that he lay b_uried. In
this connection, according to his wont, he did a lot of hair-splitting which shows the fertility of his imagination even if the level
is childish. He has tried to prove that the pronunciation of
Kashmir in Kashmiri language is "Kashir", and it appears
that this word, in fact, is a compound Hebrew -word, Composed
of 'K' which is used to denote similarity; resemblance, etc. and
of 'Ashir' which· in Hebrew means Syria. Th;is the word
'Kashir' in Hebrew meant.'like Syria'. On this basis, the Jviirza
went on·to add that when Jesus (peace be upon him) migrated
from Palestine to that part of India which due to the excellence
of weather, agreeableness of its seasons and its greenery and
freshness had close resemblance to Syria, God named it "Kli:shir"
in order to comfort and gratify him. The excessive use of the
word led to the dropping of 'a' with the result, that it became
'Kashir.' Then, he proved that the tomb of 'Budhasaf' (popularly known as the "prince") in the Khan Yar locality of
Srinagar was in fact the grave of Jesus. In 'trying to support
this piece of research, he .marshalled all possible far: fetched
arguments,_ with the result that his writing on the point appears
closer to poetry and fiction rather than what is normally considered to be academic writing. The unbridled speculations of
the Orientalists, who are noted for making the mountain out of
a mole-hill simply pale into insignificance when compared with
the Mirzi!'s wrrtings. 37
This brings us to a definite milestone in the spiritual experiences and claims of the Mirza. At this stage he categorically
claims to be the -"Promised Messiah," and tries to prove this by
his so-called 'rational' as well as traditional argume_nts.

37.

See Barahin, p. 228.
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From Messiah to Prophet

An objective, but critifal study of the Mirza's writings.gives
one the impression that his\ claims proceeded along a gradually
ascending scale. All this seems to have been planned very
carefully and the :tvJirza appears to have exercised great patience
and precaution in moving from one stage to the other. In the
beginning he expressed the opinion that inspiration, intuitive
experience and categorical knowledge were an essentiil concomitant of completely following the Prophet-a natural stage at which
one arrives as a result of losing oneself in obedience to the
Prophet. He does not explicitly claim _himself to be a prophet,
but talks about prophetic attributes and characteristics and tries
to prove that these attributes and characteristics are bestowed
upon the followers of the Prophet, particularly upon the more
perfect ones, by. virtue of their following the. Prophet. This
logic and its premise~ .were bom1d to lead the :tviirzii, sooner oi:
later, to proclaim himself to be a prophet. It appears that
tbrouhgout these years, he remained busy paving the waY. and
trying to create the proper atmosphere for such a proclamation.
He seems to have been _trying to assess whether. the devotion of
his followers had reached the stage where they w-0uld not mind
accepting even this claim, as they had accepted the rest of his
claims.
Proclamation of Prophethood

At last that event did take place. In the year 1900, :tvfaulavi
'Abdul Karlin, the preacher of the Friday sermon, gave a
sermon m jVhich he used the words Nabi (Prophet) ~n~ Rasill
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(Jvlessenger)· for the. Mirza. This caused great irritation to
Maulavi: Sayyid Muhammad Ahsan AmrohawI. When Maulavi:
'Abdul Karim came to know of this, he gave another Friday
sermon in which he addressed the Mirza, requesting him to
contradict his belief, if he was wrong in considering him to be
a prophet and niessenger of God .. After the Friday prayers
were over, Maulavi 'Abdtil Karim caught hold of the skirt of
the :tvlirza's apparel and requested him to correct him in his
beliefs if they were erroneous. The l\'Iirz a turned around' and
said that he, too, held the same belief. lvleanwhile, :tvlaulavi
Jvluhammad Ahsan had been greatly agitated b;' the sermon
and in anger was pacing the floor bf the mosque. On
Jvlaulavi 'Abdul Karim's return, he· began to quarrel with
him. VVhen their voices rose very high,· the Mirza came out of
his house an<;] recitecl the Quranic verse: "0 ye who believe!
Pon't raise your voice above the voice of the Prophet. " 1
(xLix.2)
Thus the sermon- or:Maulav! 'Abdul Karim inaugurated a
new phase in the career of the IVIirza. This sermon provided
him with the much needed assurance that his followers had such
an unquestioning faith.in him that they' woi.1'id accept whatever
clairi1s he might make. The lviirza's O\~n son, Bashirudd!n
,.Mahmood has very ably described this developme'nt by pointing
out that the Mirza used to claim his self to be invested with the
attributes which could be found in none except a prophet and
yet he used to deny his being a prophet. ·when he became conscious of this inconsistency and became aware that !hese attributes were untenable with his denial of prophethoocl, he proclaimed himself to he a prophet. He writes:
"In short, since in the beginnir!g the Promised Messiah
thought that the definition of Nabi is the one who brings a

l.

This event is based on the report of a speech of Sayyid Sarwar Shah
Qadiani at an annual conference held in Qadian, and published in alFadhl, Vol. X, No. 51, dated January 4, 1923. See also Haqiqat al·
Nubiiwat, p 124.
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new S!zari<a!z, or abrogates some injunctions, or is a prophet
directly (appointed by God): so, ev.eU: though all the attributes arrd qualities required of a prophet were fourid in him, he
used to decline fron;i designating himself a prophet. When,
later on, he became aware that the nature .of his claims is that
of a prophet and not ofa i\!fu!zaddath, he proclaimed himself to
be a prophet." 2
However, whether the Mirza refrained from proclaiming
himself to be a ·prophet till his misunderstanding was removed
arid he was commissioned by G~d. to prociaim his p"rophethood,
or he had been waiting air this while for an opportune moment
to make thi·s declaration, the~·e is no. doubt that
. he was ultimll~ely
led to making the prnclalJlation of his prophethoo<l which was
the logical result of his earlier cla_ims.
Elucidation.and Ch:allenge
As ~tatecl by :tviirza Bashiruddin Mahmood, the question was
finally decided in 1901 and the ~irza began to write about it
explicitly in his writings. The collection of articles called Arba<tn3
is full of declarations and explanations about this. new mission.
This frankness increased s.teadily. . In 190~ he wrote a treatise
ent.itled · Tuhfat al-Nadwoh, which was addressecj. to the <ufama
who w<ere taking part in the deliberations of the Nadwa:h don-.
·ference held at Amritsar in 1902. In this treatise he wrote:
"Thus, as I have repeatedly said, wliat I recite unto
you is categorica1ly and certai.nly the word of Allah,. in the
same way as Qur 0 an and Torah are the words of Allah, and
that I am a .(ill7' and Buruzi 5 prophet of God, and every
2.
3.

Haqiqat al-Nubiiwat, VoL I, p .. l24. ·
The Niirza·.had promised to write forty treatises on the. subjec:.tJ.>ut he
c9ncluded the series only after the fourth one~ See ArbaCf.n, Vol. IV,

4.

Reception of th"e revelation through the grace· of Muhammad (peace
be on him) has ~e~n called "Zilli nubiiwah;' by the Mirza. See Haqiqa/
al-Wah;', p. 28.
This kind ·of prophet, according to the .Nfirza does not receive it (i. ·c. ·
Continutd on n1xt page
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Muslim is obliged -to obey me in religious matters. And
every ·one who has received information about me, even
though he be a Muslim, bm does not consider me arbiter in
his affairs, nor ·:recognizes me as the Promised Messiah, nor
considers my revelations as coming from God, he is liable
to punishment in the heavens for he has rejected what he
had to accept at its proper time. I do not mer:ely say that
I would.have courted (the disaster of) death had I been a
liar; I also say that I am ·true even as Moses and Jesus and
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on them) were
true, and that God has shown more than ten thousand signs
to'uphold my. claim. The Messenger of Allah (peace and
blessings of Allah be on him) has testified and the earlier
prophets had indicated the time of my advent, which is the
present time. The QurJan has also indicated the time of
l11Y debut during the present times. Both the heavens and
the earth have borne testimony in my support; nor is there
a prophet who has not testified in my favour." 6
In .the same vein is what he wrote in Haqiqat al-Wahy:
"So, of all the people of this ummah, I am th,e only one
who has received thi;. large portion ofDivine revelation
and knowledge about the Unseen. None of the saints of
this ummah, who have preceded me, was given such a big
share of this bounty. 7 For this reason I alone was chosen to

prophethood) for his own self, but for the majesty of his prophet. Tt
is for this reason he claims, that his·name in the .heavens is 11uhammad
and Ahmad. ~is means that the Prophet Muhammad's nubiiwah
was received ultimately by (anothe:t;) Muhammad. although ina buru:d
way, and not by any body else". Ek Ghal,t~ ka Tziilah, p. 5.
6. Tultfat al-Nadwah; p. 4.
7. This is.mer.ely .a claim, and it is based on lack of.religious Knowledge
and. is.against historical facts. In the ummah of Mohammad (peace be
on him) there have· been so many saints who have been graced· by
divine inspiration, but n9ne. ever .claimed it to be a revelation, nor
. c!ahned p~-Ophetbood on that basis.
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be appointed a prophet and none else deserved this title." 8
All the later writings of the Mirza are full of similar categorical elucidations .of his claim to prophethood. These are too
many to be mentioned in this book. All those interested in a
more detailed study of it should study .his Haqtqat al-Wahy, and
Bash1.rudd1n Mahmood's Haqiqat al:Nubflwat.
Independent Prophethood

The works of the Mirza: also prove that he believed himself
to be an independent prophet and bearer ofa Sh<Jrt<ah. In Arba<i!1
he defined the Shari<ah-bearing prophet as one whose revelation
contains positive commandments and prohibitions and who
makes some regulations even though these commandments and
prohibitions might have been embodied in the scripture of some
former prophet. According to him a Shari<ah-bearing prophet
need not bring an altogether new set of laws. Then he goes on
to declare himself to be such an independent S/iari<ah-bearing
prophet. To cite his own words.
"Apart from this, you should know what is Shari<ah.
Whosoever laid down some commandments and prohibitions
through his re'velation and framed some regulations for
ummah becomes.the bearer of a Sharz<ah. So, even accOJ!ding
to this definition, our opponents are blameworthy, for my
revelations contain commandments as well as prohibitions.
For instance, take the inspiration :
'Say to the believers to lower down their eyes and
guard their hidden places-This is purer for them.' (xxvr.30) ,
"All this is found in Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah; It contains
commandments as well as prohibitions and the same is the
case with my revelations till today : they contain both
commandments and prohibitions. And if you say that by
Shari<ah ·is meant that which contains new regulations then
. this is wrong. The Exalted Allah says : 'And this is in the
Books of the earlier Revelations; the Books of Abraham and
8.

Haqiqat al-Wahy, p. 391.
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Moses;' (Lxxxvri, 18-19) which means that the Quranic
teachings are also embodied in Torah."'
The fact that the Mirza abrogated a number of those
important and categorical injunctions of the Shar!<ah which have
been continuously sup_ported by Muslims also shows that he considered himself to be the bearer of an independent Shart'ah and
regarded himself as one entitled to determine what was religiously obligatory or prohibited. One of the examples is the
attitude he too k in respect of the question of jihad. Even though
jihad is a textual Quranic injunction supported by the unbroken
belief and practice of the ummah throughout the fourteen
centuries of our history and is. supported JJy the Prophetic
Tradition: 'jihad will continue till the Day of Resurrection,'
bunhe Mirza pcohibited it. In connection with the abrogation of jihad, just one excerpt from his writings on the. subject
will suffice :
"Jihad-that is the harshness of religious . wars-has
gradually been lightened by God. During· the time of
:tvioses them was su'ch harshness that even acceptance of
belief could not save a man
.
.from being killed, and even
suckling babies were put to death.. Then during the time
of our Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him)
the killing of the. children, the old and women-folk was
prohibited. Then, for certain nations, instead of accepting
the faith, paymeM of jiZ)'ah was accepted as the means of
savi~g them from punishment. Then, in the time of the
Promised JVIessiah, the injunction of jihad has be.en absolutely repealed." 10
0

Excommunication of the Deniers of Mirza's
Prophethood:

The natural and logical consequence of the claim to be a

9.
10.

Arba'in, appendix 4, p. 7, ,
Vol. 4, p. 15n. For more detailrcl statenlc>nts of the Mirza
on the suhject'see Section 2 a·fChapter III oftRe book.
A1bt1Cfr1,
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prophet was that all those who declined to believe in the· new
prophethood should be declared.unbelievers (kajirs). The Mirza
himself recognized that only a Shari<ah~bearing prophet was
entitled to de<;:lare all those who did not believe in him to be
kajirs. He writes :
"This point is worth remembering that to call those
who reject one's claim as !Wfirs is worthy only of those
prophets who bring from God a Shart'-ah and new injunctions. ·But all others besides the Sharl<a!z-bearing (prophets)"
that is, mulhain (Divinely-inspired) and muhaddath (recipients of Divine Communication), no matter how high their
station is in the sight. of God and no matter how· highly
honoured they-are by .God, rejection of theii· claim does not
render anyone an unbeliever. "H
.
Nevertheless, all the subseql!ent wdrks of the Miria arc
replete with denunciations of those who denied his Prophethood
as kafirs. A few examples will suffice :
"During these days the foun·dation of a new sect will
be laid in the heavens and in ord"er to support this sect,
God will blow (His trumpet) "Be" and by the sound of this
"Be'', every fortunate one will be drawn towards it except
those who are eternally doomed and have been cr'eated to
fill up the Hell. " 12
his inspiration which the :Mirza published on May 25,
1900, he said :.
"I have. receiyed inspiration that whosoever will not
follow thee and. will not enter into thy oath of fealty then
such a disobeye1· of God and the Prophet will· dw~ll ·in
Hell.'' 10
Take another instance: "God had revealed to me that every
one who has received my call and has not accepted it is not a

In

11.

12.
13.

Tir)•tiq al-Qpliib, p. 110n.
Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah, Vol. V, pp. 82-83.
MiSl'iir al-Al.har, p. 8 (cited from Qadianl Mazhab).
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Muslim.1'
At another place, the matter has been dealt with in greater
detail :
"Kufr denotes two categories (of disbelief) : first, that
a person denies Islam itself and ,does not recognize the Holy
Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be on him) to be the
messenger of. God. The second (category of) disbelief is,
for instance, that he does not believe in the Promised·
Messiah and considers him false in spite of the matter having
been made clear and even though God and the Prophet had
emphatically urged that he be recognized as' true, and there
ha·d been similar emphatic instruction in the books of the
e.arlier prophets. Thus, since he is the denier of the command of God and His Prophet, he is a kafir. And if one
w~re to look at the matter closely, both these categories of
kufr are basically the same; for, the person who does not
accept the command of God and His Prophet despite his
having recognized it to be so, he does not believe in God
and the Prophet according to the explicit texts of the
Qur 0 an and the Hadith. 1'
This constitutes an article of the Qadianl creed. Its former
·head, Mirza Bashlrt.!_ddrn Mahmood writes :
"All those Jvluslims who have not been integrated in
the oath of fidelity to the Promised Messiah, regard less of
whether they had heard hi~ name or not, they are !.:tifirs and
outside the· fold of Islam." 111
It is because of this belief that all non-Ahmad is are kafirs,
the Islamic )egal ordinances in respect of kafirs have been considered by the Qa<liani group to be applicable to those who are
outside the fold of their religion. The Qadianis have, therefore, been proh~bited from having matrimonial rel«tions with
Muslims. In one of his speeches, Jviirza Bashrruddin Mahmood
14.
15.
16.

Zikr ·al-Hakim, No. 2, p. 24, compiled by Dr. Abdul Hakim, quoted
from al-Fadhl]anuary 15, 1935.
Haqiqatal-Wahy, pp. 179-80.
Aina'-i-Sadiiqat, p. 35 (cited from Q_iidiiin1 Ma<hab).
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observed:_ "One of the ordinances of the Promised Messiah, and ,
an important one too is that no Ahmadi may give his daughter
in marriage to a non-Ahmadi. This ordinance is mandatory
for every Ahmadi."17 In Anwar-i-Khilafat he remarks: "A person
asked him (i.e. Mirza Ghulam Ahmad QadianI) again and
again and put forward several pressing difficulties. Nevertheless,
·he instructed him to keep his daugther at home for all her life,
but not to give her in rµarriage to a non-Ahmadi. When after
the Mirza's death the said person n:iarried his daughter to a
noncAhmadi, the first Khalifa_h, Hakim Nuruqdi_n, not only forbade him from acting as an Imam of the, Ahmadrs but also
excommunicated him from the Ahmadi group, and did not
accept his repentance during the six.years of his Khilafat despite
his repeated apologies and repentance." 18
Elaborating on the same theme at another place, he goes on
to say :
"The position of non-Ahmadis in relation to us is the
same as that fixed for the ahl-al-kitab 19 in relation to a belie-.
ver by the \Alise QurJan, which instructs that a believing
man may marry an ahl-al-kitab wom~n, but may not give a
believing woman in marriage to an ahl-al-kitab. Likewise,
an Ahll'.adi may bring a non-Ahmadi woman into the fold
of his marriage; but an Ahmadi woman, according to the
Islamic Shari<at, may not be given in marriage .to a nonAhmadi male. Huzilr (the Mirza) says: There is no harm in
accepting ·a non-Ahmadi woman in marriage, for marriage
with ahl~al-kitab women is permitted: Rather, such a marriage is useful, beca,use thus one more person receives true
'guidance, (but) one should not marry one's daughter to any
non-Ahmadi. If you can have (a non-Ahmadi woman),
take her. But to give 'away (an Ahmadi woman in marriage

17.· Barkiit-i-Khilijat, Collection of speeches of Mirza Bashiruddin
Mahmood, p. 15, (cited from ·Qodiani Ma;<hah)
· 18. Anwiir-i-KJ,i/iifot, pp. 93-94.
19. A follower of one of the revealed religions that is 1 a J €.'\'
a Christian.

or
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to a non- Ahmadi) is sinful." 20
In the same way, to pray behind a non-Ahmadi is not permissible. The Mirza himself wrote:
"This Divine Message shows that ,those who declare
(the Mirza tb be) kafir and adopt the path of falsification
(of the Mirza) are a doomed people. Hence, they do not
deserve that any one of my jama<at (group) . pray behind.
them. Can anybody offer prayers )Jehind someone who is
-dead ? So, keep in mind that, as God has informed me, it
is prohibited for you, it .is absolutely prohibited for you to
pray behind anyone who dei:lare~ (me to be) kafir or falsifies (m~), or is hesitant (to follow me)." 21
Pursuing this logic, participation in the funeral prayers of
the !vfoslims too has been prohibite.d for the Qadianis. According fo the Qadianl mouthpiece a/-Fadhl 'the Mirza did not offer·
prayer at the funeral of his son (late Fadhl Ahmad) because he
was a non-AhmadI." 22 J:viian Bashiruddin Ahmad in. a letter
published in al-Fadhl even goes so far as to say: "I believe that
it is not permissible to offer prayers at the funer~l of those who
pray behind non-Ahmadis, for, Sl,lch a person, in i;nY view, is not
an Ahmadi." 23 He also expressed the view that it is not permitted to offer prayers at the funeral of even a non-Ahmadi
i-xi:fant. The argument was. that just· as prayers could not· be
offered at the funeral of a Christian child, even though he was
innocent, one could not offer prayers at the funeral of a non- .
Ahmadi child. 24
. It was in compliance with this injunction, that even though
Chowdhry Sir Zafrullah Khan, then Pakistan's Minister for
External Affairs, was present at the fun.era! ceremony of Mr .
. Jinnah, he did not participate in the funeral prayers.,

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

al-Hakam, April 14, 1908 (cited in Qiidiiinl Ma:i;hab
Arha'fn, Vol. III, p. 34n.
Al-Fadhl, dated 15th December, 1921.
Al-Fadhl, dated 13th April, 1926.
Al-Fadhl, Vol. 9, No. 72 and Vol. X, No. 32.
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One of the corolla,ries of accepting this belief is that whatever religious duties one had performed prior to entering into
the fold of Qadianisrn, would be deemed to be all null and
void. In reply to a query raised by a Qadiii.ni, he was
informed : "Whosoever performed his obligatory pilgrimage
at the time when his (i. e. the Mirza's) claim had become wellknown and the proof of its validity had been made evident to
the people of the country in general, and the Mirza had interdicted praying behind a non-Ahmadi: Imam, then that person's
Hajj will not be reckoned as having been performed by him." 20
Incarnation and transmigration of soul

Some of the writings of toe Mirza· indicate that he also
believed in the doctrines of incarnation and transmigrrition of
.souls and that the souls and essence of the prophets: (upon all
of them be the peace of Allah) were embodied in the person of
the prophets one' after another. In Tir)"aqal-Qulub he writes :
"Thus, as has been accepted by the Suf'iS, the levels of
existence are cyclical. Ip this way,· Abraham (upon him
. be peace) was re-born in respect of nature, temperament
and familiarity of, heart, two thousand and five hundi:ed
years after his death in the house of <.Abdullah, the
son of <Abd al-Muttalib and was called by the name of
Muhammad.'' 26
He also writes·:
'·'At this place this point needs to be remembered that
during the peri.o<ls of the internal degeneration of Islam,
the spirituality cif our Prophet (upon him be the peace and
benediction of Allah) manifests itself and this incarnation
of the essence of Mtihammad shows itself in the form of
some perfect follower_,.- As for what has been reported in
the Traditions that al-Mahdi would be born and ·that 'pis
name would be my name and his mode of conduct be (like)
25.
26.

al-Hakam, (Qadian) of May 7, 1934.
Tirfiiq al-Qulub, p. 155 n.
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my mode of conduct'-if these Traditions are correct, then
the reference is to the descent of his spirit as I have
mentioned above."• 7
In another of his works he wrote:
"It has been made known to me through kashf that
when Jesus was informed ·about this·, sacriligiousn·ess
which has spread· from the Christian people to the whole
world, his soul moved for spiritual descent. Thereafter,
God, accordinf" to His promise, granted him his replica,
. and in it was infused the Messiah's courage and character
and spirituality, and the two-that is, the Messiah and his
replica, were firmly integrated as if they were two parts of
the same matter. Thus, in this sense, his being became
the.being of the iviessial1, and the yearnings of the Messiah
descended into him-and it. is the descent of these which,
in inspirational terminology, has been clcscribccl as the
descent of the lVIessiah."•8
Two advents of the Prophet

The Mirza also declared that the Holy Prophet (peace and ·
blessings of Allali be on him) has had two advents. He said :
"And know that our Prophet (peace and _blessings of
Allah be on him), in the same way as he was sent in the
fifth milleni.um, was also sent towards the end of the sixth
millenium, in the form of the Promised 11essiah." 29
He even felt that this second ad vent was stronger, more
perfect, and brighter than the first one :
"Rather the truth is that his spirituality (upon him be
peace) at the end of the sixth millenium, that is, in these
days, is more vigorous and stronger ,'.Incl 'more perfect than
in those years; rather, it is like the full moon." 30

27.
28.
29.
30.

Aina' i-Kamalat-i-Islam, p. 346.
Ibid., pp. 254-55.
Khutba-i-Ilhiimiya, p. 180,
Ibid., p. 181. .
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Mirza's boastfulness

The boastfulness of the :tviirza in respect to his prophethood and. his attainments is a noteworthy feature of his life.
This reflects a particular kind of psychological complex, and
we need not try to analyse it. However, his urge to express
his greatness was so pressing that he proclaimed himself to be
of the same status as all other prophets. To quote one of his
couplets:
He who gave the cup to every prophet,
Gave it to me filled to the brim !
Later,
proclaimed himself to be possessed of tlm virtues
of all prophets. To quote him again :
Although prophets there have beei1 many,
In Divine inspiration I am not less than any.31.
He, further, went on ~o ·claim·:
Every prophet became alive when I was raised;
Every Apostle lies hidden beneath my garment.3 2
. Not only this ;, he proclaimed that ,t was he who had
brought about the perfection of the human race ; that without
him, this garden of humanity was incomplete :
The garden of Adam which had been incomplete
so far,
Has now burst into 'bloom, complete with leaves and
fruits. 33
He also seems to believe that the attainments of prophethood and· spirituality evolve with the passage of time so that
these attainments had found their most perfect form in his own
personality. He wrote :
"In the same way, the spirituality of_our Prophet (pe~ce
and. blessings of ,Allah be on him) appeared in the fifth
millenium-and ,that tinie was not the apex of its ad\'.ancement-but the first step towards the highest point of its

he

31. Khutba-i-Ilhamiya, p. 99.
32. Ibid., p. 100:
33 . .f3ar'iihln-i-Ahmadiy~, Vol. V, p. ll3.
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perfection. Then that spirituality radiated itself towards
the end of the sixth millenium, that is, during the present
time, in the Same way as Adam was created towai;ds the
I
end of the sixth day by the command of Allah, the Best
Creator. And the spirituality of our Prophet, the best of
the prophets, made its manifestation in a member of his
ummah so that this spirituality might reach the perfection of
its manifestation and pi·edominance of its light, as God had
promised in his Radiant Book. So, I am that promised
manifestation ; I am the promised Light.""'
In Ajaz-i-Ahmadi he even tries to place his miracles and
signs above those of the Holy Prophet. He says: For him the
moon was cleaved, but for me both the sun and the moon were
eclipsed. So, will they still deny ?35
These boastful claims of the Mirza provided sufficient
ground for his staunch followers and successors to build further
on that foundation, as has always happened in the history of
sects and religions. It is no surprise, therefore, that many of
his· followers explicitly declare him to be superior to most of the
prophets. Jviirza Bashiruddin Mahmood, the son and second
successor of the Ivlirza, wrote the follo.wing :
"Many prophets have passed in the world, but their
disciples did not go beyond the stage of muhaddath, except
for our Prophet (i.e. Muhammad), whose benediction
became so effluent that besides many muhaddath, one
. achieved even the ·status of prophethood. And it is not
only. that he became a prophet but having attained perfec-·
tion by way of reflection of the one whom he followed,
went even ahead of some of the great prophets.""
The enthusiastic followers of Mirza Bashiruddin, however,
did not stop even at that. The mouthpiece of the movement,

34. Khutba-i-Jlhiimiya, P,P· 177-78.
35.· Ajiiz;-i-Ahmadi, p. 71.
36. Haqiqal al-Nubuwat, p. 257.
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al-Fadht, wrote :
"The Promised Messiah was a prophet. His position
by virtue of his status, was that of the disciple and the
reflection of the Noble Messenger (upon him be peace and
blessings of Allah). As fcu: other prophets (upon them be
peace), he excelled many of them; may be, he excelled
them all. " 37

37.

al-Fadhl, Vol. XIV, No. 85, dated April 29, 1927 (cited in Q)diiini
Mazhab).
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Some Aspects of Life· and
Character

Mirza's Life after the Spread of his
Message
Early Life
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad had started his life m poverty. In
the early part of his life the situation was that a big part of his
·landed property had already gone and there was no other means
of income. In his own words, he was concerned only with the
dinning table and the bread." 1 Prior to the spread of his fame he
had spent twenty five years of anonymity. To cite own words
again : "In fact during, this period I was like a dead body,
buried for centuries in such a manner that it was not even known
whose grave it was." 2 This state of affairs lasted until the
appearance of the :Mirza as an '.1-uthor and champion of Islam.
Then, his fame spread as a preacher and spiritual leader .. He
claimed to be the "Promised Messiah", and, subsequently, an
independent messenger of God .. In this phase, things changed
for him. We see him from now on as the sp~ritual guide and
leader of a nascent religious community and. a prosperous group
of people. Gifts poured. in from all sides and he became the
centre of adoration and love of thousands of people. It is obvious that the Mirza's prosperity in this period of his life owed
itself to his religious movement. It is religious sentiment alone
which led the people to make s'!crifices in order to help the
Mirza financially. The student is bound to feel curious as to
l.
2.

Nuzfi/-al-Masih, lst Edition, p. 118.
Tattmmah Haqiqat al-Wahy, p. 28 ..
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tl)e effect of this changed circumstance upon his life and character. The. Mirza had risen in the name of a great relig~ous ca~se,
and had come forward with the highest possible religious claims
about himself. How far wa_s his life in conformity .with the
ideals of this cause and the big claims he made about himself? Making a comparison between him and the noble life
of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon hin;:i) would be
sheer insolence. vVhat can possibly be done is to compare his
life and character with those followers of the Holy Prophet who
have championed the religious cause of Islam and have won
popular admiration among Muslims as their true spiritual
leaders.
Character of Religious Reformers

A study of the history of inspiring religious personalities
and dynamic religious movements in Islam makes one thing
quite evident. Even while experiencing fame anci the availability
of material riches these noted ·religious personalities showed
I
tremendous indifiference towards wordly ambitions, an admirable sense of selfJcontentment and great sacrifice, and an evermounting keennJss to strive for nothing except the felicity of the
next life. The entire life of such people was subordinated to the
conviction that 'the next life constitutes the real life. Their
motto seems to have been the saying of the Prophet: "0 God
there is no life! except the life of the, Hereafter." They passed
through worldly life the way a traveller passes through the
various stages· of his j6urney, always keeping the following saying
of the Holy Prophet before their eyes:
"What is my concern with the world? lv1y relation to
world is similar to that of a rider who stays (for a while)
under the shade of a tree, then gets up and leaves." 3
Their life embodies, to a"u appreciable degree, the following
description of the life of Hazrat Ali (may Allah be pleased with

3;

Reported in Ahmad, Tirmidhi arid Ibn Maj ah.
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him), by one of his friends:
"He was weary of the world and.its bloom and loved
night and its darkness. He was, by God, profuse in tears,
immersed in. reflection, wondering at the march of tim~,
always critically watchful of himself (literally, always
addressing his soul). The dress that pleased him was the
rough 'one; and the food that pleased him was the coarse
and simple one. " 4
Not to mention the. great personalities of the early period of
Islam, nor even 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz, who was a rightlyguided caliph; we refer ·here only 'to personalities of much lower
stature when compared with men o(the, ab_ove-mentioned genre.
Among the humble followers of the Holy Prophet one comes .across,
among others, great rulers whose self-denial, detachment, piety
and scrupulousness, abs.olute indifference to worldly.life, its vanities and its false glories constitute man's pride and have left an
indelible impress on history. Nuruddln ZangI, Salahuddin
AyyubI,5 Nasiruddln l'vfahmood, l\!Iuzaffar Halim and Aurangzeb
Alamgt'r: the lives of all these are excellent examples of indifference to .the world and of self-denial. Even during the lifetime of the Mirza, there were numerous God-loving persons
who had no love for wordly riches, and who distributed every
cent of what they received among the p'oor and the needy. The
more people turned towards these men," and the more they
received by way cif gifts from people, the greater was their detachment from these riches.

In .the life-time of the Mirza we

·4. Sifat al-Safwah, Vol. I. p. 122.
5. The biographer of the Sultan and his close confidant Qad! Ibn
Shaddad writes: "The Sultan had left only 47 dii:,ham~ as his inhedtance ! lie left no estates, no hau·se, no property, garden, village or
cultivated area. In his burial, not even a cent was spent froffi Bis
legacy, all was brought on loan, including ev:en the grassloads for the
grave. T.he arrangement for burial \Vas made by his Minister Qazi
Fadil by so.me permis~ible and legitimate means". And he was the
sovereign of Syria, Egypt, the Sudan, ~raq, Hijaz and almost the
whole area that is now known as the Middle East; (Al-Nawiidir-1Sultiinia, p. &) •
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find such illustrious men of God as 1faulana Fazlur Rahr'nan
Ganj 1viuradabadi, Maulana Rashid Ahmad Gangohi, Maulana
Syed cAbdullah Ghaznavi, Maulana Muhammad Nacim Frangi
J\!Iabli wi10 were admirable examples of J'vfoslim piety and austerity.°
A Sign of Prophethood

Thus, a pure, self-denying Jife, whose character remains
unruffled by vicissitudes of poverty and wealth was not unknown
to the Mirza. In fact, he reckoned it to be a proof of the
truth of the Holy Prophet's prophetbood. He wrote:
"And when after a long time, Islam became supreme
,he (i.e. the Holy Prophet) did not accumulate any treasure
for self-enrichment and self-glorification; nor did he erect
any building or monument; nor did he devise means for a
life of royal ease or luxury; nor did he seize any other
opportunity for personal benefit. 'Whatever came was all
spent on taking care of the orphans and the poor, on the
widows and on those in debt; as for himself, he ate not even
once to his full satisfaction.'"
Religious T.eacher or Political Leader

Now, let us attempt to study the J'viirza's life according to ·
the above-mentioned 'standard which he himself recognizes as a
criterion of piety. v\That we note in regard to the Mirza, however, is the marked change in the two phases ?f his life, his
earlier life of anonymity and poverty, and the latter phase, when
he was adored by his followers and received lavish presentations
from them. Instead of finding in his conduct any resemblance
to the saintly and angelic lives of the religious personalities of
Isla)TI, we find his life resembling that of world-seeEng political
leaders or founders of non-religious movements. In the last
phase of his life (when a man is conscious that the time of his
6.
7,

See an account of their lives in Nuzhat ul-Khawiitir, Vol. VUI.
BanThrn-i-Ahmadiyah, Vol. I, p. Jl7.
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reckoning and meeting with God is close) we find him rolling in
prosperity and luxury in a manner which reminds us of political
careerists rather than of sincere servants of the cause of God.
This question assumed such importance that it caused uneasiness
among his sincere and close. followers, some of whom were; in
the end, forced to give vent to their feelings of uneasiness and
disgust.
Family Life of the Mirza

Among the followers, Khwaja Kamaluddrn was particularly
suspicious and discontented with the luxurious way. in which .the
Mirzii's family lived. He mentioned to his friends that the
ladies of his own family who had observed the luxurious life
and the high standard of living of the Mirza's faimly were not
prepared at all to make sacrifices and remain content with a
simple, austere life in order to save money for the cause of the
movement. Once he told Maulavi Muhammad cAli (a .former
Amir of the Jama<at-i-Ahmadiyah, Lahore), and Maulavi
Sarwar Shah Qadiyii,ni, a noted scholar of the Qadiaru movement:
"I have a question for which I have no answer. Please
provide me with one. Formerly we used to tell our ladies
that we should. live the lives of the Companions who ate
meagre and coarse food, and WQ.re rough dress and gave
__<\way whatever they could save to· the cause ofGod. We
urged t~em to do the same. By means of the admonitions, we used to save some money and sen,d it to Qadian.
But when our ladies themselves went to Qadian and came to
know of the actual situation by living there, they defiantly
came to us and told us that we were liars. They said
that they had seen the manner in which the lives of the
Prophets and Companions were being lived in Qiidiiin!
. Not even a fraction of the comfort and luxury enjoyed by
the women there is available to those outside ( Qiidian)
although their money is of their own earning while the
money used by them (i.e. in Qad1iin) is .that ~hich is

for
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national purposes, and is national money. Hence, they said,
\ve vlere liars who had been deceiving them and that they
would never again be deceived by us. Hence, they refuse
to give us any money to be sent.to Qadian."
Khwaja Kamaluddin also added: "There is a favourite
reply which you give to the people. This cannot liold in my.
case, for I know things personally. " 8
Objections relating to Financial Matters

It seems that the public kitchen which was in the charge of
the :Mirza hl_mself had caused grave doubts in the minds of
many of his sincere followers. '!'his controversy wcmt quite far.
Among those who protested the most important was Khwaja
Kanialuddln. Maulavi lVIuhammad CAli supported him. On
one ·occasion the Khwaja told 1\faulavi lvfohammad cAli:
"vVhat a shame. You are aware how arduously the
money of the people is collected, and then this money is not
spent for the national purpos'es for which people donate it
after slashing off their expenditures even ·on their bare
necessities. Instead, the money iS spent to gratify· personal
desires. And, then, the amount of money too is ·quite large.
It is so large that only if the money specified for public
kitchen was managed properly, it' alone would be sufficient
to ·meet the requirements of those projects which were sta.rted and then have been lying in suspense for want of
funds."'
'
These objections also reached the ears of the Mirza and he
felt greatly incensed. lVfaulavI Sarwar Shah writes the followin!f:
"I have reliably come to know that the Promised Messiah (upon him be the safotations and peace of God) has
·expressed great sorrow that despite his declaration that it is

8.
9.

Kashf al-Jkhti/af, p. 13 (cited in Qadiiinl .}fazhab)
Ibid., p. 15.
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the desire of God that the management of the public kitchen remained in his hands, and that if anything else were
to happen the public kitchen would come to an end, yet
perso_ns like the Khwaja are such that tney const~ntly ask
him to entrust the management of the kitchen to them and
have invidious doubts about him." 10
Before his death, the Mirza referred with grief to the
accusations of misappropriation of funds. In a letter to Maulavl
Hakim Nuruddin, Mirza Bashiruddin writes:
"The Hazrat {i.e: Mirza Ghulam Ahmad) said shortly
. before his (fatal) il!nes> that the Khwaja (Kamaluddin)
and Maualvr lvfohammad <Ali, etc., cast aspersions about
him that he had misappropriated national fund. They
·should not do so, (he said) or else it would not have good
consequences for them. He said that the Kfrwaja had
brought a letter from l'viaulavi :Muhammad '.Ali. the same
day. He added that Maulavi lvluhammad <Ali wrote that
the expendituye on the kitchen was quite meagre, and asked
what happened. to the rest of the thousands of rupees .which
had been received. vVhen he came hpme, he expressed
great anger and said : 'These people considei· us to be
rnisappropriators. v\lhat do these people have to do with
this money? If I were to disassociate myself all income
·would cease.'. Then (on another occasion) when a .deputation had gone to collect funds for construction works the
Khwaja said to. :Niaulavi :Nluhammad cAli: 'The Hazrat
(Mirza) himself lives a life of great comfort and luxury and
teaches us to don<J,te by reducing our .expenses.' To this
Maulavl Muhammad <Air replied that although this could
not be denied, this was an element of human shortcoming
"in him; and, now, why should it be essential for us to
follow this el,ement of human shortcoming in the Prophet. "H
10.
11.

Kashfal-Jkhtaliij, p •. 14
Letter of Mirza.BashiruOdin Mah~ood to·Mau]avi. Hakim Ntiruddini
[C!Jnlinu~d on .next pag~
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A novel Sources of Income

One of the biggest sources of income was the sale of tit1e to
burial in the "heavenly graveyard" at Qadian. This had been
instituted by the Mirza himself who had ingenuous}y laid down
the terms and conditions for buying the title to. burial there.
The high price of this title as well as the temptation-provoking
manner of announcement12 conjures up in one's mind the memories of the sale of indulgences by the Catholic Church during .
·the middle ages. This, however, gave the Qadiani head-quarters a permanent and large source of income. This, in fact,
developed into one of the most important departments of the
Qadiani movement. Al-Fadhl, the. official Qadiani mouthpiece
has aptly obs·erved: "The 'heavently graveyard' is such a
central point of this movement and an institution or department
of such dimensions that it excels in importance all other departments. "13
..What has all this led to? Qadian before the partit.on,
and now Rabwah, its successor in Pakistan, developed into a
. quasi-religious state: In this state, the "Prophetic family" of
Qadian, and its· head, Mirza Bashiruddin Mahm.ood,' 4 enjoy
all the appurtenances of governmental power, all the authority
which is vested in a religious dictator and a despotic ruler and
ail those opportunities of self-indulgence which are available to
the most wealthy.and·powerful men of today. The inner life of
this "spiritual and religious centre'" and fhe moral ch.aracter of
its head remind one of Hassan ibn Sabbah and 11is For t of al. Milt, which was a mysterious centre \lf religious despotism and
licentious seff-indulgence in the fifth century of;Hijrah.15
0

12.
13.
14.
15.

the fi.rst Khalifah cif the Mirza, in Haqfqat-al-!khtiliij, by Maulavl
Muhammad CAll, p. 50. On thiS subject we have confined ourselves
to the sta~ements of the closest confidants of the 1v1irzfi, otherwis_e
there is a good deal of material w~rth studying in such bOoks as
al-.?}kr al-Hakim by Dr. 'Abdul Hakim.
For details see the :tvfirza's treatise al-Wasryat, pp. 11-23.
al-Fadhl, Vol. XXIV, No. 65, dated September i5, 1936.
This was written when Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood was alive ·and
was h~ad of the Qat'liiinI J!lOVement. ·
For details see R,ahat Malik, Dawr-i-Hiizir·kii Mahabf Amir.
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Seed I ing of _the British
Great Britain and the Islamic World

In the early part of the nineteenth century the onslaught of
European powers on the world of Islam had already started
and their authority and influence had spread to severa:l JYiuslim
countries. In this eastward expansion of European nations,
Britain was in the forefront. She was in the vanguard of the
·military advance as well as economic and political predominance
over Eastern countries. fnd ia and Egypt were already under
her occupation. Ottoman Turkey was one of the main fields of
British diplomatic operations and conspiracies. Her political
ambitions also menaced the Arabian Peninsula.
In India the British domination had virtu71Iy been established even before 1857. The successors of Shah Jahan and
Aurangzeb had become idle pensioners of the British, and :verc
paralysed politically. The reins of power in the sub-continent
were in the hands of the British. In 1799, the gallant career
of Tipu Sultan came to an end with his martyrdom and the
way was paved for further British penef~ation. Beirig confident
of the stability of the .British power in India, the Christian
missionaries had launched upon their proselytising endeavours.
The first targets of these missions were, naturally, the Muslimi
from whom the British had. snatched their political power.
The. priµciples of Islam began to be ridiculed. The country
was led to social breakdown and moral a11archy. The .Islamic
bases of social life were shaken. Western civilization began to
make inroads into the homes of Muslims and into their hearts
and minds. Atheism bega,n to .catch the imagination of
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educated yotmg men and developed almost as a fad.
The reaction against all these led to the famous Indian
struggle for independence of 1857 which, as it is well known,
was led by the Muslims. The British emerged as the triumphant
power and India .became part of the imperial dmnains of the
British Crown. The infuriated. victors took theit revenge to
the full upon the rebellious 1foslims, who. were re&ponsible for
I
the ".Mutiny". The British launched on a policy :to systematically humiliate them. They hanged many meifibers of the
aristocracy and quite a few culama. · They confiscated their
awqaf (religious endowments), closed on them tBe avenues of
respectable employment and completely weeded them out of the
.
I
country's administration. 1 Thus the Muslims /1ad become
members of a humiliated and vanquished nation. I Their situation reflected the eternal real.ity embodied in this QLtranic verse : .
"Kings, when they e!l.ter a country, de~poil it, and
make the noblest of it meanest."
1
(27 : 34)
In this country, the position of the British wa~ not merely
that of ungodly and tyrannical rulers. They also represented
a culture which became the mainspring of atheism, moral'
cynicism and social anarchy in the country. In practice, they
were opposed to all those values, religious and moral standard.s,
on wi;iich the Islamic way of life rests. They were a criminal
nation whose history was replete with wrongs perpetrated
against the world of Islam.
The attitude of Prophets

Now, if we were to consult th~ records of the prophets and ,_
their true successors and sincere followers, they clearly indicate
that they have always opposed and resisted tyrants and wrongdoers and have abstained from whatever might support or
strengthen such despots. The following statement of Moses
(upon him be the peace of God) found in the Holy Qur'an is
1.

Details are given in W.W. Hunter's Our Indtan· Mussalmiins and Sir
Sayyid Ahmad's Ashiib-i-Baghiiwat-i-Hind.
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significant :
"O my Lord ! For that Thou hast bestowed Thy gra·c~
cin me never shall I be a· help to those who Sin.'' (28 : 17)
The resentment that he had·against unbelief and tyranny,
and their standard bearers, is also borne out by the following
prayer which he made to God in respect of Pharaoh and his
cqurtiers :
"Our Lord ! Thou hast indeed bestowed on Pharaoh and
his chiefs splendour and wealth in the lifo of the Present,
and so, Our Lord, th_ey mislead (men) from . Thy path.
Deface, Our Lord, the· features of their wealth, and send
hardness to their hearts, so that they will not Believe until
they see the grievous penalty.''
( 10 : 88)
God Himself instructs the believers to adopt the following
attitude with regard to tyrants and oppressors :
"And incline not to those who do wrong, or the Fire
will seize you.; .and ye have no protectors other than God;
nor shall ye be helped."
(11 : 113)
Then there is a weU kn.own Tradition :
"The best (kind of) jihad is (to proclaim) the word of
Truth in the face of a tyrannical ruler."
The Holy Prophet, his noble Companions .and his .true
successors never cooperat;d with any power which stood for
falsehood and injustice. Their tongues were never soiled with
praises and eulogies of tyrants. The history of Islan: is replete
with courageous expressions of .protest and revolt against
·oppressors. There is no period in Islamic ·history, and no.area
of the Muslim world, which has not witnessed this noble
struggle.
Protag~nist of the British Imperiaiism

But . contrary to the illustrious· teachings of the. Holy
Qur'an and the spirit of Islam and in violation of th""
noble example of the Prophets, their companions and their
followers, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, who .claimed fo be a
God~sent messenger, is full of praise for the greatest force of

·'-
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evil of his age-the British Government. He never tires of
. pr;ising that very government which had been the usurper of
Islamic dominions, the greatest rival to the temporal power of .
Islam, and a great standard-bearer of atheism ·and moral dege1ieration. He praises the British with a vehemence which casts
doubt on the motives of any conscientious man, not to say of a
prophet. From the very beginning he was so greatly concerned
with prai~ing the British that there is hardly any work of his.
which has remained immune from flattery. We have already
noted that in his first book, Baraktn-i-Ahmadi;),ah (vol. I),
he had lavishly praised the British, had· r.ecounted their ben.evolent achievements and services, had assured them of lviuslim
loyalty, and had expressed his views against the doctrine of
jihad. 'J;'hese trends persisted in his writings right up to the end
of his life. He almost produced a whole library of books on the
subject. In these books.he returned again and again to assuring
the British of his unswerving loyalty and recounted the services
of his family to the British along with ·his own support. At a
time when the ·feeling of Islamic self-respect was in need of
being aroused an.d .the nation needed the· impulse to resist its
oppressors, he again and again repeated that jihad had become
out-of-date. Below are a few excerpts from the Mirza's own
writings to illustrate his trend of thought:
"The greater part of my life h<;s been .spent supporting
·and defending the British Government. And I have written
so many books regarding the prohibition of jihad and
obedience to the British· that were they to be gathered
together, they would fill fifty book-cases, Such books have
been disseminated over all the countries : Arabia, Egypt,
Syria, Kabul and Rilm. I have always endeavomed tna~
Muslims became true. welhvishers of this Government and
their hearts were purged of baseless traditions about the
bloody Mahdi and the bloody Messiah and those fanatical
teachings which corrupt the hearts of the stupid." 2
2.

Tiryiiq al-Qulub, p. 15.
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At another place, he propounds allegtance to the British as·
one of the .two pillars of faith::
"My religion, which I have been explaining aga'in and
again, is that th.ere are two parts of Islam: one, to ob.ey the
exalted Allah, and, second, to obey the government whi<Jh
has established pe<ice, and has provided its shadow ·of proteCtion as against oppression. Such a government is the
British Government.""
In a request to the Lieutenant Governoi: of Punjab on 24th
February, 1898, he wrote:"The other thing worth mentioning is that from ·my
early age till now when I am about sixty years of age, I
·have been engaged, with my pen and tongue, in an
important task to turn the hearts of Muslims towards ·the
true love and good-will and, sympathy for the ·British
Government, and to obliterate the idea of jihad from. the
hearts of the. less wise among them, since it stands in the
way of cordiality and a sincere mutual relationship. And I
notice that_ my writings have had a tremendous influence
on the hearts of Muslims and hundreds of thousands -of
people have changed." 4
At another·place h!O' observes:
"I have. written scores of books. in Arabic, Persian and
Urdu with the view that jihad against the .. benevolent
government was in no way justified ; rath.er, wholehearted
obedience tp it was a religious duty. I" had these books
published at great cost and then had them distributed .in
Islamic countries. And I know tha.t these b0 oks had a
great influence even in this country. ·The people who owe
allegiance to m~ are growing into a party whose hearts ~re
filled to· the brim with· sincere fidelity to the Government
1
whose moral conditio~ is excellent; I 'think .they will be a
boon to this country for th.ey ar,e wholeheartedly ready to
3.

4.

"Ishti~"iir Government Ki Tawajjuh J:e Lai'q" ·in Shahiidat al-Q_ur'fJn, p. 3,
Tabligh-i_-Risiilat, Vol. VII, p. 10.
.
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sacrifice themselves for the government.'"
At yet another place he wrote:
"The service which has been render.ed for the sake of
the British Government was that I published and distributed·
in this country and other- Islamic countries about fifty
thousand books,· treatises and leaflets, st~ting tliat the British
Government is the benefactor of Muslims and therefore it
shoul~ be the duty ~f every Muslim to obey it sincerely and
heartily feel grateful to it and to pray for it. And, I had
thes~ books published in different languages, that is, Urdu,
P.ersian and Arabic, and then distributed them. in all the
countries of Islam, so much so that I had them distr:ibuted
even in the two holy cities of Islam, :rviecca and Jviedrna,
and, as far as J?Ossible,. al;;o, in . the capital of RumConstantinople, and Syria; Egypt and Kabul and many
other cities _of Afghanistan. The result was that hundreds
of thousands of people gave up their fil'fhly ideas aboutjihad
which had permeated their hearts due to the teachings of
ignorant mullas. I am proud of this service .which I have
been able.to render, and no Muslim_ of British India can
boast of a parallel record." 6

Abrogation of Jihiiid.
The J\!Iirza's main concern was jihad which, indeed, had
caused the greatest worry to the British not only in India but in
all Muslim countries (quite a number of which had already been
occupied by the British}. The Mirza proclaimed jihiid to have
been abrogated for ever, and put forward this as,_the sign of
his being the Promised Messi~h. He proclaimed :
"Thirdly, the clock which will be installed in some
part of the wall of this minaret, would signify that the

5.

6.

CArizah BaC(ili-i-Khidmat Gover!lment CAliyah Angrezi min]iinib Mirza Ghulam
Ahr/lad Q.a:dian; S"iiheb, cited in Mir Qasim 'Ali Qadiani's Tablfgh-iRil/Hat, Vol°:'VI, p. 65,
Si(tfrii-i-Kaiserif,l.b_;,.p. 3.
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people should realise that the time for the opening of the
doors of the heavens has arrived. From now on there
shall be no terrestrial jihad and -wars shall cease. It has
been mentioned e'arlier in the Traditions that when the
Messiah would come, wars for the sake of religion would
be prohibited. From now on whosoever shali raise the
sword for. the sake .of religion and slay the infidels by proclaiming himself to be a ghaz"i, he will be a disobedient
rebel of God and His Prophet. Open Siihth al-Bukhan and
read the had!lh about the promised Messiah, ·that is, the
one in which there occurs the expression which means that
when the Messiah viill come jihad ·would cease. Now the
Messiah has come and it is he who is speaking.to you.'
He regards this abrogation of jihad as the greatest object of
his advent:
To cite his own words :
"In short, I have not come in order to stimulate war
and strife._ I have appeared in order to open, in the
manner of the first .11'1essiah, the doors Qf peace. If the
foundation of peace is not amidst. us, then our whole
religious order is useless, and _it is also mean.ingless to
'
believe in it.""
' becomes even mor~ explicit :
At another place, he
"I believe that as my followers increase, the believers
in the doctrine of jihad will decrease. For; accepting me
to be the l:Vlessiah and IviahdI itself means the rejection of
the doctrine of jihad.""
Citadel of the British Government

In his Arabic treatise Nurul-Haq he went as far as t_o say
that he was the citadel and amulet for protecting the British

7.

8.
9.
/

Khutba-i-Ilhamiyah, Appendix entitled /shtihar C.handah
Masih.
Til:Jiiqal-Q.ul(lb, p. 335.
Tabligh-i-Ristllat, \"ol. VII, p. 17.
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Government:
"I am entitled to assert t.hat I am unique in respect of
these. services. And I am entitled to say that I .am an
amulet and a citadel to protect it from afflictions. My
Lord has giverf me glad tidings and has said that He will
not chastise tliem as long as I am among them. So, the
Government has no parallel and equal to me in supporticyg
and assisting it and the Government shall know this if it is
capable of knowii';g peop~e." io
Seedling of the British

In an application submitted to the Lieutenant-Governor of
Punjab on 24th February 1898, he wrote:
"I have to submit that in regard to a faIT)ily which has
proven itself to be loyal; had ever been prepared to make
sacrifices for the Government during the last fifty years; of
which th~ respectable official.s of the exalted Government
have borne weighty testimonies in their official letters about
its being all long a well-wisher and servant of the British
Government; which .is the ·self-i~planted seedling (of
foyalty), the Government should exercise utmost caution
and make all possibl~ ·efforts to know about it and pay
attention to it. The Government. should also instruct its
lower officials that they should look towards me and my
group with the eyes of kindness and benevolence in view of
the established loyalty and sincerity of this famlly." 11
In another application he refers to himself and his group
as 'those who had been brought up as tried ai:id true friends of
the British : those who had earned a goo_d name with the
Government and had enjoyed its merciful kindness.'
Cause of ;:,pposition to Missionaries

The Mirza was .possessed of such a profound feeling of
l 0: Hur al-Haq, P: 34.
11. · Tabligh-i-Risiilat, Vol. VII, P• 19.
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loyalty for the British that he used to adopt numerous measures
in order.to assuage the deep hatred and resentment of Muslims
against the British. His enthusiastic opposition to the Christian
missionaries, according to his own view, was also moti;,,ated by.
the same desire. The efforts of these missionaries to repudiat~
Islam ·and to "slander the_ Holy Erophet, according to tlie _l'l;Iirza, .
had infuriated the Muslims and was likely to prove de~rimental
to the interests of the British Government." Hence, he showe~
great zeal, OJ.!t of expediency and 'vith deliberation, in order
that the populat' Muslim·fury might abate and they might somewhat calm dow~- He 'writes:
"I also confess that when "some of the writings of priests
and Christian missionaries· became extremely severe and
exceeded moderation, ai;id especially when very filthy writings began to appear in Niir Afshan, a Christian paper from
Ludhiana, and when these .writers used, God forJ:iid, derisive language with regard to our Prophet (upon him be the
peace and benediction of Allah), I feared that in the hearts
'
.
of :Muslims, who are ·a· sentimental people, these words
might have a highly provocative effect. In order to .subdue their indignation, I thought that the proper policy
- would be. lo write rejoinders to the·se writings in a somewhat harsh manner so that the towering anger of Fhese easilyinflammable people!c"ould be suppressed and no breach of
peace in the country might take place."t•
Spies of th'e British

The impact of these teachings, propagated with religious
sanctioi1s, was that loyalty to the British a1id zeal to serve
. it,.
b.ecame an integral part of the Qadianr outlook and chai·actcr.
It is not 'surprising that the British Governme11t found from
among them quit~ a few who sincerely and loyally served the
cau>e of the British and "did not hesitate even to shed thei.r blood
for them. In Afghanistan, there was an enthu~iastic Qadiani
12.

Tiryclq a/-Qpliih. Appeudix·3, p. ;JI entitled ''A Humble Keguest
the Exalted Uovernn1ent"
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preacher by the. name of cAbdul Latif. The main task that he
had undertaken was to purge the Afghans of that spirit of'Jihad
because of which the Afghans had neve'r tolerated the rule of
any non-Muslim power over their land,·and which had always
been a source of headache to the British. It was· due to this
kind of preaching that the Afghan Government executed him.
Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood has mentioned this on. the· authority of an 1tali an author. He says :
"The Italian author writes that Sahibzada cAbdul Latif
was martyred because he preached against jihad and the
Afghans had begun to fear that the spirit of freedom of the
Afghans would weaken and th~ British would predominate. ''lB

He adds:
Had our people in Afghanistan remained silent and
refrained from explaining the Ahmadi view-point in respect
·of Jihad, they would not ·have been blameworthy from the
view-point of the SIMr"iat. But they fell victi111s of the excessive zeal they had for· the British Government, they courted
punishment because of the sympathy for it which they had
imbibed at Qad i an. "l'
In the same way, certain papers·and letters were found with
Jvlulla cAbdul Hakim and rAulla Nur cAli Qadiani which proved that they were disloyal lo the Afghan government and were
agents and spies of the British. ill-Fadhl, the Qadiani mouthpiece, published thi5 piece of news from Aman-i-Afghan :
"The Minister for Home Affairs of the Afghan Government has published the following announcement :
"Two persons of Kabul, Mulla <Abdul Hakim Chahar
Asia,! and l'vJulla Nur <Ali, a shopkeeper, had become
enamoured of Qadiani beliefs and used to mislead people
from the right path by preaching that creed. The people
who were angered at this filed a suit. against them. The
13. al-Fadhl, August 6, 1925.
14. !bid.
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result was that these persons having been proved guilty
were transported at the hands of the people to the realm
of non-existence on Thursday, Ra.jab l l'. Against them
there had also been pending a suit for long, and letters of
foreigners of a conspiratorial nature and harmful to the
interests of the Afghan kingdom had been captured which
proved that they had sold themselves to the enemies of
Afghanistan." 15
In his address of welcome to the Prince of Wales bnJanuary
19, 1922, Mirza Bash!ruddin Mahmood proudly mentions all
these incidents, making it clear that all these sacrifices were
because of their loyalty to the British.1 3
Miscalculation

Looking at the power, consolidation and extent of the
British Empire, the Mirza believed that the British power in
India would remairi for ever. Hence, tying up their own fate
with that of the British Empire, and identi(ylng their own future
. with the future of the British seemed very wise and an act of
great political far-sighl!"dness. ·And, indeed, from someone who
is shorn of deep religious and political insight such a co.nclusion
was not strange. It was impossible for the Mirza to foresee
that not even half a century would pass after his death when the
seemingly unshakable power of the British would be shaken and
the power which he considered to be "the shadow of God" and
"refuge of religion" would leave India, lock, stock and barrel,
and, not only that, it would collapse the world over.
The servile manri.er in which the Mirza has given expression of his loyalty to this un-Islamic, indeed, anti-Islamic po\~er,
and the zeal he has_ shown iri preachingto the 1viuslims that they
ought to rellsh their state of political enslavement as a boon, is
unbecoming of the position which he claims for himself. Iqbal

15, Al-FodM; March 3, 1925.
16. A Prrsrnt to His Hoyal Highness tho Prinro of Wales, pp. 7-8.
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has stressed this co_ntradiction in some cif his verses Which sa)':
The Sheikh is a mur!d of the Firnngi .Lord,
Speaks he, though, from· the heights of Biiyazid.
He said : Religioµ's glory lies in slavery;
And life consists of the lack of ego (k!wdz).
He reckoned the state of others to be a blessing;
Danced around the cathedral, qncl fell down dead.1 7

J 7.

Pa\

Cho' fl1lyed J.ard a.1· .'.tqwr"im-1-Sharq.

"
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Prophet as Mud-Slinger
Soft-spokenness of the Prophets

The Prophets df God and th~ir pious followers have always
been known for their graceful and decent mode of expression,
patience and calm .endurance, largeheartedness and magnanimity·. Benevolent even to their enemies, they returned good
wishes for abuses; benediction for curses; humility for insolence;
and· temperance and gracefulness for niggardly meanness. Their
tongues were never soiled with abusive and filthy language. To
sting people by harsh satires and invidious sarcasms, to §coff
. and jeer at the people, to pinch them by vulgar attack~-a~l
these are far too' low to be found in their noble lives. If they
were ever forced to refute or denounce someone, they did so in
clear, simple terms. They never ·stooped to adopt abject
methods such as attacking the opponent\ birth, denigerating his
lineage, or ridiculing him in the manner of a court-jester.
Their expressions, whether they were in favour of someone or
against him, bear the mark of the decency and elegance of their
natures, and the nobility of their minds. The Compani"lns
have left the following account of the HoJy)~r·ophet Mohammad's
discourse :
"The lviessenger of Allah~upon him be the peace and
blessings of Allah--:-was neither harsh-tongued by nature
nor by will, nor did he ever indulge in undignified talk in
I
•
market-places. " 1
The 'Prophet himself laid down the.norm of speech for the
1.

Ti rn1izi

"
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believers:
"The believer is not wont to .att~cking or cursing
people ncir does he ufe harsh .and filthy expressions." 2 .
On· the. contrary, according to the Prophet, the characteristic of a hypocrite (munafiq). is that "whenever he qu.arrels,
he resort, to abuses.""
The Mirza himself. admits that those who have been
endowed with .religious and spiritual leadership ought to be
possessed of forbearance and self-control, forgiveness and ,
patience. He writes :
"Since the Imams encounter all kinds ·~f wicked, lowly
and filthy-tongued people, they have to have a moral
calibre of the highest order so that they might not be
stirred by egotistic anger or fanaticism and thus people are
not deprived of their blessings. It is a matj:er of great
sh~nie that someone is called "the friend' of God" yet he
remains afflicted with base. morals, and is· incapable of
bearing obloquy with cori1posure. As for a i;nan who is
called the spiritual leader of his age (lmam-i-,(,aman), if he
is so thin-skinned that even the least provocative remark
sends ·him into a fit of rage, such a person can in no way
be considered the lmam of his age."'_
But contrary to the expectations raised by these words, the
manner in which the Mirza has dealt with his critics.:_and
these incl}-tded some of the most respected religious scholars and
spiritual leaders-brings him out as
person who Jacked even the most ~lementary sense of decency and decorum. "Offsprings
of harlots" seems to hav.e been one of the favourite nickname'
\\'hich he very often gave to his opponents.•
The 'best' specimens of his abuses are found in his Arabic
writings-prose as well as poetry. Herc are a few of them.

a

.·'

2.. Tirn1izi
3, Bukhari and Muslim,
4~ ZurUrat al-Imam, p. 8.
5. See for example. Ai'11rl-i-Kr.mril1it-i-lsliir11 1 p. 547. ;VUr al-Hoq, Vol. I
p 123. A1ifum-i-Atham, p. 282, otc.
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"Now, since these people abuse me, I have already
taken off all their clothes and have reduced them to irrecog-.
· nisable carcases·. " 0
"These enemies have become the swines of our wilderness, and their women are even worse thari bitches." 7
An Arabic poem indited by the Mirza to denounce one of
his opponents, Maulvr Sa<ad Ullah of Ludhiana, is much too
unseemly-to be reproduced here. 8
For such illustrious religious personages .of his time as
lviaulana lV!uhammad Husain Batal'awl, Maulana Sayyed
Nazir Husain Mubaddith Dehlawf, Mau!iina <Abdul Haq
Haqqanr, Mufti <-Abdullah Tonkwr, Mauliina Ahmad cAli
Saharanpurf, Maulana .Ahmad Has.an Amorhl, and Hazrat
Maulana Rashid Ahmad Gl!ngohi, he used invectives, such as,
'wolves and dogs', 'acc.ursed satan'-, 'blind devil', 'the gang of
abducters', 'the. doomed', and the 'acc1:irsed' etc. 9 In the same
way, he composed a satirical poem about the well known
s.cholar and spiritual leader of his time, Plr Mihr c Ali Shah
of Golra. A few of its couplets reads :
"So I . said : 0 Land of Golra, upon thee be curse.
Thou hast· been accursed because of the accursed ones ; and
thy abode shall be the place of torment.
"This petty man, like lowly people' has addres;;ed me
in abusive terms. Every man is tested in th~ time of
hostility. " 10
These abuses were often not enough to gratify him. On
such occasions he ·would not merely curse his ·opponents but
write the word 'curse' with regard to them a certain number of
times. For instance, with regard to Maulana Thana, Ullah
Amritsar1 he wrote the word 'accurst' ten times consecutively. In

6.
7.
8.
9.
1O.

Anjiim-i-il.tham, p. 158.
Najm al-Hudii, p. 15.
Ibid., pp. 281-82,
See the Jong let1r·r of the Mirza in Arahic in Anjiim-i-Alham, pp. 251-52.
J'jiiz-i-Ahmadf, pp. 75-76.
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regard to Christians, he wrote this word one thousand times.11
This, indeed, makes a queer reflection on his nature.
\•Ve would close this section hy reproducing just a few more
examples of the l\!Iirza's vituperations' against his opponents.
Addressing the <iifmna he wt'ote:
"0 d.ebased class of Mimlavis. How long will you
conceal the tmth? When will the time come for you to
give up your Jewish habits? · 0 tyrant Maulavis, pity be on·
you, that yon made the cattle-like common folk drir;k from
the same r-up of falsehood "of which you had drunk." 12
He.also ·wrote:
"Of all animals, the filthiest and.most repellent is pig.
But filthier than pigs·.are those who, owing to their base
desires, conce.al the testimorty of truth. 0 corpse-eating
Maulav'is ! 0 filthy spirits ! Pity b~ on you for you have
concealed the true '.evidence bf Islam out of hostility. 0
worms of darkness ! How can you hide the r<1:diant rays of
truth?";;'
"'Nill these people be prepared to swear? No, never.
For they are liars and are eating the carca.ss of falsehood
like dogs.'""
This subject is neither ple<tsant for the authm', nor palatable fo1· the readers. We, therefore, close the chapter leaving.it
for the readers to guess the bloom of the !viirza's spring on the
basis of the few flpwers ofhis garden we hav.e presented here as
specimens.

11.
12.

13.

S" Nur al-Haq, pp. 121-25.
Ar!iiim-i-Athom, p. 21 n

Ibid.
14., bid., p. 25 n.
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Ali Unfulfilled Prophecy
/

In I 888, when the Mirza was fifty years- old, he asked one
of his relatives, -:tvJirza Ahmad Beg for the hand of his young
daughter Muhammad! Begum. The Mirza made it clear that
h~ had been commissioned by God for that fask and God had
_promised him, in unequivocal term?, and that this marriage
w.ould, therefore, ce\tainly take place.
In ·a leaflet which was distributed on July IO, 1888 the
Mirza wrote:
"The Omnipotent and Omniscient God has ·asked me
1hat I should seek the hand of the elder daughter of this
man (Ahmad Beg); should tell him that good conduct and
courtesy to be shown to him would depend on this u.e. his
acceptance of the marriage proposal); her marriage with
me would be a source of bles-sing an~ a sign of _mercy for
her father; and that he would have his share in all those
blessing~ and mercies which have been laid down_ in the
leaflet dated February 20, 1886 but if he declines to marry
her, then the girl would meet an extremely trag.ic encl.
The other person to whom she would be married would die
within two and a half yeai"s after the day of wedding;- and
so would die the father of the girl within three years, arid
her household would be afflicted with discord and poverty
and adversity_, and during the intervening period the- girl
would encounter s,;veraJ events of unpleasant and grievous
nature.'" 1
This announccn1ent has been reproduced in full by the 1v1irza in .AfJnOi-Kan~nl'iit-i-!Jliim, p. 286.
It has also bt'rn rC'producc>d by Qasin1 'Ali

Ahmad_i in

Tablig~-i-Risalat,

Vol. I, pp. 111-18.
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In his work, h.ala-i-Au•ham, he mentions this prophecy in
1he following manner :
"By way of prope·cy the Exalted God revealed it to
this humble one that ultimately the elder daughter of lvfirza
Ahmad Beg, son of .lvfirza Garn.an Beg HoshiarpurI, would
be married to me. These people would resort to great
hostility and would pl<,lce obstacle$ in the way, but in the
end, it would surely take place. The Exalted God would,
by all possibie means, 'bring her to me, whether as· a virgin
or a widow, and would remove all impediments, and would,
of necessity, folfil this task, and none- would be able to prevent it. ~· 2
Significance of the Prophecy

This problem related to the family life of the l\llirza and
normally such problems should be of little interest to a histo1jan.
There are millions of peop le vvho strive for the hand of the girl
of their choice. Some of them succeed, others do not. But the
end eavour of the_1v1irza to marry this particular girl is a case of
unc?mmon significance, in so far as th.e Mirza put it forth as the
cr)terion of judging the ' veracity of his claim to prophethood.
After mentioning his prophecy that he would ultimately many
the said girl, he said : "This should be clear .to the people that
there can be no better criterion of testing OLir truth or falsehood
than our prophecy.'' 1
One might perhaps be inclined to think'that misunderstandings in respect of the messages fro~ the unseen world are possible, for, sometimes people misinterpret these messages by mixing
up the woi·ds of inspiration. In respect of .this prophecy of the
lvfirza, however, there is no question of any such possibility.
The challenging tone of the prophecy rules out all such possibilities. In his own words :
"The prophecies which.are presented before opponents
2.
3.

h:ii/a-i-Awhiim, p. 198.
Ailnff-i-Kamiilrit-i-lslam, p. 288.
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for the purpose of yindicating some clai~1, contain a peculiar kind of light and guidance since the inspired ones, who,
by concentrating their attention on God, generally succeed
ill having a clear concept of their meaning arid nature."'
It is <1°lso possible that some people might not attach much
importance to this prophecy of the Mirza, because of his habitof
making prophecies all too frequently. It is true that his writings
are replete with prophecies. This particular prophecy, however,
has a uniqueness of its own in so far as the lVIirza. put if:forward
as a heavenly sign and as a verdict i1_i his favour. He not only
made this prophecy the criterion of his own truth. and,falsehood,
hut also of the victory or defeat of Islam. On July 10, 1888 he
announced:
"Then, when I repeatedly meditated in order to seek
clarification and elaboration of the prophecy, it was made
known to me that God has pre-determined that the· elder
daughter of the addressee (i.e. Mirza Ahmad Beg) will··
ultimately be married to this humble one {after all impediments had been removed) and. this event will make the
irreligious people (true) Muslims, and provide guidance to
the ·misguided."'
The o~iginal inspiration in Arabic in this connection when
translated into English reads :
"They falsified our signs anp they had been laughing
at them for Jong. So, God ·will be your helper in dealing
with those who are obstructing this task and in the end they.
will bring this girl to you. Thyre is none who can put off
the words of God. Ysur God is Omnipotent, so that
whatever happens, takes place. by .His will. You are
with .tvie, and I am with you; and you shall shortly reach
the stage whereat you shall be. praised. This means that
even· though the stupid and ignorant people indulge in
vilification and utter unbecoming words for you, out of.their
4 .. lzala-i-Awhiim, p. 202..
5. A.i'na-i-Kamiiliit-i-lslam, p. 286, and Tabligh-i-Risalal, Vol. I, p. 116.
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inner corruption and invidious understanding, but they will
ultimately feel ashamed after they have witnessed the succour of God and, as a result of the manifestation of truth,
.there will be praise for you all round." 6
It was still possible for people to forget the matter. But the
.Mirza was so confident about the fulfilment of this prophecy that
he kept on reiterating it in an increasing! y forceful and confident manner. He said :
'"Wait for (the fulfilmeut of) the prophecy mentioned
m the announcement of July 10, 1888, along with which
there )s also appended the inspiration: And they ask thee if
this is true. Say: Yes, by my Lord, it is true and you cannot prevent it from taking place. We have Ourselves wed
thee to her. There is uone to change My words. And on
seeing the sign 'they will tum their faces aside and will say:
This is a thorough deception, and a thornugh magic."'
In his letter addressed to the 'ul ama and spiritual me~tors
of India in Arabic, the Iv!irza said:
"Predestination is bound to prevail and God has finally
decreed it, and so tbe time for it (i.e. marriage) will inevitably come. By the One who has sent to us Muhammad alIvlustafa, and made him the best of messengers and the best
of creatures, verily this is truth and you will see it, and I
shall make this news the criterion of my truth and falsehood. And I did not say this until I was informed about it·
from God.""
Empbasising the significance of this prophecy and stressing
it to be the sign of" God, he said:
"In respect of this (prophecy), some of the fair-minded
Arya authors have also borne witness that if this prophecy.
were fulfilled, it would indeed be an act of God. And this
prophecy is against a harsh people who, it seems, have
drayvn the sword of enmity and spite, ancl whosoever knows
6. "1J.1>na-i-Kamiiltii-i-isliim, p. 286; Tabligh-l-Risiilut, Vol. I, p. 116.
7. Asmani Faisla, p. 40.
8. Anjiim"i-Atham, p. 223
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the state they arc in, will be well :iware of the great significance of this prophecy. Everyone who will read the
announcement, no matter how prejudiced he is, is bound to
agree that the content of the prophecy is beyond the capa. city of man.'"
When he felt agitated about the realization of this prophecy
owing to some serious illness which caused him the suspicion of
being close to death he received fresh inspiration to reassure
him.
He writes:
"Soon after this prophecy was revealed and had yet to ,.
be fulfilled (as it has not been fulfilled as yet, that is, by
April 16, 1891), this humble one encO'untered a severe ailment bringing him so close to death. that he got even his
will drawn up. At that critical moment the prophecy almost
came before his eyes and it appeared that the last moment
had come and that the next day would be his day of funeral.
At that time he thought of this prophecy; that, may be, it
had some othei· •meaning which he had not understood.
Then, in that critical cqndition, he recejved the inspiration:
This thing is truth from thy Lord. Why dost thou doubt ?" 10
Thus, the Mirza's marriage with Muhammadi Begum was
a settled matter-a matter which had been decided upon in the
heavens and, hence, there was no possibility of any alteration.
He announced that this was not only the criterion of his veracity,
but also of the veracity of the One who had communicated it to
him. And since he considered himself to be the true representative and advocate of Islam, and his own prestige to be
synonymous with the prestige of' Islam, he regarded the matter
as one involving 'the victory of Islar;i itself.
Mirza Stoops to Conquer

But as luck would have it, Mirza Ahmad Beg spurned the
9.
10.

lziila-i-Awhiim, p. 199.
lbid.
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proposal and decided to give his daughter in marriage to another
relative of his, Mirza Sultan Muf1ammad. The Mirza came to
know of it. Owing· to his exuberant enthusiasm and his intense
confidence in regard to his ultimate success, the matter. had
already come to public knowledge. It had been mentioned ia
newspapers and magazines and had become an interesting topic
of conversation. Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims· all were keenly
interested in the developments relating to this case. The Mirza's
matrimonial affair had evoked even greater interest than that
of the royal families. The numerous challenges which he had
published from time to time had rendered the matter even more
delicate and complex.. The members of the girl's family (who
had religious differences with the Mirza and whose family pride
had been f!urt by his public amrnuncements), categorically
rejected the Jviirza's proposal. From the Mirza's point of view,
however, the matter had become so serious that the establishment of matrimonial relationship had become inevitable. He .
'
had announced-the prophecy in such categorical and definite
terms that it was hard. for him to back out of that position or to
re-interpret the prophecy to mean something else ·than what it
apparently meant.
Theoretically, however, the J¥irz a. believed that the inspired person should strive for the fulfilment of his own prophecies and that there was nothing incomptible between this
effort and his position as the· recipient of an inspired prophecy. 11
It was because of this view that he himself had the eastern
minaret constructed at Qadian for, it had been mentioned in
the Tradition concerning the return of Jesus. Following the
same principle, he set out to persuade, by all possible means, the
fatheF and other relatives of Muhammad! Begum to accept his
proposal. He resorted to all the means of inducement and

-

11.

He writes: "If Divine r~velation makes son-·ething known as prophecy,
and if it is possible that a man ~hould fulfil it \Vithout fanning up :i
fitnah (evil) and resorting to illegitimate means, then making efforts for
the .fulfilment of such a prophecy is not only permissible, but also
commendable (masniln)" Haqoqat al-Wah£, p. 191
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terrorisation which he could possibly employ. In his request as
well as the announcement of July 10, 1888,_ both these aspects
--inducement and terrorisation-are quite evident. In the event
of the acceptance of the proposal of marriage he had promised
Divine reward; wh.ereas in the case of its rejection, he had
threatened them with ruin.
The Mirza also wrote letters to the relatives of MuhammadI
Begum, to her father, rvlirza Ahmad Beg, -to her uncle, Mirza
<AJI Sher Beg, to her aunt and to other relatives who could have
exerted some influence on the decision about her marriage. He
asked all these people, with great meakness and humility, to use
their good offices in his favour. To Mirza Abmad Beg (tbe
fatber of the girl), be wrote :
"If you accept wbat I say, it will be a matter of benevolence and gratification and kindness towards me, and I
will pray to the Most Compassionate One for your long life.
I promise yoµ to transfer one third of my property
to your daughter and I say honestly that I will give you
whatever you will ask of me." 1 2 ·
In another letter to Ivlirza Ahmad Beg he wrote :
"I still make a request to your honour, with humility and
respect I bavc for you, not to refrain from this (marriage)
relationship. For:, this will be a means of great blessing for
your daughter and the Exalted Allah will open the doors of
divine grace which you do not even con~eive of."1"
· . In a letter to lVIirza cAll Sher Beg he wrote :
"If the people of your household had joined together
and tried to .persuade your brother, why should he not have
given his consent? Do -I belong to a low caste so that it would
be a shame to marry the girl to me? On the other hand, he
kept on seconding my proposal,_ but, quite recently, I have
12.

13.

Kalmah-i-Fazl-i-Rahmiini, by Qazi Faz! Ahmad (cited in Qiidiiini Ma.thab).
This book is a collection of the Mirza's ·letters to the relatives of
Muhammadi Begum. The letters are authentic an'd even the Mirza
did .not deny having written them.
Ibid.
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been left at the mercy of his brother and now all have
united on the question of ·the girl's marriage. 'Afhat do I
have to do with a girl? She might be married to anyone.
This was merely a test: those -whom I considered to be my
own and from whose daughter I wanted to have offspring
and· my he~rs are now thirsty of my blood. They are now
after my honour a~1d want me to be put to shame and to
.have a blackened· face. It is up to God to dishonour whomsoever He wills. But rn far. as these people are concerned,
they indeed want to hurl me into the fire.""
To Iviirza Ahmad he also wrote:
"You will perhaps be aware that the prophecy of. this
humble one has become kilown to_ thousands of people and
in my opinion, there would be perhaps more than one
million people who have been infor~cd.ofthis prophecy .....
In Lahore I found ciut that thousands of Muslims fervently
pray in the mosques after (congregational) prayers for the
fulfilment of this prophecy.''1 5
The Ivlirza also came to know that 'Izzat BibI, his own
daughter-in-law (wife of his son, Mirza Faz! Ahmad), and the
mother oft Izzat Bl bi, the wife of Mirza' Ali Sher Beg (who was
also the aunt of Muhammadi Begum), were opposed to the
Ivlirza's proposal and favoured the marriage of the girl to :tvlirza
Sultan Muhammad. This infuriated the. Mirza and he wrote
the following to "AlI Sher Beg (the father-in-law of his son,
Faz! Ahmad) :
"I ha. ve already written a letter to her (i. e. to the wife
of Mirza 'All Sher Beg) that if she did not give up
(pursuing) ·her idea and did not prevail upon her brother
(i. e .. Mirza Ahmad Beg) to prevent this marriage (with
Ivlirza Sultan Mohammad), then, as your own intention

14.

Kalma-i•Fazl-i-Rahmiini, by

Maz:hab).
15.

Ibid.

Qazi Fazl Abroad (cited i11

Qadianl

'
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appears to be, my son Fazl Ahmad too will not be able to
. keep your daughter (<Izzat Bibi) in his marriage. Rather,
the very moment the wedding (of Muhammadi .Begum) will
take place, Fazl Ahmad will divorce your daughter. And
if·he does not diy_orce her,, I will declare him to be :io
longer ·regarded as my son, and will disinherit him. · But if
.
.
'
for· my sake you oppose Ahmad Beg and try to prevent
him from carrying out his design, then I am at your·dispo~
sal on all counts with my heart and soul. Fazl Ahmad is
still obedient to me: I will convince him in every way
possible and will endeavour _to r'ehabilitate y9ur d;mghtcr
Then whatever I have shall belong to her."1 6
The Mirza also prevailed upoi, <Izzat Bibi, his' daughterin-law, to write to her mother that if they did not change their
mind the Mirza would have her husband divorce her ·a~d 'thus
ruin her family life.11
'-After Muhammadi Beg~m's marriage, Fazl Ahmad did
divorce trzzat. Bibi. . Anothe1' son o(the Mirza, Sultan Ahmad,_
and .his mother, were also of the same view as the niembei·s ·of.
:Muhammad! ·Begum's family. H~nce, consistent with what he
.had said earlier, the Mirza declared Sultli:n Ahmad to .be .no
longer regarded as his son. Besides, he disinl}eriled him and
divorced his mother. 1"
.
However, even after the marriage of Muham·mad~. Begum.
to· Mirza Sultan· Muhammad (on April 7, 1892) the Mirza did
not despair. He kept on saying that i1ltimately the girl would
become his wife. In 190 l, he made the following statement
under oath:
"It is true that that· woman has not been married to
me. But she will cer~ainly be .married to. me as has been
stated in the prophecy. She has been married to Sultan
Muhammad, I say truly that in this court (i. e. the world)
16, Kalma-i-Fad-i-Rahmani.
17. Ibid •
. .18. Tabligh-i-Risii/ii;, Vol. II, p. 9.
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where people have laughed at things which were not· from
me, but from God,· a time will cor:ne when the events will
take a strange turn and the heads of all will be downcast
with remorse.
"The woman is still alive. She will inevitably come
to my wedlock. I expect this to happen, rather, I have full
faith in this. These are divinely-ordained matters and are
bound to ·occur. "l!l
In his first announcement the Mirza had prophesied that
the person to .whom Muhammadi Begum· wo!lld be married,
would die within two and a half years after the marriage.
This period elap£ed and Mirza Sultan Muhammad remained
alive, enjoying a happy married life. Tbi·s forced the Mirza to
extend the lease of his life. In his announcement of September
6, 1896 he wro.te :
"The time for divine punishment is conditionally predestined, which can Ge pl).t off by fear (of God) and turning
(towards God), as the whole' of the Qur 0 an testifies. But
so far as it relates to the prophecy, that is, the marriage of
that woman to this humble one, that is assuredly predestined, and cannot be waived off, for, in the Divine revelation
it is clearly stated that 'My words will never change'.
For, if they were to change, the words of God would be
fals~.'" 0

In the same announ'cement, he ei<:plains another reason for
the postponement of his prediction :
"The Qur 0 an tells us that the-duration indicated in
such prophecies belongs to the category of conditional predestination. Hence, owing to the appearance of factors
causing some change or alteration, postponement of the
. stipulated term· and period does take place. This is Divine
Law, and the Qur 0 an is replete with this; Hence, for every
19,

'UI·

Al-Hukm, August 10, 1901 (cited in Qadiiini Mazhab and Tahqiq-iLalhiinl).
·
To./JTgli-i-Risiilat, Vol. III, p. !J5.
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prophecy which is made through inspjration or revelation,
it is essential that its fulfilment should conform to the
Divine Law as embodied in the. Books of the Exalted God.
And, at the present time, another benefit aimed ~t from
this is that those aspects of Diviri.e knowledge which have
been lost sight of by the. people should once again b_e
manifested and thus insight into the QurJan should be
renovated. " 21
Thus, the Mirza insisted that his prophecy was true 'al)d he
had no doubt about its ultimate fulfilment. He again. insisted
that:
"I_ say again and again that the prophecy about the
son-ip-law of Ahmad Beg (i.e .. Sultan Ivfuhamrnad), is
assuredly pre-destined. v\Tait for it. If I ~a~ a liar, this
prophecy will not be fulfilled and my death will corne." 22
Mir~a Sult;in ~foharnrnad had a long life. He took part
in the first world war. He was wounded during the war but
survived, and remained alive long after the Mirza had died.
As for the Mirza, he died in 1908, and his wedding which
·according to hi'rn had taken place in the heavens, could not take
place on the earth. In the opinion of his more staunch followers,
however, nothing ca:n as yet be said unequivocally; for, so long
as human life is in existence, there is still possibility of the
realifation of this pror.hecy. Hakim NUruddin, the successor
of the l\!Iirza, has given a queer explanation of the matter, but
very much in tune with Qadiani casuistry. In the 'Review of
Religions', he wrote the following in connection with the death
of the 'Promised Messiah' :
"Now, I would like to remind all the l\!Iuslims who
have had and still have faith in the Noble Qur)an that
since those ad dressed in it include also their offsprings,
successors and those like them, then, can this prophecy not
include the daughter of Ahmad Beg, or the daughter of
21-. Tahligh-i-Risiilat, Vol. III, p. 117.
22. A~jiim-i-:Atham, p. 31n.
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that daughter ? po es your law of inheritance not apply the
regulations regarding daughters to their ·daughters? And
are the offsprings of the Mirza not his agnates ? I had
often told dear Mian Mahmood 23 that even if the Mirza
were to d ic and thi~ girl did hot enter into his wedlock,
my adoration of him would remain unshaken."2 4

23.

24.

Mian Bash ~ruddin Mahmood, a son ~f the N1ir1.a and ·the. second head
of the· Q3:di8:ni movement aft~r Hakltn. NUruddin.
Review ofReliglons, Vol. VII, no. 726, June and July, 1908, p. 2-7-9
(cited from Qjidiiinl Mazhab).

.PART IV

A Critical Analysis of the Movement

,
/

1

Independent Religion and a Parallel
Community

One of the illusions about Qadianism is that its emergence
merely signifies. the ad_?ition of one more sect to the large number of already existing sects and scho.ols in Islam, and that the
followers of Qadianism are, at the most, a· new sect. Thu·s, the
popular impression is that Qadiapism does not represent a
unique phenomenon in the history of Muslim,.sects and juristice
schools.
A careful study of Qadianism is bound to sh11tter this illusion and to convince every unbiased student that Qadianism· is a
religion by itself, and the Qadianis a separate religious community (ummah), parallel to Islam and the ummah of Islam. The
following state:nent of the 'tvlirza, which has been cit.ed by
the former head of Qadianl movement, JYlirza Bashiruddin
Mahmood appears to contain no exaggeratio'.1. He said :
"The words, which came out from the lips of the
Promised Messiah, keep on reverberating in. my ears. He
said that it was wrong that our disagreement with others
lay i:nerely on the questions of the death of the Messiah or
certain other similar issues. ·He mentioned in detail that
we differed from them in respect of the Essence of Allah, in
respect of the Holy Prophet (upon him be the peace and
benediction of God), in respect of the QurJan, of prayers, of
fasting, of pilgrimage, and, in short, in respect of each and
every part (of religion)."'
1..

Khutba (Sermon) of.Friday, al-Fadhl, July 3,.1931.
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Mirza Mahmood also affirmed that owing to these differences the first caliph of the Mirza had dedared that "their Islam
(i.e., the Islam of Muslims) js different from our Islam."2
In the .entire history of Islam, there is !me movement alone
which appears to bear some resemblance to Qadianism in the
sense that while it kept its activities c.Qnfined to ·Muslims; it
att~mpted to found a syste~ 0 (beliefs and practice; parallel to
that of IsJ.am,_and thl)s .en'deavoured to !mild, as if it were, a·
state within the state. Tliis was the Batinite or Ismailite movement ·with which Qadianism bears a· striking resemblance. 3
The QadianI movement tries to build a: new structure of
religious beliefs and practices as . distinguished . from that of
Islam. It tries to. give an orientation of its ·own 'to all aspects· of
religious life. It provides its followers with a new prophet, a new
focus of devotion and loyalty, a: rtew religion's· mission, a p,ew
spirihial centre, and a new set of holy.places, new religious rituals,
new leaders and new heroes. It i~ this feature of Qadianism which
marks it out from all othe~ .schools and sects which exist side by
sid'e within the bosom of Islam, and raises it'to the.level .;[a fullfledged independent religion. It definjtely tends tq lay fuondatlons of a new. umma/z on the basis oL new religious teachi!Jgs, and a new mould of"religious life. '.fhe result i~ th~t for those
who enthusiastically choose to join the fold of this movement;
the old institutions and personalities which ·claimed their- devotion are replaced by new ~nes, . and tli.~s'· they develop i.nto an
ummah all by themselves, independent of all others and by virtue.
of their peculiar connaturality of emotional predilections, outlook,
and the resultant veneration for the new religious· institutions
formed around Qlidianism. This ~endency towards isolation,
this trend to distinguish themsleves from the Muslims has been
a part of Qlidianism from the very beginning and has since
gone the whole length that the Qadianis have now become
wortt to compare Qadilini rituals and holy Jllaces· viit.h Islamic
2.
3.

Khutba (Sermon) of Friday, al-Fadhl, December 3, 1914.
Ste Dr. Zahid Ali: ,Hamai-a fsmiiil[f Mazhab aur u.r ka Niz.iim.
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rituals and holy places,· declaring the former to be parallel and
eq~uil to the latter. The companions · of th e Holy Prophet, for .
instance, occupy. a central posjtion in the religious sy~tem of
Islam . . The. Qadianis place the comp~nions of the Mirza on·
the same ped'estal as the 'compa·nioni:' of the Holy Prophet. · A
·responsible Qadian1 refte·cts this trerid of thinking in the following words:
"To make distinction between the two groups, that is,
the companions of the Holy Prophet and . those
the
Mirza, or to declare either of th e two to be super~or, on the
whole, to the other, ·is not right. In fact both these groups
a re part of a single gi;oup : t!ie· difference is one of time
alone. ·The.y had been trained under the earlier Prophet'
while these got instruetion at the time .of the later prophetic
·advent." 4
In, the same mann.er, they consider th.e grave of the :Mirza
to be simila:r and comparable to th~ resting-place of the Holy
Prophet. AL-Fadhl, published on · behalf of the Training Department of Qadilin, once deplored the religious insensitivity of those
who came to Qadia:n to participate in the religious conference,
etc. and yet· did not pay a visit to the grave of the Mirza :
"What is the state of the man . who comes to Qadian,
the Abode of Security (Darul-Aman), and does not bother to
go a couple of steps further t,o pay ·a visit to the Heavenly
Cemetery: in it is. that.purified grave (Rawdha -i-mulahharah) 5
wherein lies J?uried the body of that chosen one of God to
whom the most superior of all proph.ets sent' !~is sa/0.ms, and
with regard · to whom the Khalim al-Nabyllr said: "H~ will
br 1.mriccl l;>eside me in . my grave." Thus, the radiance of
th< Green Dome of :Medina is reflecting itself on this White
Dome whe're one can partake of the blessings which are
peculiar to the radiant resting-place of the Holy Prophet

c:r

4. Al-Fadhl, May. 28, 1918.
5 . . It is significant that the. same term is generally used by the U rd u·
speaking Muslims for the grave of the HoJy Prophet.
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(upon him be the peace and blessings of Allah). How unfortunate is the man . who, in the Great Pilgrimage (Hajj~i- .
Akbar) of.Ahmadism, should remain deprived of this blessing" .6
Owing to the religious and spiritual importance of the township of Qadian in Qadianism, being the nursery of a new
prophetho~d and tJu~ new' centre of 'Islam', the Qadianis reckon
it among the hoi)'. places of Islam _such as Mecca and l\!Iedina,
. and never fail · to _mention it _along with th~m. In one of his
speeches .1\llirza Bashi:nidd!n :Mahmood _said :
"By venerating Medina we do hot affront the House of
Kabah . In the same way, when we _venerate Qa<lian; we .
. do not affront Mecca or Medina .......... ..The Exalted God
sanctifi.ed all these three places · and chose them for the
manifestation of His Light."'
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad had himself drawn --a parallel between Qadian and the Holy land of Mecca. In one of his couplets he said ~
The land of Qadian· is -now a place of veneration.
Thanks to the rnsh of people, it is now a sacred area. 8 .
The Mirza even thought that Qadian has been referred tq
in the Qur=>an itself, that the 'far~away Mosque' (Al-Masjid
al-Aqsa) ment_ioned in the Qur=>an (xvu. 1) refers to the
'Mosque of the Promised 1'v!essiah' in Qa<lian. He wrote :
"In the same way as God had taken the Holy Prophet
specj.aliy from the sanctified Mosque (in . Mecca) to Jentsalem, so He also shifted him temporally.. from the time of
the Glory of Islam, the time of the Prophet himself, to the
time of the blessings of Islam, the time of the Promised
Messiah. Hence from this p·oint of view, which is the spiri-.
tual transporation of the Holy Prophet to !he extremity of
the time of Islam, the far-away Mosque (al-Masjid al-Aqsa)
6. Al-Fadhl, Vol. X . No. 48.
7. Al-Fadhl, September 3, 1935.
8. Durr-i-Thamin, p. 52.
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means the mosque of the Promised Messiah which is located
in Qadian and in respect of which, in Barahirz-i-Ahmadi.yah,
God has said : "Blessed, ·blessed and every blessed thing
We shall make therei_n." And this word 'mubarak' (bless~d)
which has been used nominatively, is in accord with the
Qnranic verse 'And Vve blessed that which is around it.'
Therefore, there is not the least doubt that there is reference
to Qadian in" the Qur'an."0
The logical conseqt.1.ence of these beliefs was that the
followers of the Jv1irz.a developed the practice of m aking annual
pilgrimage to Qadian and they began to regard this. act as
sacredotal as the Hajj itself. It iS no surprise that the Qadianl
leaders proclaim.ed ~isits to Qadi~n to be a ." shadow of the
Hajj'', and, for those who are incapable of going to Mecca,
they proclaimed it to be its substitute. Mirza Bashiruddin
Mahmood said:
"Those a lone who have resources and are rich can go
on pilgrimages. Although in the beginning divine movements spread and flourished among the poor, only those who
have resources ·and are rich are able to go on pilgrimage.
The poor a·r e exempted by the Sharica.lz. Ther.:efore, God
fixed a ,(,illi HajJ so that those whom He wants to employ
in the progress of Islam, and the poor, that is, the Muslims
of India, should be able to participate in it. " 10
In this regard the Q~dianrs went so far as to rate these
visits to Qadran even higher than the pilgrimages to the lvlecca.
This, too, was a natural corolla1:y of their belief in Qadianrsm
as .a new religion ·which has its own centre of gravity and has
undertaken to provide religious sustenance to its followers. It
is fo1: this reason that a Qadianl leader observed :
"In the same way as the former Islam without
Ahmadism, that is, without H a,z1;at l\tlirza Sahib, is a dry
Islam, sg is. the Meccan Hajj a dry Hajj without this Haji,
9. Tazkiriih or Mujmu'iih-i-Wahy-i-Muqaddas, pp. 345-46.
10- Al-Fadhl, December I, 1932.
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because in these days the objectives of Hajj are not fulfilled
there." 11
This trend among the Qadianis to . assert their distinct
entity and their consciousness of being . the ' followers of a new
religion, and their feeling that Qadianism had open·ed a new
phase in history reached such .a point that they even introduced
a new calendar of their own: which has special· names of the
mopths. The twel~e months of the Qadianr calendar, according to its official organ, al-Fadhl, are as given he.re : Sulh,
Tabligh, Aman, Sha/iildat, flijrat, Ihsan, Waja, ,(uhiir, Tcbiik,_ Jkha:>,
Nubiiwat, Fath.
Indian Islam

Thanks to this isolat!onist trend and the belief· in a new
prophethood the spiritual, i.ntellectual and political centre of
the Qadianis soon ceased to be the Arabian 'peninsula with its
holy cities of Mecca and rv!edina. Then loyalties began to turn
instead towards Qadian, the birth-place of the .new religion.• It
was natural that the Qadi.anis should be~ame increasingly cool
t9wards Arabia. Hence, those Indian nationalists who felt that
the idea. of the one nationhood of India was threatened.by the fact
that 'a great part of the Indian population was deeply attached
to a foreign country, and its religious centre, its spiritual personalities, its holy places and its most cherished memories of
history all lay outside the boundaries of India, felt greatly
.relieved insofar as Qadianism was a purely Indian mov~ment
. and its spiritual centre· lay not outside, but within India.
This appeared to them as a very salutary development: a factor
which could help the development of a common nationhood
in the country. ·
This orientation of Qadianism was for obvious reasons
welcomed with great zest by those nationalists of India who
have alway:; complajned that Hijaz has been the real centre of
the loyalty of Muslims and that they are always \Vont to look
11.

Payghiim-i-Sulh, Vol, XXI, No. 22;
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towards Arabia. To such people this movement appeared as a
new ray df hope. A .Hindu writer, Dr. Shanker Das Mehra,
. has very ably represented this standpoint. He has clearly
grapsed the change iri outlook that results from embracing .
, Qadianism. He has also realised the fact that instead of l?eing
an Islamic sect, the Qadianis believe in an independent religion
and constitute a separate religious community, and that they are
engaged in propagating a new religion and building a new
community. Dr. Mehra writes :
''.The most i.mportant question that· confronts the
country is in what way can national feeling' .be inspired
among the In:Jian .Muslims. At times pacts and agreements
are concluded with them, at times we bargain with them,
and, at times, attempt is made. to persuade them to unite.
But nothing proves of any <tvail. The Indian Mu.slims
have coma to consider themselves a separate nation and
they keep on singing praises of Arabia, day in and day out.
Had. they the power, they would christen India as Arabia.
In this darhi.ess, in this state of despair, the Indian nationalists and patriots see only· one glimmer of hope. That
glimmer of hope is the .moveme.nt of Ahmad!s. The.more
Muslims will be attracted towards Ahmadism, the more
they' will begin to consider Qa~ian to be their Mecca
and will become,· in the end, lovers of India and true
nationalists.,
"The progress of Ahmadism among Muslims can alone
deal a death-bi ow to the Arabic· culture and Pan-Islamism.
Let us study the f'hmadi movement from the national ppint
of view. From the land of Punjab there arises a man,
Mirza Ghulam. Ahmad QadianI" and summons the
Muslims:
"0 :Muslims ! I am the prophet whom God has promised to send in the Qur'an. Come! .Gather under my
banner. If you don't conie, God will noLforgive you on
the day of judgement and you will abide in helL
"Without entering into any discussion about the t;uth
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or falsehood of this claim of the Mfrza, I would like to
point out ·the change that takes place when a Muslim
becomes, a Mirzar>. A Mirza!' Jylustlm holds it as .his,
creed that:
(1)· From time to time God sends someone to guide
people. Such a person is the prophet cif his time.
(2) During the time "'hen moral confusion prevailed
in Arabia God sent Hazrat Muhammad (peace
and blessings of God be on him). as His Prophet
to .that country.
(3) God felt the need of a prophet again and so He
sent the Mirza in order that he should guide the
Muslims.
"IV1y nationalist brethren will ask; What have these
beliefs to do with nationalism"? The reply is that when a
Hindu becomes a :Muslim, his loyalty and devotion are
transferred to the land of Arabia; similarly, w,hen a
Muslim becomes an Ahmadi, his angle of vision changes.
His devotion to Hazrat Muhammad (peace and blessings of
Allah be on him) begins to decrease. Besides, if his cali-.
phate had been in the past ·in Arabia and the land of the
Turks, now it comes to Qadian. Mecca and lv1edina then
remain holy places for him merely in a traditional sense.
"An Ahmadi, whether he is in Arabia, Turkistan, Iran
or in any corner of the world, turns towards Qadian for
spiritual salvation. The land of Qadian is the land of
salvation for him and therein lies the secret of the superiority of India.
"Every Ahmadi will have love for India for Qadian
is in India. The Mirza too was an Indian and his Caliphs
who are leading this sect till now are all Indians/'
He adds:
"This is the one reason wb)' lvluslims look at the
Ahmadi movement with suspicion. They know that
Ah~adism is hostile to Arabic culture and Islam. In the
Khilafat movement eod Ahmadrs did not join .hands with
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Muslims. For, instead of Turkey or Arabia, they want to.
establish the Khil afat at q;adi an. This fact, no matter
ho.w disappointing to the common Muslims who are always.
dreaming of Pan-Islamism and Pan-Arab solidarity1 is a
matter of great joy for a nationalist. " 12

12.

Dr. Shankar Das Mehra's arttcle in Bande Matram, April 22, 1932J
(cited in Qiidiiini Ma,hab, by Prof.Ilyas Barn!).

Revolt against- Muhammad's Prophethood
The belief that religion has .now ·been perfected, that
Muhammad· (peace b~ on him). is· the· last messenger of 'God,
arid that Isia'm is tJ:ie last message. of God to mankind and the
most perfect \Vay of life; is a Divine gift and an honour C?nferred
exclusively on this' mnmah: ·It is for this reason that a Jewish
scholar had. said to Hazrat 'Umar (inay God. be pleased with
him) that there was a ·verse in tJ:ie Qur'ij:n which the Muslims
recite. Had that verse been found iIJ the Jewish Scripture,
they would. have regarded the
d~y .~fits re;elation as a.'day
of
.
.
rnational rejoicing and celebration. This Jewish scholar was
referring ·to the Quranic verse which proclaims the termination
·of proph~thood and the perfection of Divine benediction:
"This d,ay have I perfected your religion for you, com·
pleted My favour upon you, and have chosen for you Islam
. as your religion." ·
· (v. 4)
'Umar did 'not dispute the majestic glory of this Divine
pr~clarriation. He only said that the Muslims needed no ne~
'celebra~ioi;i· for the vetse had· been reveal_ed on a day which is a
day of g1;eat devotion and congrega'tion in Islam. .The day on.
which this verse had. l;>een revealed. was the day of two Iils:
the Day of Ara/ah and Friday.

.

'

Security Against Intellectual Chaos

This creed has stood as a gi·eat barrier ~gainst th~ tlisinte·
graJing movements which. arose from time to tiine ii:;. the wide
expanse of the world of Islam. It is this creel:l which prevent·
ed Islam from becoming· -~ plaything . of false;pn<tenders. to

\.
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,·prophethood and hypocr,ites. This creed has been like a fortress
. wherein .this ummah took refuge from the inroads of inposters and
adventu'rers -who tried to demolish the entire structure of Islam
and to replace it by a new structure. It is, again, this very creed
which ·maintained the. religious and i.decilogical unity of this
ummah to an extent no. other prophet's'ummah has been able-to do
in the past. Had this creed not been there, Muslims would have
disintegrated. into nuinerous ummahs, each of which would be
having a separate centre of spiritual inspiration, a distinct heritage of cultu.ral traditions and. histoi·y, and a different set of
heroes.
Implications of the Termination of Prophethood

The belief that prophethood has been terminated is a matter
of great honour and distinction for mankind. This,· in effect,
proclaims that mankind has reached the age of maturity and
. attained the capacity to respond to the last message of God. It
means that human beings no longer require any fresh revelation,
any further heavenly communication. This belief inspires selfconfidence. For man knows that religion has assumed its
perfect and final form, and man need no longer look backwards;
that humanity need no longer look 'towards the heavens for fresh
revelation; rather, it should now direct its efforts to make good
use of the resources created by God. And in trying to fashion
its life according to the fundamentals of religion and morality,
it bas to look now only towards the earth, and towards its own
self. This creed directs the vision of man to the future. It
provides an ince~tive for the creative utilization of man's capabilities. It fixes for man the right goal, and points to the
direction in which man should proceed for the achievement of
that goal. Without this creed, man would be in a state of doubt,
diffidence and hesitation.· He would always be looking towards
. the heavens, instead of looking towards the earth. He wimld
always feel uneasy about his future. Every now and then
some pretender would rise to tell him that "the garden
. of humanity had remained incomplete" and that it was his
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advent which had given it its full.bloom; leaving man to remain
diffident that if it had remained imperfect so far, what was the
guarantee for the future! Thus, instead of striving to water that
garden, he. would always remain waiting for some gardener to
come out from above and do the needful.

Qadiani ln.solence
Among the different anti-Islamic movements which have
arisen in our history, Qadianism is unique. For, if other movements had been directed against Islam as a whole, Qadiani.sm
is a conspiracy which is specifically directed against the prophethood -of Muhammad (pe·ace be on him), and challenges the
finality of Islam "and the unity of MusEms. By repudiating the
finality of prophethood, ,Qadian~sm obliterated the very borderlines which distinguish ·this ummah from all others. Dr. Sir
Muhammad Iqbal has clearly brought out the innovation
impudently set afloat by Qadi.anism.
"Islam is essentially a religious order which has defined
limits, that is, belief in the Unity and Omnipotence of God,
faith in the prophets and termination of prophethood.on the
advent of His last :tviessenger, Muhammad (peace be upon
him). Faith in the last mentioned creed is, in reality, the
distinguishing feature between a :tviuslim and a non-Muslim
·and ,; determinant whether a certain individual or group
forms part. of the Muslim community or not. Take, for
example, Brahmo Samaj which has faith in God and
acknowledges Muhammad ~s a Prophet of God, but its
"._O_taries cannot be treated as.Muslims, for, like the Qadianis,
they believe in the continuance of revelation and do not
regard the Prophet of Islam as the Last Prophet. As far as
I am a wai·e, no sect of Islam has ever. tried to go beyond
this line of demar.cation. In Iran, the Bahai~s denied this
essential creed but they also confessed that they constituted
a distinct reEgious order and were not a sect 6f the Muslims.
We believe that Islam, as a religion, has been revealed by
God; but, Islam as a social order owes its existence to the
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person ofthe Blessed Prophet. The Qiidian!s have, in my
opinion; only two ways open to them. They should either
folio w the Bahaites or accept the creed in regard to finality
of Muhammad's prophethood in tolo, with its full implications, and give up those far-fetched interpretations which
are designed to let them remain within th~ fold ofhlam
with a view to enjoying politica!'benefits." 1
In another article on the ~ubject, Sir Muhammad Iqbal
wrote:
"Muslims are unusually' sens1t1ve in regard to those
movements which p'ose a danger. to their unity. Therefore,
every religious group which. deems itself historic;lly associated with Islam bui: has its bases in a new prophethood, and,
. treats every Muslim not having faith in its revelations as a
non-believer, would be regarded by the Muslims as a danger
to the unity of Islam. This is beca1ise the sense of Islamic
unity springs from the belief in the finality ofMuhanimad'.s
prophethood."
He adds in the same article that:
"It is obvious that Islam which claims to unite its different sects on the basis of a uniform creed for all, cannot
show any sympathy to a ,movement which presently endanc
gers its own solidarity and is fraught with· the danger of
further dissension to humanity in future. " 2
0

Proliferation of Prophets

The natural. outcome of the Mirza's preaching against the
idea of the, finality of prophcthood was ·that the halo of san'ctity
and veneration, honour and dignity around the office of prophethood .was gone. The eloquence he waxed on stressing that the
process of prophethood had not stopped, the· importance he
attached to "inspiration'', enhancing it to be considered the
basis of prophethood, was bound to reduce prophethocid to a
I. )qbal: Harf-i-Iqbal, pp. 136-37,
2. Ibid., pp. 122-23.
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child's play, even though his argument s1ippordng the continuity
of prophethood was confin~d merely to his own case and he
considered himself to be the. last prophet. To borrow the
remarks of Iqbal:
"The founder's own_argurrient, quite worthy of a med.ieval theologian, is that the spirituality of the Holy Prophet
of Islam must be regarded as imperfect, if it is not creative
of another prophet.· He claims his own prophethood to be
an evidence of the P.rophet-rearihg power of the spirituality
of the Holy Prophet of Islam. But if you further ·ask him
whether the spirituality of Muhamillad is capable of rearing
more prophets than one, his ':nswer is "No"; This virtually
amounts to saying, /':Muhammad is not the last Prophet, I
am the last." Far from understanding the cultural. yaluc
of the Islamic idea of finality in the history of mankind
generally and of Asia especially, ·he 'thinks that finality, in
the sense that no follower of Muhammad can ever reach
the status of Prophethood, is a mark of imperfection in
Muhammad's Prophethood. Ai I read the psychology of
his mind he' seems to be interested only in his own claim to
Prophethood; for he avails himself of what he describes as
the creative spil"ituality of the Holy Prophet of Islam .but, at
the san;e time, limits this spiritual creative c~pacity to the
rearing of only _one prophet, i.e., the founder· of the Ahmadiyya movement. In this way the new prophet quietly steals
away the finality of one whom he claims to be his ;spiritual
progenitor.".:i
What eludes the grasp of people of normal intelligence·is the
confinement of Iviuhammad's prophet-1'earing spirituality to one
person alone, and that it sh6qld have produ~ed no.results during
the las.t tqirteen hundred years before the advent of the Iviirza
nor is it capable of producing any other prophet in the future
till the ~nd of time. It is this logic of things which has made

3.

Speeches and Writings of Iqbal, pp. 150-51.
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Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood to make the following obser'
vation.
"The Exalted God says about the unbelievers that they
did not form a true estimate of Allah and have come to
think that the treasures of God have become exhausted and
hence He i;ould not now give ·anything to anybody. In the
same way, (such p~ople) say that no matter how much a
man advances in righteousness and piety, and even if he
goes ahead of several prophets in divine gnosis and spirituality, God will never, never make him a. prophet. This concept is owing to a mis-estimation of God, otherwise I say
that not one but. thousands of prophets will be born. " 4
This trend of denying the finality of propl;iethood 'embol·dened several people to lay claim to prophethood. So far as we
know about the history of Muslim India, there had been none
except Akbar who has had the cheek to deny the finality of
prophetl1ood and try to promote a new religion. However, even
Akbar had not done all that with the outspokenness and vehemence of the Qadianis. The door bf prophethood flung open
by the Mirza attracted many an adventurer and pretender. In
1355/1996 Professor Ilyas Barni mentioned seven such pretend:
'ers. However, were one to undertake a thorough census of the
pretende.rs in the province of Punjab aloi:ie even their number
would be much more than seven. This sudden proliferation of
· 'prophets' caused concern ev'en to the Qadianis and Mirza
Bashirudd-in Mahmood remarked :
.
"Look·~t the number of claimants to propf>ethood who
have ~risen from the ranks of our own party. Of these, hut
for one, I believe that nori.e of these is consciously lying.
The fact is that in the beginning they received inspirations,
and it w.ould be no surprise if they rc·ceiv!! them even 'now ..
But the mishap was that they erred in the interpretation of
their inspirations. I personally know some of these people
and I can testify that they possessed sincerity and fear of
4·.

Anwiir-i-Khiliifat, p. 62.
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God. The Exalted God alone knows how far this opinion
is correct, but in the beginning they were sincere. A part
of their inspirations was from Goel, but the mistake was that
they did not grasp the wisdom of the inspirations ancl
foundered. " 5
Dissension Among Muslims

The very idea of the extent to which Muslims will become
divided among themselves, ancl the tragic disintegration that
will follow as a ·result of the rise of these new prophets makes a
Muslim trem):ile with fear. Secular trends of thought have
made people disinclined to make claims of divinity and prophethood. vVhat would bappen, however, if the writings of Mirza
Gh\ilam Ahmad ancl the preachings of his followers awaken this
idea and there is a prnliferation of 'prophets' all over the
Muslim world; and each 'prophet' begins to denounce all those
who do not come under his banner as Kafirs. , What a colossal
intellectual ancl religions cbaos would follow ? The world of
Islam would become divided into different hostile religious
camps· and who' knows if :Muslims too will not experience the
religious. wars which devastated Europe a few centuries ago.
Thus, ·the iunmah which had been raised in order to weld the
whole of humanity into one fraternity would itself become a
house divided against itself. This danger was realized by one
of the followers of the :tviirza, Maulavi Muhammad <AIL
Muhammad <Ali did no,t realise, however, that the door to this
danger had been opened by his leader, the Mirza himself. For,
in the history of Islam the Mirza is the only person who initiated
a full-fledged movement to prove the unceasing continuity of prophethood. Anyhow, the views of Muhammad< Ali are noteworthy:
"Reflect, for the sake of God, that if the belief of Mian
Sahib" is accepted that the prophets will continue to come
5. Al-Fadhl,January l, 1935.
G. _That is, lv!irza Bashiruddin Mahmood. In fairness, ho,vever, it should be
noted that 1vfahmood was not the proponent <?f this idea; he merely
reiterated the views of his leader and father, Mirza Ghula:1n Ahmad.
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and that thousands of prophets will come, <iS ·he has written .
explicitly in Anwar~i~Khilafnl, .will not these thousands of
groups denounce one ail.other as Kajir? And so,.what.will
happen to Islamic unity? Let us assume ·that all those
prophets will be confined to the Ahmadi group alone.
Then, how ~any factions \viii there be )n the Ahprndl
group? After all you are aware of what happened in the
past, how one· of these groups became fayot1rable. to and
another opposed to the Prophet after his advent. Th·en,
will that very God who has expre~sed th~ will 0to unify" all
the peoples of the world at the hands of Muhammad (peace
and bles&ings of Goe\ be on hi{n), will He now. divide Muslims into num.erous factions, each one of them c;;_'iling. the
other Ko.fir, having no Islamic reh1tio)1ship and unity among
themselves. Remember that if th.e promise'to make. Islam
predominant over all religions ,in the future is true, then
·that tragic day when thousands -of prophets will go about
with their own separate factions, when there will be thou-·
sands of separate exclusive .mosques, each with its 'o!l'n
group of mentors. of .true belief .and salvation, denouncing
all other Muslims as infidels, will' never dawn in the history
.•
of Islam. " 7
.
•
.
A Dangerous Hypothesis

A hypothesis of the· Mirza which causes unrest.in a :Muslim's
mind and opens the door of chaos and anarchy. in . Muslim
society is his view that "Divine revel;_itions and communications"
are essential.for the validity of a ·r~ligion and a n~tural.oi.Itcome
of obedience to Go.cl an~ earnest endeavour in His ~vay. In his
view the· religion in which "Divine revelations and communicatio~s" do not continue unceasingly is a dead and false religion;
rather it is a Satanic religion which leads t~wards the liel!. If
the followers of a religion who apply themselves to. the.practice:
of austerities and devotion remain deprived of the honour .of
7.

Riidd-i-Takfir-i-Ahl-i-Qibliih, PP•; 49-50.
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Div.ine illumination despite nard efforts and sacrifices jn the
way of God, they .are misgtlided, unfortunate and blind. In
Barahin-i-.4hmadi)•nh (Vol. V), lie wrote :
"What honour, what position, what influence and wh~t
Divine sti;ength does that prophet possess, whose followers
are merely blind, sightl~ss people, whose eyes have not been
opened by Divine communication-? How stupid and false
is it to believe that after .the Holy Prophet (peace and bl es- ·
_sing of Allah be on him), t\1e door of Divine revelation has
been closed for ever; apd in the ·future, till the Day of
Judgement, there is no hope of it being opened again. Keep
on worshipping mere fables and stories ! Can such a religion, in which there is no direct relationship with God, be
~ religion in the real sense of the term. What then remains
in such a religion f'xcept paying devotion to mere fables.
Even if a person were to sacrifice his life in His way, even
if he wer(, to Jose himself completely in striving to gratify
Hi_m and prefer Him to everything, even then He does not
open the door of His knowledge and does not-honour him ··
with co·mmunication ! I swear in the name of Exalted God
that there_ would b~ none in thi_~ age who would be more
averse tq such a religion than I. I call such a religion
Satanic and not a pivine one, and believe that such a religion leads to hell. " 8
Logical Consequences

Assuming ''.Divine communication" as essential for knowledge and _salvation, ahd holding it up as the criterion for the
truth and veracity of a religion, the Mirza turned religion into
a highly complicated and an immensely straitel}ed affair even
though Goel had made it sin;iple and practicable. God says: ·
"God intends every facility for .you: He does not want
to put you to difficulties."
(n. -185)
8.

Br'iih1n-i-Ahmadiyah, Voi. V, p. 1$3.
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"And has imposed no difficulties on you in religion."
(xxn. 78)
"On no .soul doth God place a b)Jrden greater than it
can bear." (n: 286).
But if Divine communication is essential for knowledge and
salvation there can !.Je nothing mo1·e difficult than religion. For,
by nature, an overwhelming majority of people are not disposed
to that kind of communication. No matter how hard they try,
the door of Divine communication will always remain Closed for
them. Then, there are those who do have a natural predilection
for this, and others there are who do not have the leisure or the
-Divine help to undertake the vigorous striving esseI).tial for such
a spiritual achievement. The un.iversal religion which has
been designed for the salvation of the whole of mankind and
summons all towards God cannot possibly impose such impossible conditions for obtaining the knowledge of pod, His propinquity and blessings and salvation.
If one were to study the. Holy Qur)an from one eµd to the
other, one could never find direct communication from God
.mentioned as an attribute of the believers cir of those who merit
salvation. Instead, one finds verses which mention characteristics such as those given in the following verses :
,
"The Believers must (eventually) win through : those
who humblE! themselves in their prayers)," (xxm : 1-2).
"And the servants of .the Merciful (God) are those
who walk on the earth in humility." (xxv: 63).
Or one might even turn the first page of the Qur'an to find
these verses :
"Alif, Lam, IvIIm. This is the Book; in it is. guidance,
sure, without doubt, to those who fea1 God; who believe in
the Unseen, are steadfast in prayer, and spend out of what
We have provided for them:" (n, 1-3).
.
Nowhere does one find Divine communicaiion mentioned
.in the Qur)iin as essential for being rightly guided or for achieving salvation? On. the contrary, the stress is primarily on
faith in the Unseen. · And faith in the Unseen means 'a m~n's
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acceptance of facts relating .to supra-physical matters which cannot be grasped by reason or senses alone, an acceptance based on
faith in God's prophet (who had been chosen by .God for His
revelations). Now, if one were to accept the :Mirzii's view that
Divine communication iS'essential for true knowledge and salvation, the need for faith in the Unseen becomes superfluous and
the persistent Quranic strees on it difficult to comprehend.
Furthermore, we have before us the lives of the illustrions
companions of the Holy Prophet. One might ask : how many
of them were honoU!'ed by Divin~ communication? How many
can be proved by.history or Hadith (Traditions) to have enjoyed
that privilege? Nobody who knows the history of those times
and understands the temperaments and the circumstances of
those people-in. fact, no one who grasps human_psychology
and human nature can say that these companions of the Prophet
of God-and their number exceeds the figure of one hundred
thousand-had cnjQyed Divine communication. When such is
the case in respect of the companions, what can be said of those
who came after them?
Repudiation of Prophethood
.
The concept of Divine communication as mentioned above
was, in fact, a hidden co,nspiracy, a clandestine revolt against
prophethood as such_ If this process were to be cons'idered a
widespread one and one of unceasing continuity, prophets would
no longer remain necessary at all. The Qur>an and other
scriptures link true guidance, knowledge of God, of His Attributes, of His will and all matters relating to the Unseen world,
with prophethood. The Qur'an mentions, in' the words of the
truly-guided believers :
"Praise be to God who hath guided us to this (felicity) :
Never could we have found guidance, had it not been for
the guidance of God. Indeed, it was t_he truth that the
Apost,les of our Lord brought unto us."·
(vn : 43)
At another place, while refuting polytheistic and pagan
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notions, God says:
"Glory tO thy Lord, The Lord of Honour and Power ;
(He is free) from what they ascribe (to Him). And peace
be on the Apostles. And Prais~ be to God, the Lord· and
Cherisher
of the Worlds
(xxxvu: 180: 82).
,
. !"
.
0
The Qur an also explains the purpose of the advent of
prophets as follows : ~'That mankind after (the coming of) the Apostles,
should have no plea against God."
(1v: 165)
If one were to examine carefully the concepts preached by·
the Mirza regarding the continuity of Divine communication,
and takes note of his view that fr was essential for one's salvation, it wo.uld reveal not only a spirit of revolt against the
finality of prophethood, but would reveal symptoms against the
very idea of prophethood.. In fact, if these concepts-were lo be
taken.seriously, religious faith would become something akin to
the spiritual feats such as. occultism which are becoming popular
in the. present· times.
Source of Divine communication

Then, what is the criterion of these communications? And
what is the guarantee that these communications did not reflect
either the inner being of the person himself, or his environrrient,
or his peculiar upbringing, or his sub-cpnscious desires, or else
the complex of factors related to his heredity? Those who have
studied the ancient collections of the~e communications know
that the bulk of them consists of completely erroneous hypotheses
and concepts which had their origin in ancient mythology.
Look at the spiritual experiences and Divine communi~ations of.
the neo-Platonists of Egypt. Were they not mei"cly geared to
the support of t_be idolatrous mythology and philosophical hypotpeses of the time? Even during the Islamic period· some of the
.people who bad a deep faith in things such as Divine communi~
cation and craved for gnosis mention having met Aristotle and
having talked to him, which reflects the peculiar ,mental outlook
of ancient philosophy, or Greek mythology. And if one studies
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the Divine communications which the Mirza claims to have
received one finds in them incontrovertible reflections of the
time·and environment of his life, his upbringing, bis subconscious
urges; on the whole; a reflection of the degenerate and decadent
.society in which he had been reared and. wherein he preached
his message. In fact, these communications contain far enough
evidence to force anyone who knows the political history of
modern India fo the conclusion that the real source· of the
Mirza 's inspiration was the ·political authority ruling over the
country. Iqbal, who was a man uf rare insight and had also
: studied the Qadiani movement thoroughly, has made the follow. ing observation :
"I dare say the .founder of the Ahmadiyya movement
did hea1· a voice, but whether the voice came from the God
of Life and Power 01· arose out of the spiritual impoverishment of the people must depend upon the nature of the
movement which it has created and the kind of thought and
emotion which it has given to those who have listened to it.
The reader must not think that I am using metapho~ical
language. Th.e life-history of nations shows .that when the
tide of a people begins to ebb, decadence itself becomes a
source of inspiration; inspiring poets; philosophers, saints
and statesmen and turning them into a class of apostles
whose sole ministry is to glorify, by the force for a seductive
art or logic, all that is ignoble and ugly in the life of their
people. These apostles unconsciously clothe despair in the
glaring garments of hope, undermine the traditional values
of conduct and thus destroy the spiritual virility of those
who happen to be their victims. One can oi1ly imagine the
rotten state of a people's will who are, on the basis of
Divine authority, made to accept their political environment
as final. Thus the actors \Vho participated in the di·ama of
Ahmadism were, I think, oi1ly innocent instruments in the
hands of decadence.""
9.

Iqbal; Speeches and Writings, pp. 157-58.

a
The Lahori Branch
The branch of Qadianism which has bad its bead quarters
nntil recentiy at Qadian, and was 'later transferred to Rabwab
under the second Khalifah and tl-)eMirza's own son, Basbiruddin
Mahmood, has made the lvlirza's prophethc;iod its fundamental
articl,e of faith. Witb great frankness and courage this group
adheres to this belief. No matter how objectionable this creed
might be from the Islamic view-point, this group deserves the
credit for having adopted' a clear and categorical standpoint and
showing moral courage. It is also beyo.nd doubt that this group
faithfully represents ,t11e teachings of the Mirza, in so far as he
had claimed prophethood for himself in clear and vigorous terms.
But the standpoint of the Lahore branch, whose leader until
a few years ago was MaulavI Mohammad cAlI (d.1952), is
enigmatic to the core. Anyone who has studied the w,ritings of
the Mirza knows that he explicitly claims prophethood and
regards all those who disbelieve in his prophethood to be Ka.firs.
If the meanings of words are fixed, and they have to be taken
in th~ sense in which the speakers of that language understand
them, and if iviirza ,had wr:itten his b0oks in order to convey his
message to his compatriots, then there can be no doubt that he
did say that he was a prophet, that he had received revelation,
that he ,was entitled to prescribe divine ordinances and iaj unctions,
that he was the bearer of shari'ah (Divine Law), and that the
one who rejected him was a Kafir and doomed to hell-fire.· But
l\!faulavi Muhammad 'Ali seems to have had greater sympathy
with the Mirza than he had for himself or his offsprings bave
for him. It appears that l\!IaulavI Muhammad <AJI is keen 'lO
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protect the greatness of the Niirza and his religious services and
perhaps is trying, both consciously as well as sub-consciously, to
keep his own deep attachment to, and veneration of, the Mirza
intact a,nd, at the same time, to spare his soul and his religious
conscience the torment caused by the Mirza's shocking. claim to
be a prophet and. the consequent ex-communication of the
11uslims, who rejected him, as Ka.firs. Muhammad 'Ali tries to
show that the N~irza never claimed prophethood in the technical
sense of the word. Wherever the Mirza usedtermslikeprophethood (nabuwah) revelation (Wala) and disbelief (Kufr), in
Muhammad 'Ali's opinion he used them in a mystical (Suf~)
sense, that is, these words have an allegorical and metaphorical
import. It is obviou; 'that if well-known and commonly used
religious terms were to be taken as sufistic mysteries, or as allegories and metaphors, then the writings and statements of any
person can be interpreted. in all possible ways and no connotation
can be fixed for any piece of writing.
Maulavt Muhammad 'Ali considers the Mirza to be the
greatest MuJaddid and reformer of the fourteenth century (of
Hijrah), and above all that, the Promiged Messiah. It is at this
point that the two branches of Qadianism meet. Even in his
commentary of the Holy Qi.Jr Jan, there are indications that he
considered the 1'1irza to be the Promised Messiah. For instance,
at one place in his Urdu commentary of the Holy QurJan he
writes:
"Muhammad (peace and blessings of God be on him)
was sent to all mankind and his time extends to the Day of
· Judgement. And, hence to consider oneself to be in need
of some other messenger or prophet is ingratitude to this
great benefactor. Thus, the prophecy about the advent of
the son of Mary in the Hadith can only'mean that someone
of this ummah ~vill come bearing resemblance to the son of
Mary. This corresponds to the prophecy of the second
advent of Elijah (Ilyas) which was fulfilled by the coming
of John (Y~hya) in the manner of Elijah .. This statement
of the Noble QurJan prevents Jesus from coming back
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personally to the rl'Iuhammadan ummah." 1 ·
In his -works, too, he generally refers to Ivlirza as "the
Promised Jvlessiah. 2 However, here we would confine ourselves
to a glance at })is commentary of the Holy Qur,an in order to
find out his religious attitu_des and tendencies.
A study ofhis commentary of the Holy Qur'an shows that
Muhammad cAli's rnind had almost completely assimilated
Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan's. mode of thinking as well as his method
of interpreting the Qur,an. His close contact with Hakim
Nurudd!n and his lessons in exegesis (Ta/sir) of the Qur,an from
the latter further reinforced the tendencies he had imbibed from
Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan. In fact, Mohammad <Ali is a typical
example of the kind of people found among the Muslims today.
He is keen to present Qur,iin before the modern world and
before those edu·cated in the modern tradition. At the same
time, his own mental framework and his intellectual upbringing
prevent him from acce'pting facts relating to the Unseen ·world
and the f<icts not comprehended by limited human intellect. He
represents, therefore, the attitudes of those Ivluslims who have
accepted all the ·results of modern scientific researches, or to be
more accurate, they have accepted the well-known concept; of
science-as distinguished frdm scientific facts-as axiomatic and
have set them up as the criterion for the acceptance or rejection
of everything, including the teachings of religion and the contents
of heavenly scriptures. Such people have a frame of mind
which is, on the whole averse to belief in the Unseen World and
in miracles. At the same time, they also have a . religious inclination which makes them disinclined to repudiate the clear texts
'
' to strike a middle path. They
of the
Qur,an. Hence, they try·
interpret the Quranic texts. relating to the Unseen World and
r;iiracles in such a manner as would not go counter to the
concepts and ideas in vogtte in the present times. In short, it is
an.attempt to make Islam palatable to the modern mind.· To
l.
2,

Tafsi' Bui•ii11 al-Qµr'iin, Vol. I, p. 317.
See ,for instance, his al-Nab'iiwah fi al-Isliim. and also Radd-i-Tilkffr ~hl-iQiblah.
·
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achieve this end, :tviuhammad 'All interprets Quranic verses in
a· highly arbitrary and exotic manner. He goes to a ridiculous
length of casuistry in order to support his interpretatiol) on the ·
basis of the feeblest of evidences. In these explanations he sets
aside all that might stand in the way of making Qur'an conform
to the whims and inclinations ofthemodernman. The a·ccepted
principles of Taftir, the rules of language and lite1:ature, the
known usages of terms, the understanding of these terms on the
part of the companions of the Prophet and Arabic-speaking
people, the exegesis of the ea1'liP-r scholars, all these are rejected
out of hand to show that Quranic verses have nothing which
can be regarded as 'out of fashion' in the present age.· In this
his comments are very similar ·to those of Sir Sayyicl Ahmad
Khan. Below are a few example~ which will show Muhammad
'Air's adventures in the realm of ·Quranic exegesis:
(I) In the Second Chapter of Qur'an it has been ~a~d that
when :tvioses (peace of God be on him) prayed to .God (for water
for his .people in a wilderness), he was asked to strike with his
staff. This made twelve spring~ gush forth and the twelve tribes
at the Israelites drank to their full'. The Quranic verses read :
"And when Moses prayed for water for his P'Oople, We
said : Strike the rock with thy staff. So t~ere fl.owed from
it twelve springs. Each tribe knew its drinking place."
(u : 60)
If one were to interpret this verse in tlie light of the words
in which this incident has been conveyed and in the way it has
been understood by all since the day it wa·s revealed to the
Prop9-et, one would be forced to the conclusion that this wa~ a
supernatural event brought about in a manner contrary to ·the
natural law of causation. However, such an occurrence is,
obviously, contrary to normal human experience and runs
counter to our understanding of physical and geological laws.
This forced :tviuhammad 'Ali to interpret it in· quite a novel
way. Let us reproduce what he has to say on the point':
"The words idrib bi 'asii ka-1-hajara may be translated in
two ways, strike the rock with thy staff, or march~~ or go
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forth or hasten, to /the rock with thy staff. Darb means
.striking, smiting, marching on, going from place to place,
setting forth a parable, and carries a number af other.s.ignificances .. In fact, darb is used to indicate all kinds of actions
except a few (Taj nl-'Arus). When arda (land o.r earth) is
its object, it carries the significance of going about ·Or seek-.
ing a way. Thus daraba-1-ard. or darab fi-l-ardhi, both
signify he journeyed in the land or went forth or hastened
in the land (Arabic-English Lexicon by Lane). The object
{)f idrib here is al-hajar which means a rock or a mountain
to which there is no access. <Asa ordinarily means· staff or
rod, b.ut its primary signifi.cance is a state of. combination
(T(lj al-'Ariis and Lane's Lexicon), and .the word is metaphorically used to speak of a community. Thus, of the
Kh•1warij, a Muslim sect, it is said Shaqqa '11sa-l-Jvfuslimlna ·
.I (lit. they b~oke the staff of the .Muslims which means that
they.made a schism.in the state of combination and tmion,
or in the community of the Muslims-Usa~ al-<Ariib). Henci;, the words may mean strike the rock with thy staff,
or_march on to the mountain with thy staff or thy commu'nity. What the words of-the Qu.r>an signify is either that
Moses was commanded by God to smite a particular rock
with his .staff from which water flowed. forth miraculously,
or to march on to a mountain from whi:ch springs.fiowed." 3
'.Yhat is significant about this interpretation of the verse.put
forth by Muhammad cAl! is that the latter alternative has been
preferred by him because affirmation of miracles appears oldfashioned and "un-scientific".
(2) Another instance is his explanation of the following
verse:
"And when you killed a man, then you disagreed
about it. Ano Allah was to bring forth what you were
hiding. ?o, We said: Smite him with a part of it. Thus

..

3.

Muhammad 'Ali's Englfah Commentary, p. 29.
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Allah brings the dead to life, and He shows you His signs
that you may understand."
(rr : 72-73)
Now, the general .tviuslim interpretation of tl1e incident is
that an Israelite had been killed and the Israelites were not
succeeding in tracing out the murderer. The successors of the
dead asked .tvloses to find out from God who the murderer was.
Earlier, the Israelites had been asked to slaughter a co\v which
they had done after considerable hesitation and with a feeling
of remorse. In order to show the wisdom and reward uf their
compliance with Divine commandment, God ordered them to
smite the dead man with some part of slaughtered cow which
would make the dead man tell the name of the murderer. This
was a very effective means of teaching the Jews the blessings of
honouring and obeying God's commandments. In fact, anyone
who goes through these Quranic versl» without any preconceived
notion 1s bound to interpret it in no other manner. But since
this in\'ulved a categorical affirmation of miracle, l\fohammad
<AJI explains the verses quite differently:
"The
story generally
narrated by the commentators to
I
.
explain this passage is not bas~d on any' saying of the Holy
Prophet, nor is it met with in the Bible. The very indefiniteness of the incident is an indication that it refers to
some well-known ~vent in history, and as almost all
incidents of the stubbornness of the Jewish riation prior to
the time of Jesus have been mentioned, it becomes almost
certain that this incident refers to Jesus himself, as it was
with respect to his death that disagreement took place and
many doubted his death. This inference becomes.strong<'r
when· ·we compare the incidrnts narrated here with the
same incidents as narrated in the fourth Chapter vv. 153-57,
when after enurnC'rating almost all the incidents narrated
here, in the three previous sections, the Qur'an goes on to
accuse the Jews in the following words "And they are
saying: Surely we have killed the Messiah, Jesus, son of
Mary, th_~ messenger of Allah: and they killed him not.
nor d1d th•iy crucify him, but he was made to appear to
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them as such, and those who differ therein are surely in
doubt about it; they have no knowledge representing_ it,
but only follow a conjecture" (4: 157). The part quoted
answers exactly vv. 72 and 73, only the hame is" omitted
here. The comparison makes it clear that it is the apparent
killing of· Jesus that is referred to here. The words tha't
you killed (Arabic: qataltum) are used, because in_ the first
place the Jews asserted that they had killed him, and,
secondly, because metaphorically a man may be said to have
been killed when he is made to appear as if he were dead." 4
As for the part of the verse which mentions the order to
smitf' the dead body, he explains the phrase "a part of it", as
follows:
The construction of the phrase idritrbuhii bi ba'tli-ha is
rather diffieult, but a comparison with 4: 157 makes the
meaning clear. Darb ......... conveys a number of significations. It means striking as well as likening, and as an
instance of the latter significance we find in the Qur,ii.n
itself, where it is said Yadribu-Ilahii-1-Haqq wa-[c!Ja.tila,
'Alla!i compares truth and falsehood."
(xm: 17)
·"In ba<d1-ha (lit, a part of it) the personal pronoun ha
i.e. it ·refers to the act of murder. The act of murder was
not completed in the case of Jesus, as the Gospels show, for
after he was taken down from the cross his legs were not
broken as in the case of the thieves. The meaning of the
sentence is therefore according to the signification of darb
that we adopt: strike him with partial death, or liken his
condition to that of the partially dead man, and thus he
was made to appear as a dead man, as stated in 4: 157.
There is no other case of murder or an attempted murder
in Jewish history of which the whole nation could be said to
have been guilty, and which might answer to the description
of these two verses.""
4.

5.

?vfuhamma.d Cf\li's E11gli!th Con mentary, p. 34.
/hid •• p. 35
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This type of reasoning is fairly illustrative of the mentality
we have spoken of above. In order to a void affirming a miracle
all kinds of involved reasoning is employed, including the contention (see the above citation) that the feminine pronoun was
used as masculine, and the incident of Jesus (peace be or! him)
was tagged on to these verses, withouf there being for it any
contextual relevance whatsoever.
(3) The Qur-'an repeatedly mentions that to provide evidence
of his prophethood, Jesus made from clay the form of a bird;
and then he breathed into the model \vhich sprang into life and
flew into the air like a real bird.
"And I made for you from clay the form of a bird,
then I breathe into it and it came a bird with Allah's permission."
(rn: 49)
The verse obviously suggests a miracle. In order to avoid
that, Muh"ammad t Air gives an °out-and-out figurative interpreta- -tion oft lie verse. His interpretation o-f the verse is novel since
. he assigns an altoget.her novel signification to the four terms
used in the verse:. K/wlq, tin, nafkh, and lair. klzalq according to
him, here means the determining of a thing. 'As for ttn an.d
. nafkh, he says "Man is spoken . of as being created from fin or
dust, which st~nds for his humble origin, but the nafkh or
breathing into him makes him deserving of respect by the
,angels." Then comes the word tair which, says Muhammad
<AJr, means a bird just as the word asad (lit, a lion) is figurativly
nsed for a brave man. In a parable ·it is quite unobjectionable,
says Muhammad t Air, to take the word lair ·as signifyfr1g one
who soars into the higher spiritual regions and is not bent 'low
upon earth or earthy things. In the light of these novel significations given to the words, 1viuhammad All considers the verse
to mean:
"So that is meant here is that Jesus, by breathing a
spirit into mortals, will make them rise above those who are
bent upon the earth, and the apostles of Jesus, \vho were an·
men ofhumb_le origin (which is referred to in the. word dust
in the parable), whose thoughts had never risen higher
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than their own humble cares, left everything for the master's
sake and went into the world by the command .o.f the master,
preaching truth .. Here was, no doubt,. m~re dust having.
the form ~fa bird, which the messenger of God converted
into high-soaring birds by breathing the truth into them." 6
(4) The-Qur>an mentions Solomon enumeratingthe favours
of God unto him, He said : .
"On man, we have been' taught the speech ·of birds,
and we have been granted of all things."
(xxvn: 16).
Since knowledge of "speech of birds" is contrary to normal
hu~an experience, Muhammad <Ali consiqers. the knowledge
of ,speech pf birds to mean:Solomon's use of birds for conveying
messages. IH his own words:
"Solomon's understanding of the speech of birds may
imply that he made use of birds to convey messages from
one place to another, these messages being metaphorically
called the speech of birds. " 7
The following verse reads:
"Till when they came to the valley of the ants, the sheant said: "0 ants, enter your abodes."
(xxvn: 18).
Here ·again :tv1uhammad ,c All gives a free rein to his imagination. According to him, Wad al-Naml does not mean, as it
apparently does and as it has been interpreted by exegetists, the
'valley of ants', b~t the valley of an Arab tribe called Banu
. Namlah, and the word namlah (she-ant) mentioned in the verse
has been explained by him as follows:
"It is the name of a .tribe.~ ....The nam~ Namlah used
also to be given to a child in whose hand an ant was placed
at its birth, because it was said that such a child would be
wise and intelligent""
(5) In the Quranic chapter entitled Saba it has. been mentioned about Solomon :
'-'But when Y.le decreed death for him, naught showed
G. lvluha1nmad 'Al~'s English
7." Ibid.
8. !bid., p. 731.

Comment~ry,

p. 144.
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them (the jinn) his death except a creature of the earth who
ate away his staff."
(xxxw: 14)
The Iviuslim exegetists in explaining this verse point out
that Solomon was having his temple constructed by jinn. When
he came to know that the time of his death had arrived, he
explained the plan of construction to the jinn, shut himself up in
a house of glass; and devoted himself ·to the worship of God.
In this state, the angel took the breath of life out of him. His
corpse kept standing by the support of a wooden staff. The
jinn kept on working for long. None sensed that Solomon had
died. When the construction was completed, the staff ;vhich
had supported his corpse fell down because of its having been
eaten up by a moth. It was then that his death became known.
The jinn also realised the limitations of their knowledge of the
Unseen. Their human followers too came to realise that had
the jinn become aware of Solomon's death by virtue of their_
capacity to know the Unseen, they would have got rid of'the
humiliat~on they had been enduring so long.
Now, since all this could be accepted only if supernormal
things are affirmed, l:VIuhammad cA11 again comes forward with
a strange explanation. This is what he. has to say on the questio~:
"The reference in the creature of the earth that 'ate
away his staff is to his son's weak rule, under whom the
kingdom of Solomon went to pieces. It appears that
Solomon's successor, Rehoboam, led a life of luxury and
c>ase, and instead of acting on the advice of older men, hP
yielded to the pleasure-seeking wishes of his companions
(Kings: 12: 13), and it is to his luxurious. habits and easy
mode of life that the Holy Qm·,an refers when it calls him
1 a creature of the earth. Tbe eating away of his staff signifips
the disruption of the Kingdom. The jinn, as already
remarked, mean th<• rebc>llious tribes who had bec>n reduced
to subjection by Solomon, and who 1·pmai1wd in subjection
to the Israelites for a time, until th<> Kingdom wasshntt0r0cl.''·•
9.

1vfuhammarl Cf\lis English 'C.otnn1f'ntary. P· n2:i.
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(6) Another example of the same trend is his explanation
of the following verse:
"And he reviewed the birds, then said: How is it I
see not hudhild, or is it that he is one of the absentees." (27: 20)
The word hudhud has been understood as signifying a particular species of bird_s· (hoopoe). The same view is corroborated by the context because a little earlier there is a mention
of Solomon's knowledge of the speech of birds and, again, since
it is the birds that he is reviewing. But since it is not normal
that a human being should converse with birds and call it to
account, and the bird should explain its conduct before him,
Muhammad <AJi let his imagination loose and interpreted
hudhud as the chief officer of Solomon's Department of Intelligence. He wrote·:
"By Hudhud is not to . be understood lapwing, but a
person of that name. In many languages many of the proper names given to men will be found to be identical with
the names of animals. The Arab writers speak of a king of
Himyar as Hud_ad ( Lisan al-< Arab), which is almost· identical
with Hudhud mentioned in the Qur 0 an ...... The verses that
follow show clearly that Solomon was speaking of one of
his own officers ............ "
In his Urdti Tafs1r he elaborates the situation, pointing out
that Hudhud was an intelligence officer and that when
Solomon reviewed the birds who· were useg to carry on
intelligence work, he found the officer of the fotelligence
department, Hudhud, absent. (See his Taftir al-Bayan, VOL. m,
p. 1413)
(7) The Qur"an mentions the existence of a distinct species
called Jinn; inter alia, iri the following verse :
"Say: It has been revealed to me that a party of the
jinn. listened, so they said: Surely we have heard a wonderful Qur 0 an.''
.
(uom: 1)
(The testimonies of Qur'an and Hadllh, the continuity of
JO.

Muhammad 'Ali's.English

Comm~ntary,

pp. 731-32.
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Muslim belief, as well as ·human observations, are too overwhelming on the question to· warrant the denial of existence of a
separate species of ethereal beings. Muhammad <Ali too could
not explicitly reject this belief as erroneous. He merely seems
to evade the question. He tries, therefore, to give other meanings of the term, depending upon the contexts in which the term
occurs. At one place he considers the word jinn. to signify
"great potentates or powerful leaders who, through their impor~
tance and detachment from the masses, do not niix freely with
them, so they remain distant or "hidden" from their eyes."11 No
less strange is his "feat of imagination in trying to explain that
the term in the Quranic verse mentioned above refers to Ohristians.12 He regards the opening. verses of this chapter as prophe- ·
tical, "speaking of some future time when Christian ~ations forming the bulk of mankind-snch being one of the sigi;ifica_nces of
the word jinn (Lane's Lexicon )-will accept the truth of the
message brought by the Prophet."""
These are just a few examples. The huge Oommetary of
Muhammad <All is replete with such distortions under the
immature impression that modern scien,ce was opposed to_ belief
'
.
in miracles or in the occurrence of an event ·which is ·of a super- .
natural order.
At this point a sound thinking person is buund to ask himself
the question:. did the Companions cif the Holy Prophet, wh(l were
the first addressees of the Qur0 an, and in whose mother-tongue
the Ql!r 0 an was r.evealed and who had the honour of having
been instructec;l by the Holy Prophet himself, also understood
the same import of.the verses as has been explained by this newfangled exegetist? Did they also think that "'strike the staff on
tho rock' meant 'march on to the mountain with thy community'?
Did they also think that 'And strike him with part of'it' me;nt
'kill him only partially'? Did they alsq think that the claim of
11.
12.
13.

Muhammad All's English Commentary, p. 306,
Ibid., p. 1107.
Ibid., p. 1107,
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Jesus of 'creating birds ~ut of clayl )Ileant 'infusi'ng the spirit. to
rise above earthly· concerns'? Did they alsq think that 'the
speach of birds' meant 'message-carrying birds' ,'that the 'creature'.
of the earth' referred· to Solomon's son,. Rehqboam,. and th.at
. 'jinn' meant the 'Christian nations of Europe'?• .In the same way';
did any of the followers of these. companions, or any Ara.b
linguists, 01~ scholars and exegefists un.derstand something similar
to what Muhammad 'Alr understood from them? It would be
hard .to say 'Yes' for we have before us the. entire treasure of
Tafsir literature aud it testifies to th.e originality of Mohammad
'Ali's brain; None of the profound scholars of Arabic and its
literature can everi imagine that these verses could, by any stretch
of imagin~tion, mean what this non-Arab scholar thinks they
mean, almost for the first time after more than thirteen hun.dred
years.
Th}s befr1g the case, one is left wondering about the signifi~
cance of the Quranic claim of being a 'clear book' which has
been rev~led in 'clear Arabic.' The Qur'an itself makes the
claim in these words :
"And surely this is a revelation from i:he Lord of the
Worlds. The faithful spirit has brought it on thy heart so
that thou mayst be a Warner in plain Arabic language.''
(xxvr: 192-95)
"These are the verses of the Book that makes· manifest.
Surely we have revealed it-an Arabic Qur'an-that you
may understand."
(xn: 1-2).
Another verse says:
"And certainly We have made the Qtir'an.easy to under.stand. Now, is there anyonewhowillponder"? (uv: 17)
If lvluhammad <Al1 's approach were to ·be ·considered sound,
it would mean that for more than thirteen hundred years the ·
Qur'an remained an incomprehensible mystery, an unsolved
pu'zzle. To disregard the obvious meaning of Quranic v~tse~,
to set aside the well-known rules of Arabic language and
grammar, to_ neglect the interpretations of Qur'an made by the
companions of the Prophet, to overlook the context of relevan.t
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Prophetic Traditions-all this means subjecting the Qurlan to
distortion and reducing it to a plaything. This is a great danger
and portends ill for Muslims if people promoting this kind of
approach find an encouraging response from them. Long ago
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad made a very apt remark \lbout the
Tafsir of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan. Nothing could apply more
adequately, to the Tafsir of Muhammad 'Ali. He said:
"These interpretations of the Holy QurJan which were
neither in th~ knowledge of God's Prophet, nor in the knowledge of his companions, nor in the knowledge of saints
and aqtab and ghawth and abdal, nor have any direct or
indirect textual .evidence, have caught the imagination of
Sir Sayyid."

Contributi9n of Qadianism to the
Muslim World
Now that ~e·have studied the life of the founder of Qiidianism, traced , the evolution of. its doctrines; and noted its
doctrinal emphasis, etc., we are ·in a position to attempt
historical evaluation of Qiidiiinism and see what ·achievements
go to· its credit in the history of the reformist movements iri
Islam? What has it given . to the' pr.esent gen~ration of
Muslims ? What has been the practical outcome of this· religious
hullabaloo which has been going on for about three quarters
.ofa century.? The founder of the .movement has bequeathed
a. whole library of his works_ on .all kinds of religious subjects,
particularly controversial matters, and they have been under
discussion for over seventy years. , What is the essence of these
works and what are they really-driving at? What is the message
of Q.adianism for the present age?
To answer these questions, we should cast a glance at the
·Muslim world itself wherein this moyement ·arose. We should
also .have a look it .the state of the Muslim world during .the
second ·half of the nineteenth century, and its problems and
difficulties.
The most important event which, took place during this
period·of time which can. beignored neither· by a historian nor
a reformer is the aggression ·of Europe on. the Muslim· world,
.particularly India. The educational system that came ill its
train was devoid ·of the spirit of god-consciousness, and the cul-"
ture which sprang from this new world-view was permeated

•
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with ungodliness and sensuality. The world of Islam fell an
easy prey to this nascent but militarily well-equipped European
power because it had become impoverished !n all respects : in
respect of faith, of knowledge, ai;id of material resources. This
was the time when a conflict of colossal importance took place:
the conflict between religion (and I slam alone ,;l'aS in the field
to represent religion) and the ungodly and materialistic culture
of Europe. This conflict gave birth to a large number of political, cultural, intellectual and soci?-1 problems-problems which
could have been solved only through strong and unshakeable·
faith, profound and extensive knowledge an.cl extraordinary selfconfidence and perseverance. To encounter: th.is situation, the
Muslim world needed a great spiritual and intellectual personality who could infuse the spirit of jihad (struggle) in the Muslim
world, unite the Muslims, be able to withstand the least distor:ti~n of Islamic teachings, bring about a rapprochement between
the eternal mess":ge of Js.lam and the restless spirit of the present
age by dint of his strength of faith and 'intellectual acumen, and
meet squarely the challenge of the zestful and buoyant West.
This was one aspect of the problems faced by the Muslim
world of that time. The other aspect of the :Muslim world was
that it appeared to be infested with riligious and moral ailillents,
the most .gruesome of which was the rise of doctrines and
.practices which ·bore the imprint of polytheistic· irifluences.
To.zias and graves were worshipped ..People swore in the names
of others. than God. Innovations in religion were
popular
every'
.
where.· Superstitions and· meaningless beli.efs .:Were rampant.
This situation ·calle·d for.a reformer o'r'tremencfous di;,,ensions:
a reformer who could purge the Islamic society' of a1iti"I;lamic
infl.uences, ren'iind the Musli~s-of the true doctrine of Tawhld,
and stress the obligation ·of adhering to the Su_nnah o.f the .
Prophet; in short, one who could thoroµghly purify the refigious
life of Muslims.
Besides this, the contact with foreff;-n nations iind a material. istic culture had begun. fo corrode:
.
. .. the M~slirris socially and
~egenerate them morally.
Moral degene'ration had gone .to the
~·
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extent ·of unabashed sinfulness; love of extravagant and luxurious
living to the extent of licentious self-indulgence; docile obedience to their rulers to the extent of intellectual sub.se'rvience
and loss of self-resp~ct; ap.d, the tendency to imitate the Western
cuiture and the way of life of their British masters to the extent
of the repudiation of the . teachings of Islam. The situation
obviously demanded the rise .of a great crusa.der against these
degenerating tendencies, a crusader \yho, wou~d put a stop to the
tidal waves of moral and intellectual decline and counteract the
harmful :effects of political slavt;ry and it.s offshoot of fue~tal
. bondage.
Again, there was the problem of ignorance :- the ignorance
of evei1 the rudiments of Islam on the part of a g'reat majority of
l'vfuslims. As for the people educated along modern lines, they·
were unaware of Islam, of the normative principl~s of the
Muslim way oflife, of the history of Islam, and of the greatness
of their own past, and were, ori the whole, pessimistic about 'its
future. Islamic religious sciences were in a state pf decay, and
the old centres of learning appeared to be on the verge of
collapse. ·All this meant that a new, vigorous educational movement was needed, a movement to set "up new schools and
madrassas, as well as to produce forceftil books in order to
improve the knowledge of l'vius!ims about their religion, awaken
their religious consci01~sness ·and create in them a deep fai~h in
the teachings of Islam.
Even more important than
all these . was another crying
I
.
need of the Muslim world: the need to summon the Muslims in
the manner. of the prophets, to. live a truly' Islamic. life charac- ·
terised by strong faith and righteous· action. It is this .alone
which entitles ·the Muslims to the help of God, ~o their predominance over the enemies, and to their s.alvation in this world
as well as in th:e next and every kind of felicity and hon9ur.
The_ fact is that the real need of the Muslim world has never
been, nor will it ever .be ·a fresh religion : all that it has needed
is a fresh· and deeper faith in Islam. Never hits the world of
Islam need_ed a· new religiofl, or a new. prophet. It has mer~ly
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been in need of a fresh faith in, and fresh enthusiasm for~ the
e,ternal truths : the beliefs and the teachings revealed to the
hist ·of all the prophets, Muhammad (peace be on him) .. This.
faith is adequate enough to encounter the evil tendencies that
might arise in any age and resist the new temptations that the .
changing time brings along with it.
In response to the crying needs of the Muslim world m.entioned by .us ther_e arose numerous personalities and movements
in the Muslim world. They made no big claims, nor did they
try to create a new ummah. All they did was to fulfil these
important ne~ds as .best a~ they could, and in so doing they
inspired a great number of Muslims. They neither tried to
· promote a new religion, nor invited people to rally arouµd some
new prophet, noi· did they create anarchy in Muslim ranks.
They wasted none _of their capabilities in futile tasks. Such
personalities. and movements proved to be an unmixed blessing
to the :Muslim world.: their mission was free from all possibilities of harm, arid their' work, commendable beyond any shadow
of doubt. "Without having lost anything, the Muslims benefited
from them and to themthey owe a heavy debt of gratitude.
At such a critical movement, in the most crucial area of
the Muslim world, India, which was the main scene of intellectual and political conflicts, the~e also arose Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad to initiate a new movement. What is noteworthy about
him is that he totally disregarded some of the most important
problems which'wern confronting the Muslim world in his days
and focused all his attention on one question alone. Now,·
what was it?· The ' question of the .death of Messiah and. the
claim on his o"wn part to be the' Promised Messiah. Whatever
time and energy was left after concentrating on this issue was
spent on propagating that jihad had become prohibited an~ th.at
loyalty to· the British Government was a religious imperative.
For about a quarter of a century th~se_ very questions continued
. to be debated by him at great length. If the writings of the
Mirza on the question of l\tiessiah were to be expunged from
his works, hardly anything of significance will be left in them.
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Moreover, it is also to be. noted that the Mirza raised the
standard of his prophethood and decla.red all those who did not
accept his claim as kafirs in a Muslim world which was already
torn by dissensions. By so doing, however, the Mirza raised an
iron wall between himself and the l'viuslims. On the one side of
this wall there are a few thousand followers of the Mirza, and
on the other side is the rest of the Muslim world which stretahes
from l'vforocco to China ·and has great personalities, vii:tuous
movements of reform, and va!Uable institutions. · They stand
isolated from and opposed to the whole qf this world. Thus he
unnecessarily added to the difficulties of Muslims,. further
aggravated their disunity and added a new complication to the
problems facing them.
The l'vfirz a has made no worth w bile contribution tO the
intellectual and religious heritage of Muslims which would call
for his recognition and because of which he might deserve the
gratitude of the present generation of l'viuslims. Nor did he
initiate a broad-based movement for the revival of Islam which
could profit the l'vJuslims as a whole, nor help Muslims to solve
any of the major problems facing them, nor did his movement
contain any message for the contemporary civilization which is
in the grips of a major crisis and is interlocked in a life and
.death struggle. Nor can he· even be credited with any significant achievement ~is-ii-vis the expansion of Islam either in India
or Europe. His message remaiped addressed to the Muslims
and of necessity could only lead to mental confusion and
unnecessary religious squabbles \Vith.in the Muslim community.
If the l'viirza can be considered· successful, it is only in so far as
he bequeathed to his family the legacy of spiritual leadership
and worldly prosperity, the legacy of a kind of theocracy in
which respect he is comparable .to the Agha Khan and his
ancestors.
The fact is that it is merely a ~et of favourable circumstances
and not any inner vitality which accounts. for the surviv.al of
Qadianism for several decades. It owes a good deal to the
intellectual bewilderment found in India, and particularly m

..
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Punjab in his time. Qidianism is rrlso indebted to the doilli,
riance of the British' in India which had weakened the bases of
Isla;rnic life so that the rising generation of :rviuslims had become
profolJJldly ignorant of the kachings of Islam and the ch"aracc
teristics and attributes of prophethood and· true spiritual leadership. It owes a debt of gratitude to the encol,lragement and
patronage lt ~eceived from the British. rulers. Had. it not been for
these-f<ictors, Qadianism which bases itself ~ainly on ihspira-·
tiom·, dreams, fantastic interpretations of r¢1igious texts and dry
.and lifeless theological quibbling, which have no mor<il' and
spiritual message for the present age, nor any il!lagina.tive
solution.for the.pro.blems of our time, could nev~r h;we remained
alive as .long ·as it has managed to do fo this degenerate a1nd .
confused generation. It seems to me that we have been pu0:ished
by God for the ingratitude that Muslims have sh own to Him in
the past by ·deviating from the teachings of Islam, and the crimes
,we. have committed )Jy nor fully recognizing the true servants of
the ca~se of, Islam who ~ose amidst- us. For all these crimes we
. have received what· we. unfortunately deserved-this intellectual
plague and the rising up of this man amidst us who has sown
the seeds of perp'et~l'discord·. and disunity. '
...
A few· years ago· while lecturing at.. the University of
Damascus ori the movements of rcf~rrn and reyivaJ of.true Islam
.in the past I ··made the following obse~v~jion about Batinite
movement which appears worth reproducing in the ccintex.t of
Qadianism:
"When l i·ead the histo;i·es o{:B'atinite movement, of
Ikliawiin al"Safa, ofBahaism in Iran and.Qadianism in J:ntjia,,
it seems to me· that when the founders of, the~e movements
read the history of Isla~ and the life ·of. th~ Prophet it
str~ck ·them that a man, l.n 'by himself st~¢. up with a
~i:ssion in Ar;abia, without any'. money to . back ch.ini, .or any
army to support hi~ ; he sJJmmoned people tow~rds a creed,
towards a religicm a,nd not after very ,long there came into·
existence a new ummah, a new state, and a new/~ulture.
They also noticed that s~ngle-handed he <ihartged the
0
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direction of human: histmy, and forced eyents to flow into
a different channel. The ambitious natures of these men·
then whispered to them : "Why not try?" These people
knew that they had intelligence, remarkable mental c_apabi- _
lities and. organising ability, They .thought, therefore, thaf
histury _might_ repeat itself in their case, foiJowing the
. natural pattern of cause and effect. These pebple had
expected the same kind of miraculoll:s success to crowt:1 thei':
efforts, as had crowned the efforts of the l}nlettered Prophet,
of Arabia in the sixth century, for, they thought that human
nature remained always-the same, and if _it had responded
to Muhammad in the past, there was no reason why it
should not respond to them now.
"These persons did have a glimpse- of the greataess of
Muhammad ("peace be on him), who carried. his movement
to- a successful end, but could not see. the Divin_e support
which was his real strength,, nor the Divine. Will of which
he was an instrument.
"The result was that for a very ·short period bf time,
the efforts of these_ ambitious p_eople did bear some fruit.
There gathered behind them a following, sometimes of'
se.veral . hundred thousand
peopie. Some ..oft. them, (e-.
g.
.
.
Batinites) even succeeded in establishing
a s.tate
oftheli:-_own.
.
..
.
(the Fatimid·e State) which for some. time covered a- fairl'y..wide area from Sudan to Morocco. ' But: ajl this remaine!:(
only as long as i:hey were able to maintain their organisational efficiency, their wizardry and their secrefadministrative .
network. But whe_n -these things were gone; all_ their power
and glory also became a poignant ·memory of the past.
With the loss of_ worldly power, the ·religious movement
-shrank and obscured and lost all significance for human iife.
Against this, is the true Islam preached by the last messenger_
bf Allah '(peace be. on him). It constitutes today, as it
constitut.ed yesterday: a _great spiritual fo~ce_ii:i the world,
the guiding star and inspiration of a- great ummah. It still
' 'possesses a distinctive culture which sprang from the spirit''
•
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of its teachings. It is still the religion of a number of states
and peoples. The sun of Muhammad's prophethood is still
shining brilliantly in the sky._ Never in history has it
suffered an eclipse and it never will."

I
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